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CHAPTER I 
SELECTION OF THE PROBLEM 
This is a period of unusual ao ti vi ty in the planning 
and construction ot new elementary school classrooms, and an 
opportune time to study what has been done recently in order 
to twovide _an envi~onment for formal learning, and what has 
been the classroom teachers' reaction to it. 
This study is concerned with the kind of elementary 
classrooms that have been constructed in Massachusetts and 
connecticut since World War II and the part that teachers 
nave had in planning them. It is also concerned with the re~ 
action of teachers to the .features affecting instruction in 
these rooms. Most of all it ia concerned with the help that 
can be obtained toward the design o'£ .future classrooms from 
a large number of classroom teachers who have had experience 
in the newest rooms available. It is the kind of consumer 
research problem that the manufacturers o.r most products 
employ regularly. It should be possible to develop guide-
posts to help future building committees create classrooms 
that are more functional and comfortable. It might be pos-
sible to omit same features naif included and save some 
money. 
I. CKGROUND OF' THE STUDY 
During World War II there were almost no schools con-
structed and the school population was almost constant, so 
the end of the war is the beginning of a convenient period 
for study. As soon as the war ended there was a consider-
able amount of school construction activity due to curtailed 
wartime construction and the continued us·e of many antiquated 
buildings that should have been replaced during the depres-
sion. At the same time there were a large numbar of war 
babies getting ready for school. It was thought that a few 
years of active building coupled with a return to normal 
birthrate would take care of the situation, but predictions 
of birthrate proved to be far too low and school construction 
has remained at a high level. Whether it is now the middle 
of a construction boom or only the beginning, no one knows, 
but it is certain that many more units need to be constructed 
a t the earliest possible time to replace obsolete units and 
to provide for the c hildren already born and gett i ng ready 
f or school. 
Life magazine puts the situation this ay : 
-
Faced with ever rising enrollments, rapidly aging 
facilities and insistently mounting costs of new con-
struction, school authorities are confronted with the 
most burdensome shortage or schoolrooms in u.s . history. 
The so.ooo rooms built last year made only a s mall dent 
in the shortaSf and, ,-ear bJ year, school people are 
losing ground. 
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The United States Ot.fioe ot Education bas estimated 
that the shortage ot 1954 classrooms was 345,000. President 
Eisenhower aaid in his 1955 State o.f the Union meaaage to 
the new Congreaa that the classroom shortage in the nation's 
schools "ia ot immediate conoern to all our people." He 
went on to say that varioua taotors have produced "an un-
precedented classroom shortage" on which aotlon ought to be 
taken.~ 
A research study prepared by Englehardt, Englehardt 
and Legett, New York educational consultants, indicates that 
the peak has by no means been reached and that more pupils 
are definitely in sight: "For every 100 pupils in grades 
K-6 in 1952, 125 may be expected bJ l960."S 
It is obvious that more classroom apace baa got to 
be provided as rapidly as possible unless more than one 
group uaea the existing claaarooma. Practically all inter-
ested school people and laymen decry such multiple use of 
1
"New Schools, Economy Too," Lite, 36174, February l, 
1954. 
2"Trends and Issues," Education Summary, :1, Janu-
arr 20. 1955. 
Snsohool Enrollments Will Continue to Soar," ~ 
School Executive, 74tll, December, 1954. 
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classroo~ and this study is not concerned with it. There 
see~ to be no alternative to constructing a great number of 
new classroom units, and the immediate need is tor elementary 
. ' . 
ones, although aecondary units are becoming critical and 
will soon be as critical. This atudy is concerned almost 
exclusively with ·elementary classroOm.. 
This is also a period in whioh the practice ot ele-
mentary education is changing considerably as a result ot 
the research in educational method that bas been going on 
and because or the v•stly more complex ~orld ot which chil-
dren are a part. C~es in modern education parallel changes 
·, 
in moat other tields 1 0t human endeavor, and just as factory 
-· 
and office methods h&ve changed and have demanded a different 
environment, ao claasroom methods have changed and demanded 
a different environment. The kind ot classroom taoilities 
available are very important in determining the activities 
therein. Winaton Churchill onoe aaid that we tirat shape 
our buildinga, and then our buildings shape us. 
The clasaroom ot the past was designed tor a reading, 
listening, recitation type ot education. Modern education 
1a tar more active and variable. 
The achoolhouae ia a place tor many kinds ot learn-
ing; the aohoolhouae itaelt i~ an instrument .or education. 
It can teach children much ot beauty, ot usetul ordering 
ot apace, .and ot the possibilities ot harmonious living. 
There il increasing ~ecognition ot the school building as 
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a place that will help children to grow to their beat, 
phyaically aa well as mentally; their seeing, posture, 
nutrition, and every bodily proceaa should be helped 4 toward the ideal by the conditions of' 111'e at school. 
School buildings, like churches, ~actoriea and homes 
do things to people. Attitudes are attected b~ the 
structures in which the activities take place. 
Ob~1ously the new classrooms needed are not the same 
as the old ones. This study is concerned with how th'ey might 
be di~~erent. 
Since the classroom teacher ia oloaeat to wbat goes 
on in the classroom, it would aeem logical to ~ind out what 
teachers like and d1al1ke about exiating rooms and entail 
their aid in designing new ones. Tbe needs o~ the pupils and 
the program should be better known by the classroom teacher 
than any one else. 
II. SCOPE OF THE STUDY AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE 
The modern elementary olaaa~oam is a complex and ex• 
pensive atructur , and what goes on in it is even more com• 
plax and expensive. No one 1tudy could poaaibly encompass 
it. 
4.\me.rioan Schoo.l Bu1ld1J!i!jS (Washington: American Asso-
ciation of ~ohool AdmlnTat~ators, ~enty-Seventh Yearbook, 
1949); p. 9. 
SNelson ~ . Henry (ed.), The Communitz ~ohool {Chicago: 
ational Society "ror the Study of Educatlon, Fi~ty-Second 
Yearbook,. Part II, 195~), p. 147. 
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This study is not concettned with total school con-
struction. It is not concerned with roundations, roofs, 
wall construction, f'urnnces, or modul.ar units. It is not 
concerned !lit h costs of' cons t r uction, state aid, insurance 
or debt retire ant. It is not concerned 1ith areas outside 
t he classroom such as corridors, specia l rooms , OI' pla.y-
(.l•rounds . It is not concerned with predicting hot many rooms 
will be needed at any future time. It is not concerned with 
renovating old classrooms although considerable guidance in 
t hat direction can undoubtedly be obtained. It is not con-
cerned with secondary classrooms which are usaally quite 
di:ff'erent from elementary ones. 
This .study is concerned with what is often called the 
educational planning of' the classroom; which includes the 
:raatures afi'octing instruction that are built into the :ttoom 
or are ordinarily p:ttovided or omitted by the school U-~it. 
It is concerned ith roatures that toachers s houl d be inter ... 
ested in and competent to discuss and to express important 
opinions upon. Architects and englneers must always decide 
upon many features or school construction# but it s ems rea-
sonable t o have the teachers who o.re closest to the situation 
decid on educational .features within reasonable l imitations . 
It is not a purposo of this study to try to design a 
standard classroom that can be copied repaated1y and se·t down 
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wherever a new ona is needed, no matter how attr ctiva such 
an idea would be to econ~~y minded ass production propo-
nents . 
oday's school plants shoUld be adapted to current 
and futUl~e educati onal needs. Standard patterns ar& 
not proposed for all scb.oo~s. Each school. plan shouJ.d 
be ta lored to fit speci.fic conditions and require• 
ments . 6 · · · · · · · 
It is undoubtedly the local community. and local 
tea.chars 6 wh.o can bast determine wha:t classroom f'eatUl."'es 
best 1'i·t their specific condi tiona and requirements . 
One part of the study is to determine t he kind of' 
c~assroo•n that has been built since World 'lar II and to com-
pare i t with older rooms. :t:he kind of classrooms buiJ.t will 
be determined by actual visits to about a hur1dred classrooms, 
a review of the l iterature concerning them~ and a checklist, 
part o:f which indicates what teachers in new l1assachusetts 
and Connecticut elementary classx•ooms now have . In order 
to understand how present classrooms hAppen to be the 1ay 
they are, educational history will be consulted and the evo-
l ution of the classroom will be described. 
~- means of a five-page checklist, a large number of 
6Good and Bad School Pl ants in the United States as 
Revealed :ez!. Tati'Oriwid& School Facillllis · Survey (t1/ashingtonf 
United States Department of' Heal.t.b.~ Education, and ~ eli'are, 
Office of Education, Special Publication No. 2, 1954), P• v. 
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kindergarte.n thl"ough grade six teachers in lmssachusa t ts and 
Connecticut will be invited to report on the features affect-
i ng instr•uct1on in their rooms . They ill be asked to indi-
cate t he presence or absence of certain features (£or ex-
ample, a piano). They ill be asked for the extent o£ some 
features (for example, th& amount of tackboard). They will 
be asked for the color of some things (for example, the 
chalkboard). They ill be asked to indicate what features 
an equipment they 11ould pre:f'er to have in t heir rooms fort 
their particular grade and method of teaching. Vith the in-
formation obtained, a status study can be made, and more im-
portant; a study o:f' preferences can be made. 
1hen preferences are expressed, it is important to 
lmow to what they are related. ~ ith this in mind, n erous 
correlations will be attempted. The first will 1m to find 
out how teachers' pref'arences are related to that they no 
have in their rooms. An example ould be hether teachers 
ho have drinking fountains in their rooms want drink 
fountains more than t hose who do not have them. Other pref-
erences may change ith the grade, teaching experience and 
exposure of' the room. An att~pt will also bo made to sepa-
rate t he respondents i nto modern and tradit ional teachers 
and see hov1 their prei'or nces dii't'er. 
Not all the post•war elementary classrooms in lAassa-
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chusetts nnd C o~~ecticut will be sampled. Only classrooms 
~n new buildings will be included# thus eliminating aiditiona 
to existL pre•\7ar sc ools. Due to peculiar! ties of the 
1a11 s _concerning state funds allottad to schools in the two 
states studied, this ~ill mean t at a larger perconta e o~ 
lm~sachusatts classrooms will be considered. Connecticut 
has many more ne rooms on old buildings . 
The first step in selecting the teachers to partici ... 
pate in t bA study was to write to the principals o£ all the 
new schools and ask their help in distributing the checklist 
to their teach rs. If' a principal or other school official 
did not repl y, then that school as not included in t he study. 
A total of 286 new schools ere located throUGh t he t.vo sta·te 
departments or educ tion and 185 £avorable repli s 7ere ob• 
tained. A n~~er of replies indicated that one person Jas 
answ ring f'or two or mora schools. During the eek of' 
January 3,. 19551 2509 checklists were sent to princip ls. 
This study is just a sm 11 part of a much larger 
school construction problem. It attempts to find wbnt some 
teach rs have in their rooms , what the prefer to l~v , and 
what factors are allied with -their pr ferences. 
III . REASO J F CR I TER ST 
The writer is concerned in his daily wor 1ith teacher 
ed ca tic 1 and particularly the preparation o:r teachers 1n the 
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wide and · Ood use of audio-visual aids includi projected 
materials• recorded materials, models, mockups, drama, radio, 
television, chalkbQards, bulletin boards and projects of 
many kinds.. These aids often require special equipment, ma-
terials and classroom facilities. Research seems to indicate 
that wide and good use of these aids will help to provide 
better education. However; a defense of this position is not 
a purpose of this study. 
Both in line of duty and because of a family in the 
construction business, the writer bas visited many new schools 
and talked with t$achera and administrators about them. 
Talks with former students in new classrooms often 
disclosed that they auld be doing more of the things that 
they had learned how to do and using more teaching aids in 
their daily work if the rooms •ere designed to make such use 
easy or even possible. This naturally brought up the subject 
or design! new classrooms and the teachers' part in it. 
Talks with experienced teachers who were moved from an 
old inadequate building to a new one revealed that in most 
cases they were hardly consulted in the planning of the new 
facilities. In some cases the teachers did not kno in 1hat 
kind of' surroundings they were supposed to wol'k until the 
open-house celebration tor the new building. When asked how 
they liked the new classrooms attar they were used to them, 
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many teachers expl~ined that they were wonderful. but, it 
they had had anything to do with it. they would have this 
feature. and not this one. and so ·~orth. ost teachers 
seemed willing and able to help design their classrooms. 
it given an opportunity. 
During a number ot adva.noed ·education courses. con-
siderable reading about new classrooms and teacher partici-
pation in their design was done. In most cases it appeared 
tbat architects. superintendents and lay building committees 
decided what kind ot educational environment would be used 
by teachers tor many years ot classroom work. Talks with 
inatructors ot these courses seemed to indicate t.hat teach-
era should at least help in this important work. but that 
they seldom did. A sense ot injustice gradually developed, 
but with a number ot unanawered questions such as: How 
much have teachers actually helped in new classroom design? 
Are teachers capable ot advice on new classroom design with-
out special training? Are teachers interested in new class-
room design? What features about new classrooms do teachers 
like. dislike, or have no opinion on? What sort ot class-
rooms would teachers design it they had their own way? 
Gradually a study developed. 
At tirst it was planned to include grades ono through . 
twelve in the study since the writer regularly instructs 
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teachers tor all these gradea. However. conferences with 
adviaers seemed to indicate that the classroom tor secondary 
work was so ditterent from the elementary one that either 
one or the other should be selected. A quick survey ot new 
achools indicated that there were many elementary ones but 
tew new secondary Ones. ao it was decided to limit the study 
to the elementary claesrooma. ~ther diacuaaion resulted 
in the 1nolue1on or the kindergarten. The final plan waa 
to include the regular olaearooma for kindergarten through 
grade six. or the levela commonly referred to aa primary 
and intermediate. 
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would have a var.iety or plans !'rom which to choose. Many or 
these traditional schools were designed on the outside first 
a d th n educational spaces were made to !'it inside . 
The first indications that educators should help plan 
educational facilities seem to have originated about thirty 
years ago: 
Before the equipment plan is drawn up by the arch!• 
tect, studies should be madeby the superintendent of 
schools and the principal who 1s to administer the pro-
posed building. Before they complete t heir studies, they 
should call !'or the adv.ice of heads . of department!; super-
visors, or oth r competent persons in tho system. · 
I t is interest to nota t hat this educational planni ng in-
eluded only equipment and not space and that teachers were · 
not mentioned except as they :might be incl.uded in "othar coni-
pet nt persons." 
There is plenty of evidence that teachers have bad very 
little to say about t he kind of classroo~ in hich t he are 
to work . Dale says concerning color in t he classroo : " oat 
teacher s have nothing to say about t o color sche e of floors, 
wal~ ,. and ceiling; t hese are determined b3" t he school ad-
ministration ."2 Bartnick, in his study of mathamatics 
l F . I~• · Cooper, School House Planni~ (Washil1bton : Na-
tional Education Association, !925), P• 1~ 
2~dgar Dale, Audio-Visual gthods !ll Teaching (New 
York: The Dryd n Press , r ev. ad •. 1 54 ), P • 379. 
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classrooms, found that, "Most of the teachers I spoke to in-
dica t ad that they had little or no part in t he p~eliminary 
s tages of pl nning . In fact, a number of t hem stated that, 
as ~ar as they kne • layout planning was done almost oxclu- , 
. 3 
s i vely by t he . archi tect." Hereford says t hat t h re is a 
grea t dearth of educational planning in new schools by the 
whole school community hich1 of course, includes t he teach• 
era and he particularly blames the board of educati on : 
The responsibility for most of this unimagi native 
des ign must be laid at the feet of the local c ommunity 
and, in particular, boards at education and their chief' 
school administ~ator. Under pressure of expanding en-
rollment, i gnorant of what constitutes good schools, 
r el uctant to involve t eir own people i n cooperat i ve 
planning, over cautious toward _program changes, and 
sometimes lethargic, boards of' education and school ad-
mi nistrators were prone to demand that their architects 
not onl y design a buildiqg as such, but t h educational 
program it was to house.4 
In an ai"ticle titled, ttTogethei" They Bu1lt,"5 one 
m1 ht expect to ~ind teache~s working with school administra-
tors and an architect to build a new school, but such is not 
3L. P. Bartn1ck4 "Specifications fOP a New or Remodeled Mathematics Classroom, (unpublished thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1953), P• s. 
~l T. Hereford, "Despite the Deai"th of Educational 
Planning Creat ive Des i gns Have Been Achieved,' School , ecu-
tive, 72:841 tmy, 1953. 
SEarl • Hu hes and Lawrence B. Perkins, "Together 
They Bu1J.t,u ~ Jour nal, 43:J.4l.-143, rch1 1954 . 
the case. The article is totally concer ned with citi zens 
and administrators and architect. The teacher is not in-
el uded. 
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In a number of boo s nnd articles t he teac er is not 
' considered separately but is included wit h other school par-
son..11el. 6 Se~rs, f or instance, expresses a common feeling 
·that teachers . shoul d hel p plan schools but he l umps them to-
g ther with principals, supervisors 1 custodians, guidance 
and heal th officers, research ~orkers , attendance officers 
a d clerks. He says that staff planning of t he buil ding not 
onl y makes a batter building, but also makes a better staff 
by sti~ul t ing healthy ·rowth and sound morale. Teachers 
shoul d get a chance to use the train1 they have received 
and are t he better for it . His point is well de ' ••• 
that the btil dine; be fitted to the activities it is to house 
y those who conceive and ·rect the a ctivities . " 
Apparently .not everyone agr ees t hat school paopl 
should design t he educational parts oi' school buil di ·s. 
The opposite point of viM is expressed by Huggett: 
ost school superintendents ould be ·ise to emplo 
an educational expert in planning buildings if it is 
possible to do so . If this can't be done , then t he 
a rchitect houl d be l eft to ork out most de t ails after 
SJ sse B. Sears, Public chool Administration ( ~ew 
York: '11he Ronal d Press , !947), pp. 350-352. 
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conferences have be n hel d in t'7hich 1 t has been decided 
how much shop work, home economics, commercial studies, 
ate ., there should -be , also what the needs will be a i'e 'I 
years later. • . • • • It would be :roolish to attempt to 
lan by o __ osel.f as arct-...itecture is a vary speciali zed 7 profession which an amateur has no business to attempt. 
Apparently Hugget makes no distinction between designing the 
support for- t he roof" and designing the _educational envJ.ron-
ment. 
Reeder makes it very clear that the educational lan• 
ni~ of the school does not bolo to the architect: 
Beforo the architect can begin drawin pl~ns for the 
building he must know t he uses to which the building is 
to be put. no ever, it is not his business to decide 
~hat those uses should be; they should grow out of the 
needs of the corunu..ni ty and should be e.pproved by tho 
board of education.a · 
He g oes on to say that the superintendent is primarily respon-
sible for the schedule of rooms and equipment, but : 
S estions from as many competent persons as pos -
sibl e should b secured; in particular, th su0 e tions 
of t he principal and the teachers of: the school, provided 
such employees are t en _mown, should be secured. 9 
The _A.ltSA Yearbook Ame.rican School Build.ing.,s, Jhich is 
a primary reference for all school buil i ng groups, places 
7Albert J. Huggett, Practical School Administration 
(Champaign, Illinois: The Garrard Press, 1950), p . 273 . · 
8Ward G • Reeder, 'r'ha Fundamentals .2£. Public chool 
Administration (New York:-The mcmillan Company, rev. ed. 
1 951) , p . 247 . 
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much e phasis on the contributions of the a:r>ch1tect but adds: 
To supplement a~l toclu1ical findings that may be se-
cured, the board o~ education and tho superinte dent. at 
all stages of the pl anning process, ill se k the advice 
of the school faculties and other per s onnel, d o com-
munity representatives . By pool ing the best thiru{ing 
that can be bro ht to the task, a ma ter pl an of educa-
tion vill e developed that v i ll be t r ul y representative 
o~ t he educational 1deal.s o~ the community and will be 
the object of continued community s~pport .lO 
Chapter II of this Yearbook is concerned with the or-
cnn:tzation and a • istrative procedu~es ~ecessary in order 
to house a school program. Sections are ovoted to the parts 
of the bo rd of education, the super:tnt ndent, the arc itect, 
the contractor, the educational consultant, the state depart• 
ment of education , l egal counsel, instructional starr, build-
iniT st ff' and community, and t he planning com.m:..ssion or other 
pl anning bodies . Al though the part of teachers in pl anning 
ner/ uild:tngs is not gi von a special heading , their 'fork is 
:ncl ed . A par ntl y, however, thoy are not consi ored as 
import nt as some of' the other groups. 
The AASA Yearbook al so points out that good co~~uni-
cation bet1een teachers and superint ndent is required in 
order to got good resul.ts: 
The t eachers can be of reat val.ua in ma ing the 
s chool plant functi onal and of maxi :um service, but un-
l es s t he superintendent inspires their confidence and 
\1elcomes their participation, they will not be enabled 
lOAm.erican School. Buil dings• ~· .21!.•• P• 10., 
to pla their i'ull part i~iha education ot: childr n 
through building planning . 
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The Yearbook decries t he traditional r>lan or a sking 
teac~1ers to accept 1 t h joy a compl ete plan in w ch they -d 
no part: 
!aacner s and t employ es should be a part 
o t e p ann ng pro in bot the lo ,.,_tar and i edi -
ts phas es of the pl anning. Too often superintendents 
have tu n blu prints of a compl ete buil di ~ ~o teac ers 
and pl nt personnel, discussed them br iefl y, and asked 
t persons conce ned ;rh.a.t t t oug t o t . .:.a la s . 
Rubber stamp · of highly developed pl a s f or bull i ngs 
cou r bo calla 3~ f part c p-tio~ . h e.t r e 
group s ould b bro ht into the pl anni arly, afore 
p o ir.· a.r dr ·Ji s e b n st ted. c .. rs c n 
e s~ ificant s gestio s on needed cl ssroo_ s traf-
fic ova ... 1 n s, i roved activitios, core-curricul uz. fa-
c litl s 1 and relations ps of parts of' t e b i l di .~2 
the thirty- thir yearboo of th ation 1 co oc ety 
f or t.e Stud ot: •ducation, Spain h sa chapter (XV) titled 
" he Teacher as an Educational Planner."13 This c apter 
points out that the traditional attitude has be n t hat t each-
eNl s hould tend to their teachi and l e t others l ook after 
t he bu. l d i s . Spain says that the attitud is chan ing 
(1934) and that school boar ds and administrators have begun 
l1Ib1d., P• 23. 
12Ibid., P• 31 . 
l3 ha Planning gpjl Construction £( School Buil dings 
(Chicago:"lfu:'tional Soc · ety for the Study of Education, '11hirty-
thir aarboo , art I 1 1934), PP • 14~ -14 • 
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to reco nize t he runctional rel t1onships bet oen th UJ.ld-
i and tho school pro am, and the adv1sabilit o having 
t e teacher ho is responsible for t e school pro ar~ lso 
involved in plannin the buil di • Some . oder buil dings 
represent a very hi h degree of understa di and cooperation 
on the part of educators and architects, but ny more do 
not . 
Spain see to be- an outs tanding champion of the 
teacher s a s chool planner. He oes further t ha most of 
the experts consulted. He says* 
Superintendents and principals are al\vays in vi ted to 
contribute to the developme t of t e pl ns; ~hy not seek 
also the ideas and suggestions of the classroom and 
labora tory teachers, to whom the ultimate layout and 
pl~~icon~;r~~4interior o the buJ.lding are matt rs of 
Spain points out that architects and engi neers have 
ofte be n avers to consulting classroo teachors bout 
buil dings because t hey are likel y to be bi ed by tt eir own 
. ed ate preferences. he are apt to ask for t i ngs that 
are u.~ecessary, overspeci lized, too elaborate , too large 
or otho s und sirable. Ho ever , it should b poss ble to 
ge t cooperation betlleen building speci lis ts and teaching 
spec a l ists hat ill result in a better unit . 
14r 1C1., p. 14 • 
~o urge t he validity of the teacher's pl aae in 
school p~anning is not to deny that the school plant 
as finally developed mus t be largel y the product of 
generalized experience rather than that of' any one 
i d1vidua.l.l5 
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A publ i catio of: . the u. s . Of:fice of' ducation called 
. . . 
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"Designi ng El ementary Classroomsn is something o:f a sU!llrl18.ry 
of what el ementary teachers want in t hei r classrooms because 
I 
as it s tates in the foreword: 
Uu.o . of the information in this publication comes 
from teachers; supervisors; principals, and special ists 
in elementary educ~tion who are engaged i n teaching and 
suparvision.~7 
This is unusual in that the teacher heads t he l ist of eduaa• 
tional plarL~ers . It goes on to say : 
Fr~t a study of t he literature , interviews vit h 
special i sts in Elementary Education, visits in t1e field 
and letters written by elementary teachers# a l ist of . 
same of the activities and equipment and supplies needed 
have been obt a i ned and tabulated.l8 
It does not indicate how the teachers ere induce to write 
enough l etters to make a valid l i st. From t he letters and 
sta~f members, it ~as de t ermined that el ement ary classrooms 
shoul d be : 
15Ib1d.,pp, 145•146. 
l 6James L. Taylor, Jack D. Herrington, and others, 
Designing Elementar~ Classrooms (Washington; United t ates 
Department of Heait ' Education, and ~elfare, Office of Edu-
cat ion, Special Publ i cation No. 1. 1953). 
J.7rb:td., P• iii . 
l8Ib1d. 1 p. a. 
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l . healthful and sate 
2. functionally designed 
3. .floxibla 
4. attractive19 5 . aco omical 
hi s brochur seems to indicate nn • port t tr d 
in t hat: 
oro and more toachers are ,part1cipat1 in planning 
classrooms. As a r sult of democratic planning• ele-
mentary classrooms more nearly .fit the chi.ld · nd tho pro• 
gr than traditional classroams.20 . 
In !lewton; ssachus tts~ a somewhat unusual pentagonal 
cl roo shap ~as considered ror reasons of compactness . 
but it '~ as ;not It o n o it ould 'lor out fr o n educational 
st dpoint . t ar th· n ask outsi e oxpo ts whoth r t would 
or : 
It as tested for its ducat1onal adequacy by cr t-
i mockup of it and of other shapes in the school 
gymnacium, t hore it was studied by a roup of Newton 
teachers under the loado~Dhip of Dr. J. Bernard verott , 
Dir ector of Inatruction.~ 
Thi~ is ~ good oxa pla of educn i~~l planni by teachers 
a..u t 1 sort of t · ng that se . in l y s ould be eLcoura ad . 
1~ :r; ost hel pful book for any group planni n w elo-
:nen t r y cl ssrooms is "Plarmi r:r .,l ementary School Buildings" 
1 9Ibid., p . 42 . 
20Ibid •• P• 40. 
21 illiam F . Clark# "The Parasite Classroo~ Bui1d1ng•" 
Journal o.f Education, 137:221 January, 1955, 
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by Engelhal:'dt. Engelhardt and Leggett.22 It starts 7ith the 
educational plan rather. t han the school site, found tions or 
:rinancing. The first chapter is titled tt hat Uodern Educa-
tion Looks Like." Their general technique is to build 
schools from the inside out . A whole section is devoted to 
classroon.s and they 1J.sely start 1< ith classroo . o.ctiv· ties 
before classroom construction. They recularly point out 
that structures ar9 only aids to the i portant educat·on . A 
gryat vari ty of solutio s to building ne ds is given and 
ce~tainly a standardized room is far from their idea. 
Although this book has much to recommend it, the ar• 
chitect seems to be assuming much educati onal planning that 
should be done by the superintendent 'I! ith the help o:r his 
teachers and other members of the staf.f. This boo t 1hich 
is , o:r course, written by architects, 'IJ ould have the l ... chi-
tact the leader in all educational planni ng, rather than the 
superintendent . The authors also seem t o advise t hat teach-
ers, "L"Ihen they have ideas, should co.mm.unicate directly 11ith 
the architect, a policy 7hich is not advised by _ ost school 
administrators. 
The annual edi tiona of uThe orican School and 
221~. L. Engelhardt, 1. L. Engelhart, Jr·., and St nton 
Leg ett, Plannil?B Elementary School Buildings (New Yorkt Til$ 
F. · . Dodge Corporation, 1953). 
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University" have numerous articles on the design and equip-
ping ot new buildings and the.ir classrooms. ;rhrough the 
years there seems to be more and more emphasis on the part 
that educators should and do play in the process. They .aay: 
. . 
More and more school b~ild1nga are the result or 
co-operative planning. 1952 building• are no excep-
tion. Increased involvement or citizen's groups, 
faculty and students occurred in 1952. Though there 
appeared more examples or co•operat1ve planning, the 
quality ot suoh planning often lett muon to be desired. 
In moat oases, educational programming, over and above 
the ~ual coat and population atudies, tailsd to atteot 
measurably the design c4 the resultant buildings. Sut-
ticient evidence exists, ·however, to show that genuine 
co•operative planning involving members or the community 
can result in better and etten more economical build-
ings. Improved leaderahip by school o£f1aials may well 
be the necessary ingredient tor sucoeaa.2S 
Another edition ot this helptul book has an article 
about claaarooms with the teachers mentioned in the title, 
"Elementary School Classroom Design - Specifications ot 
Teachers." Here an architect liata the features and oharac-
teriatics that a group or teach.era i,n Elmont, Long Island, 
aay that they want . in elementary classrooma. It seema to be · 
an excellent 11stt 
Build to the scale ot young children. 
Let's have bulletin boards down where little chil-
dren can look at them rather than placing them at the 
eye level ot the architect. 
2S.flalter D. Cocking (od. ), The American Sehool and 
Universiti (New York: American Sohoor-PUblishing Corporation, 
195S). p. 75. 
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I3rlng the window sills do11 n low enough so t hat littlo 
children can look out or them without having to stand on 
a box or chair to do so. 
Our classroom is a 1orkroom. (painting, h 
sawing, etc. ) 
erii , 
••• we should be very happy to have sound con-
trolle • 
~ a ant a room t at is sunny and lig t and that i s 
smoothly and ·evenly lighted with artificial illumination . 
The floors, ••• should be warm, resilient, paint · 
r esisti ng, and e s i l y cleaned. 
• • • we iant direct access to outside for s .man 
rooms as possible. 
• • • we see each classroom containing specific work-
room pace ~here t e bene ·and sink are located d con-
struction activities can be somewhat localized. 
e also envisage each classroom all t he ay to t he 
s i xth grade having, some here in t he unit, individual 
toilet facilities, one for boys and one for girls. 
e like the idea of a Eireplace in the classroom. 
e ant a fireplace that works or none at all . 
For rooms for the younger children • • • window seats 
are desirable. 
Don't neglect the possibility tor storage under the 
window seats. 
Bookshelves should abound. 
Storage space is always at a premium. Open and 
closed shelving Yith slid! doors and movable shelves 
help to meet that need. Block storage shelves are needed 
through t he second grade. 
Bulletin boards and blackboards should be provided 
and brought low enough t'or the children to use them. 
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Built-in easels are good, too, the kind that swing 
down from th.e wall. 
The workroom should have a low work bench with vises 
that ure eaa'y to use. 
A sink ia needed and should be brought down to the 
children's level so that they can wash out their own 
paint brushes. ln addition, equipmen·t £or simp~e cooking 
provides great opportunities for stimulating experiences. 
There should be space for growing plants and keeping 
pets. 
Heat at night and weekends is a big problem. 
The room needs tables and chairs to seat the group, 
a small movable piano, a phonograph, a simple loom, and 
movable bulletin boards that can double as scztoens and 
cots. 
In general, our cla$srooms should have electric out-
lets, and t:or visual education purposes dark shades are 
needed in all classrooms. 
The teaohezt needs tiling equipment, particul.ar·ly the 
built-in type. If this is provided, no teacher's desk. 
Instead, an adult height table with two or three adult 
size chairs ••• may be substituted. 
For older ohildPen, we lean to the provision of tables 
and chairs. Tables should be provided in· the sizes that 
seat £our and two children. 
Norkrooms are needed for the rooms housing the older 
children.24 
In an artic'le titled "Educational Planning o£ Schoolatt 
A. • Shaw says that schoolmen everywhere accept the principle 
of educat ional planning ot new facilities by all of the 
. 24stanton Leggett (reported by), The American School 
~ University, 19461203-209. 
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community's human resources: 
Ot course, agreement on what is educational planning 
would be a d1£ferent matter • rangi ng all the way f rom 
that minimum done by o.n experienced architect to the care-
fully considered and projected planning involving the 
school staff, townspeople and parents, with the mean some-
where around a summary or teacher proposa~a.25 
He points out that because so little educational planning is 
done by the people most concerned with it that, 
Too many school buildings finished in 1953 were not 
only inadequate for present enrollments, but ere well 
along the road to educational obsolescence the day they 
were completed..26 
Shaw blames the school boards .for the lack of educational 
planning and says that onlyt 
A few have gone beyond the effort to reconcile rather 
ill-understood (and poorly thought out) demands of the 
school staff with somewhat ill-informed demands of tax• 
payera.27 
r~ . John Marshall, the Massachusetts School Building 
Assistance Co:mmissloner, has o.ften indicated that teachers 
should have a greater part in designing classroons. In a 
brochure that houses with school buil di ng · groups , he says: 
Dear Teacher: 
Only by drawing on your experience with the 
various arrangements of space, comfort, and 
25Archibald B. Shaw , "Educational Pl.anning of' Schools," 
The School Ex.Qcutivp, 73:84, January. 1954. · 
26 Ibid •• P• as. 
27Ibid. 
equipment in a school building can we learn more about 
making new school plants serve education better.28 
28 
The latest and most encouraging article found was 
titled' The School wi th uilt.;.in Ideas,." which describes the 
adventures of a group of California teachers who were unex-
pectedly asked what kind of classrooms they 'II anted in the 
ne school. The authors, all classroom teachers, explain 
how they aa erly took up an assignment hich they realized 
w s quite unusual but very appropriate. Their irst t oughts 
were of more apace, more storage, movable furniture, ore 
room for bulletin boards, sinks, facilities for science ex-
periments , a place to grow things, and a place to keep ani• 
mals . However; the still could not quite believe that they 
wer reall y to help design classrooms because: 
Classrooms are planned and built by boards of' educa-
tion, superintendents, and architects, or at least they 
al~ aya war in the· schools where we ha.d previously 
taught. ere the teachers really going to have something 
to say about maldng classrooms more eff'ective f'or ·teach-
1ng?29 
Attar assurance that the board or education really 
anted them to do the classroom planning that they were best 
28John Marshall, ~ssachusetts School Building Assist-
ance Co:rnmissi on Brochure SBAC - 62. 
29J ne Combs , :iiichael Gralcar; and Irene Friddle , 
"The School with Built-in Ideas, m_ Journal, 44:73, Febru-
ary, 1955 . 
ab~e to do, they proceeded with vigor. ortunately they 
wera called in t the begi1ming of the process and giv-en 
time to do t 1e planning tba:t is just impossible 
a~chit ct has already made a preliminary plan. 
tar the 
29 
The teachers realized that the educational plan must 
precede the space and equipment plan, ao· many people includ-
ing pupils , parents, uperviaors and the architect were 
ask d to help in formulatil t e ~otal educ~tional program 
which ta.us ·ii .fit in the pace provided by the resources avail-
able . he this was done, the space and equipment plan was 
muc· ea~ier. Some features ware built into oz• included in 
eac se1f•contained classroom. Other things ere planned tor 
centrally situated 1nstructional•mater1ala centers. 
heir relations with the architect were carefully 
thought out and defined w~th apparently exoell nt results: 
bruout our planning sessions, the ~rchitect made 
copious notes. We did not draw plans or try to do . the 
archit·ect' s job i'o:r> him. e saw ourselves as members 
of a team telling the architect how he could promote the 
opti um rowth and development of the children by solv-
i ng the technical problems involved in providing an en-
vironment conducive to living and learning.30 
Seagers made a comprehensive study o£ connuunity part1c-
1pat1on in school building planning and included the teachers 
as a very important part of the community. He £ound that, on 
30 
the whole, · although many communities and . ·school administra-
tors were talking a great deal. about coopa·rative school 
planning , that very few of them were actua.J.ly doing very 
much about it. 
h1cn· of his study is concer:~.1ed with p r ents, pupils 
and citizens in school planning, but he emphasizes repeated-
l y that teachftrs have a very important contribution to make: 
~ e must never lose sight of tha fact that the pro-
fessional sta.ff' o.f the school is made up of specialists 
qualified to interpret the philosophy of the community 
and the desire of its citizens into an educational pro-
gram; which pro ram, in turn, must be interpreted to the 
a:r-ch1taot.31 
He also points out that more than a better building 
results when teachers help in the planning: 
The t eachers feel, for the most part, a sense of 
pride in working on t he plans of their future depart-
ments . There seams a lso, to be a greater pu1:>l ic appre• 
ciation of the teacher as a specialist. These teachers 
appear more contented, perhaps because o:r this method; 
and the turnover in teachers has dropped cons1derably.32 
J:s ... rora all of the literature consulted , it s eems that 
teachers have in the past had very little influence on school 
or particularly classroom construction. However, there s~ema 
to be a rowing feeling that teachers should be involved in 
3lpaul 'l . Seagers, " Community Participat i on in School 
Building Planning,u (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
Col mbia University, 1950) 1 P• 32. 
3 2Ibide 1 P• 46·. 
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such educational planning. Some lists of features that 
teachers want have been compiled in a rather informal way. 
No comprehensive study of teacher preferences has been lo• 
cat ad. 
CHAPT •.R III 
-l"VOL TIO.N" OF THE CLA.S. ROO ~ S N I R01 
CHAPTER III 
EVOLUTIO i OF THE CIASSROO f E NVIRO NT 
This chapter is concerned \Vi th the evolution o'£ the 
classroom in the northeast United States from the beginnings 
in the home and the meeting house to the present t me. The 
charact r1s t ics i ncluded in this study are space considera-
tions, visual considerations • . heating and ventilati on, plumb-
ing and sanitation, '£urn1ture, acoustics, storage, eloctric-
ity, communications, chalkboard, tackboard, and audio-visual 
provisi ons. 
It must be pointed out that tho historical treatment 
may include errors and omit important items due to the great 
dearth of written material on the physical surroundings for 
the educational process during the past three hundred years . 
It has been amazing to the writer how much has been written 
about education with so little included about the environ-
me t or tools, other than books. 
I. SPACE CO .. S IDERA IO S 
Education in the United States started i n the homes 
nd eti houses of the early se ttlers , r ather than in 
buildings designed for the purpose. The home, usually the 
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kitchen , 1:as far too small for the number 1n attendanc and 
anyt1ing b sides reading and reciting was practi cally impos -
sible. s lata as 1847 owr r aports on l · s first school 
with, nTha school as kept in a s1 le room o:f a dwelling 
house . • • • • \" e had over fi:fty pupils in t t close and 
1 low s ·tudded room." The eti houso as ordi arily a bet• 
ter size for a classroom. 
'l'he J.aw o:f 1647 meant that towns began to b i ld school 
houses . edham built a ne school i 1648. It was 14 by 18 
2 eat . Later school houses 1th one roo and e try asured 
from 1 6 by 18 up to 24 by 30 teet for the J.argest. From 
i'orty ·co one hundred upils were cro d d into t heso rooms 
duri · the winter session . he entry across the door end of 
the building contained wood, wraps, lunches d ret'use . 
separate space for reci ation has been very comnon. 
t i'i st this was t he central spaco in f'ront of' the aster's 
des :e , t he pupils' desks and seats bei around tha outside 
l alls. \'-hen the soats and desks were later moved into t he 
c n ter of the roo , the r e citation area oved t o the rear or 
front of the room. This oft n meant around th stove. In 
l v· . A. Mowry, Reoollect1ons 2f_!. New . "Mland Educator, 
( ew York : Silver Burdett, !908)• p. 35. · 
2Anthony Lyons, "Horace mrm• a Influence o:r School• 
housing," (unpublished Master's thesis, University o£ asa-
chusetts , 1934), p. 4. 
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the middle of the nineteenth century, very large classes of 
one to three hundred pupils were common in the cities and 
se arate recitation rooms about ten or twelve feet square 
were constructed adjoining the classroom. Assistant teach• 
ers wer e used. The tremendous classes required large rooms 
even though the children were al.most completely inactive. 
Salem in 1841 had rooms 65 by 36 feet for ninety-six pupils 
3 
and three teachers. hen the graded school developed after 
aann' s seventh report in 18441 the recitat'ion rooms were no 
lo er necessary and new ro~ns were somewhat smaller and only 
ona teacher was used. Philbrick in 1848 worked out a new 
type of school room in hich there were onl.y fif t y- five seats 
and one teacher. After this • many large classrooms were 
divided and new ones were smaller.4 
quick reading of recent literature to determine 
trends i n classroom s i ze would indicate that room s~ze i s 
rapl dly increasing. urther search se ms to indio te that 
modern roo s are much l ar er than those built i n the recent 
p st but abou·l.; the same aize as the average built during the 
past hundred years . 
3Ibid. 1 P• 40. 
4E. P. Cubberly, Public Education in ~ Unitad States, 
(Boston : ou hton ~fflin Company, 1947 ), P• 311. 
The early classrooms were rather small with 14 by 18 
and 16 by 18 being very .common duri ng the s venteenth and 
eighteenth centuries . From 1850 to 1915 t he classrooms were 
remarkably uniform in size . The follow! list ivos the 
typical classroom size for schools built during t a period 
in th city of Cleveland: 
1860 
1865 
18 75 
1885 
1895 
1905 
1915 
25 by 32 feet 
30 by 30 feet 
25 by 37 feet 
28 by 33 feet 
28 by 33 feet 
26 by 32 feet 
25 by 33 feet 
(300 sq. ft.) 
( 900 sq. ft . ) 
( 930 sq • .ft .) 
( 25 sq. f't . ) 
( 925 sq. f't. ) 
(830 sq. f't .) 
{830 sq. ft.) 5 
About nine hundred square feet of claasroo area has 
been very common in th past hundred years , and it i s t~e 
area that is ost of'ten mentioned today ror ne\ cla srooms . 
Ho ovor, it must bo remember0d tha t these oll class -
rooms were designed to hold a hundred and sometimes two hun-
dred pupils. By 1915, t he trend toward rnall er numbers of 
children was well under way and a smaller classroom seemed 
to be i n order. The small classrooms that teac hers are 
5L. • Ayres and • Ayres, 
ment (Clevel and : Co ittee of the 
l9l6 ). 
prase t l e cry~ng \Jere usually built duri the er od be -
6 tween 1 915 and ~ orld ar II or slight l y beforo . The average 
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classroom of 1934 had ' 600 to 700 square fo t of f l oor area. 
resentl y recommended areas of 900 ·or more squar 
f eet constitute a reversal to t he pre-1915 ize r oQ · ut not 
to t he s a e size class. "The avera e 1952 cl s room hous d 
fr om 25 to 30 pupil s and appr oac hed 1000 squar e feet in floor 
area . "
8 The trend is decidedly t ov.rar d more area er child 
i n order to a llm for activity and group work right i n t he 
classroom. 1 I n el ement a r schools classroo. s \ e o esignod 
in order t hat most of the pupil 1 s activities coul d be carried 
o with a inimum of specialized paces . 9 In t he traditional 
pro ra.ra with f i xed desks ~ ei htoen square feet par pupil 
seemed sufficient . No about thirty square feet per pupil 
exclus ive of storage n a ccessor y spacos seoms nocossary. 
T day ' s accepted minimum standard of ~ square feet 
of classroom space per c hild i s no extravaga t accident. 
This inimum prov:~.de the space needed for the varied, 
i nteresting, and often exciting activities that help 
children learn thl~o h enrichi experianca.lO 
6N. E. Wiles, School ildings ( Jashi ton: Federal 
~ecurity gancy, 1950), P• 19. 
7Lyons , op. ·Cit., p . 65. 
Bv . D. Cocktng, ed., American School !.!!£ University, 
1953:75 . 
9 -bid. 
lOnHo. to Design Livable Schools," American School !!!!! 
~niversity, 1952:149. 
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Most new schools seem to provide space for about 
thirty pupils per room although the National Education Asso-
ciation recommends a class siz of twenty-five: 
Every additional unit or f i ve pupils beyond 25 sub• 
stantially reduces the effectiveness of classroom in-
struction. The teaching profess ion now recogni zes that 
a modern school program cannot be successfully ctiried 
out hen classes enroll more than 25 youngsters. 
The actual elementary classroom enrollment is often 
above thirty pupils and the N.E.A. research division re-
ported a median size elementary class of 32.8. pupils in 
595 school districts over 2 1 500 in population. 7Q% of 
1491 485 elementary classes in these districts had clas-
ses or 30 or more pupila.l2 
~oat classrooms up to ~ orld rifar II were rectangular 
al though a few square ones were built around 1860 . It was 
probabl y t he advent of unilateral lighting that made the long 
rectangle so attractive. When larger areas were wanted, the 
rectangle became prohibitively long and the square classroom 
was again tried. he square shape seems to be most common 
i n new construction although rectangles are still used . 
Some experimental work is being done wi th other shapes 
of classrooms. There is a new school in l orth Haven, Connect-
1cut, with diamond shaped classrooms, and in Pennsylvania one 
ll"Annual lfadian Coat Per Pupil Ranged 223-274 in 
1952-53, Office of Education Study Rev ala," The School Ex-
ecutive , 74:83, November, 1954. · --- --
l2Ibid. 
-
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school has classrooms bounded by a parabola ttached to a 
roctangl • T•shaped rooms are used in tilmington, D l aware, 
13 
and hexagon rooms are found in Eas t Orange, a Jersey. 
Th height of classrooms has also gone fro l o to 
high to low. The schools up to about 1835 had ceilings about 
seven or eight teet high. This low ceiling was obviously to 
c onserve materials and heat. As heat! and ventilating 
met hods i mproved and towns became more prosperous, t he ceil-
i ng height rose to twelve and even fifteen feet. This high• 
er ceiling also a llo ed higher windows and more 11 ·ht re-
sulted. 
The trend is now toward lower ceilings to remove sane 
ot the institutional atmosphere and to conserve expensive 
building cubage . Heating and proper ventilation can now be 
had without high ceilings. "Lower ceiling height s in primary 
classrooms also make possible gr eater utilization of t he ceil-
i ng as a major light source.nl4 
Slopi.ng, rounded or sawtoothed ceilings are rather 
c ommon today in single story achools. This trend is tied up 
with light control. It is possible to bring in light through 
the central part of the ceiling or reflect it to different 
l3H. E. Kentopp, "Stockton School," ~ School Execu• 
~. 71:44•45, April~ 1 952. 
1 -'E:n elhar dt, .2E• ill•, P• 143·. 
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parts of the room with this plan. Sloping or irregular ceil• 
ings may also improve the acoustics of the room. 
II. VISUAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The visual enviromnent consists of fenestration and 
facilities for controling it, artificial lighting, and 
finishes on the room surfaces and furnishings. The visual 
environment has been studied a great deal starting with the 
15 pioneer work. of Harmon in Texas about ten years ago. Al-. 
though there is argument about some of his f'indings, the 
general result has been a tremendous improvement in classroom 
ill.umination and visual comrort. The lighting and paint manu-
facturers have also contributed much to, this improvement. 
Lighting,. of course, started. with windows • As with 
the early homes, windows. were few in number to conserve heat 
and because glass was expensive and breakable. Greased paper 
was orten used as a substitute. · 
The Dedham echool of 1648 had two windows i but they 
were so small and poorly placed that much $choolwork must 
have been more a test of vision than intelligence. By 1822 
a Cleveland school had rive windows placed deliberately so 
high that children could not see out. 
lsn. B. Harmon, "The Coordinated Classroom" (Grand 
Rapids: American Seati ng Company., 1951). 
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By 1860 windows were still the only means or li ht• 
i ng , but they were fairly large and well placed. By 1865, 
othic windows came into vogue with their narrow panes deep 
set so that 11 ttle light was admitted. Although this s tyle 
was popular for only about ten years, there are still many 
examples to be seen. 
After 18751 the windows steadily increased in size 
until t he present window wall has developed. 
Bilateral lighting was used regularly until large 
schools developed around 1840. Even then, windo s were al-
a ys found on t1o walls, although not opposite ones. In 1875 
windo:vs were restricted to one side only in order to at 
light only over the left shoulder.16 This unilateral light• 
ing has held sway until a fe 1 years ago. •.roda.y, bila t eral 
11 h'ting is a ain very common and it is generally on opposite 
sides. 
The model school room or 1874 had the window area 
equal to t en percent of the floor area. By 1916 it las 
t wenty-rive percent. Today, windo s have about fifty per-
cent or the floor area. 
The size of classroom windows has been increasing to 
the point here one whole wall and part of the opposite one 
1 ~yres, 22• 211•• P• 27. 
l 
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i s c ommonly wi ndow area. One gt>oup of architects does t his 
merely t o flood th room ith natural li ht . nother roup 
1 n addit i on wants every chil d t o fe el that he is part of t he 
outdoors or that t he classroom extends int o t he out doors . 
This t r end has been carried so far in s ame recent s chools 
t hat compl a int s have been ,heard. Flooding the room with tre-
mendous amounts of uncontrolled light may be worse than not 
having enough. All projection devices may havo to be elimi-
nated i n these rooms. Also tho great out-of •door s may be 
distracting to children who s hould be concentrati on some-
thing i nside t he room. 
One trend is t he use of prismatic glass block over a 
vis.ion strip the entire length of the outside classroom wall. 
The opaque wall extends from the floor up to the seated eye 
level for t he pupils. This portion of the wall may contain 
heating and ventilating devices and storage compartment s and 
pos s i bl y a counter. Above this is t he vision strip t o a 
he i ght of about six feet from the floor. Above this clear 
glass and all the way to the ceiling are the glass blocks 
that direct mos t ot the light striking them up to t he ceil-
ing and thence to the inner parts of the room. The clere-
story, or high opposite window, may also have these gl ass 
blocks. 
The other trend i s toward a clear gl ass i ndow wall 
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and , a clerestory with a d1££user-re£lector arran ement to 
t hro: light to the ceiling . Some form o£ venetian blind is 
mos t common £or this purpose. Harmon says that the light 
directional glass block is more desirable for new construe-
17 
tion, but it has not become very common in this area. In 
:!'act, clear windo 1 gl ass seems ~o predominate around here. 
Unfortunately many installations o£ clear glass do not have 
any glare control .and light intensity on sunny, or parti cular-
l y sunny days with sn.ow on t he ground, is not onl y uncom.fort• 
able, but seemingly harm.ful to pupils and teacher. 
Any .form o£ l.ight control was slow in entering the 
classroom. Mowry describes a typical New England country 
school o.f 1845 and notes that there were no blinds or shades 
18 
so t hat the sun streamed in without control. In 1849, he 
did secure some curta~ns .for the windows on the south side--
home-made o.f white cotton cloth. Mann in 1837 noted in his 
model school: "Window blinds and curtains are essential."19 
In 1874 [awry built a new and model schoo.l in Providence and 
said, "The serious evil o.f using venetian blinds was avoided. 
Semi-opaque curtains of a neutral tint in color were placed 
17Harmon, £E• cit., P• 35. 
18Mowry, ~· £!i., P• 274. 
19Lyons, 22• cit., P• 28. 
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before our schoolroom windows .' 20 This type of curtai has 
apparently been most common up to the present time 'hen t' e 
venetian blind is probably most common. 
sides glare con trol, the modern classroo has dark• 
ening facilities for projection of pictures . '11his feature 
has been added to some roo~ in older buildings, but has 
been common in new construction only since 1945. 
I t ight be noted that the window wall that has be .. 
co e so common has another drawback othor than light control. 
It is not capable of hol up the building so that posts 
or soma device is necessary for strength. These supports 
may interfere ith same room activities. 
"Artificial lighting must be provided in all class-
tt21 rooms--even those used in the daytime only, • • • he 
trend in artificial classroom lighting is toward a complete 
subst·tuta for daylight, as if there were no· indovs at all. 
The aim for an ordinary classroom is about thirty foot can-
dles of light on each desk no matter what its location or 
what the eather. 
This trend toward two complete and independent light· 
ing systems is being questioned by some pGople. 'It's a 
2°Mo ry, .2£• cit., p. 120. 
21Harmon, .2£• ill•• P• 35. 
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50- 50 c hance that schools soon to be constructed in rural 
cortm1unltias will make maximum use of natur 1 dayl ight . 
There's just a chance they wn 't, for opinion is about 
even1y divided on the subj ct." 22 Superi ten ants and others 
r ·asponsible tor schools are wondering hy so much daylight 
needs to be broue;ht in i:f' the teachers are going to us e the 
arti.ficial l ights all the time anyvtay. No authoritative 
answers seem to be available at t his time. 
Fluorescent and incandescent lamps are both being 
usod i n new classroom construction. 23 The f l uor escent tubes 
h.ave the advantage o:f l ower operating cost :for a g i van amount 
o:r 11 ht , less heat, and lower surface brightnes s . However, 
the f'ixt;ures are more expensive,. and they are . ore compl i cated 
to maintain. They may also ive f'licker~ hum .a.nd radio in-
terference . Some means of dir ecti ng or di£:fusing t he li ht 
i neoassa.ry v. i th both types o:f' lamp . ll-metal devices 
rath r t han glass seem to be most popular at this t1me . 
Along with ·the trend towar d bringing ora lJ .. ght into 
· he classi•oo by windows and artificial lighting, t here has 
been a concerted eff'ort t o keep from losing t he light that is 
22nAASA. Convention Digest," ~ Nation's Schools, 51: 
73 , rcht 1953 . · 
23 ' . 
L. B. Perkins and • D. Cocking• Schools ( ··aw York: 
Reinhold Publishing Corporation, .1949), pp . l48-l49. 
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available . This has meant a trend to ard room surfaces that 
will reflect far more of t he light which hits t hsm rat er 
t sn sorb it . Ev n the chaltboar and floor have ncreased 
i n reflectance fro_ about fi v to thirty p rcent . The only 
rooms in 1hich deep colors soem to bo popular e t he pri-
mary or kindergarten r ooms . Most claosrooms now have very 
11 ht colors that reflect most of the light that its them. 
Brightness ratios or contrasts in light intensity 
within t he pupil's field of vi~ have came in for a great 
eal of study . The mos t restful e~vironment# visually, has 
very little contrast, but in order to make things stand out , 
much contrast is desired. Contrasts may result fr 
as 'ell as brightness . 
colors 
Harmon recommends the following reflcctances for op-
timum decoration pattern in the classroom: 
Ceil ing 85+% 
Upper \'f&ll 85~ 
Middle wall 55-7~ 
Lower v1all 50- 55% 
Floor 1 5- 30% 
ChalkboarQ. 20-25% 
Furniture 30-55~4 
24Jiarmon, .2.2 . ill•, p . 39 • 
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Ther e has been a v.relcom.e change in the classroom c ol.or 
chama . The tradition 1 situation is typified b t his quo-
tation fron a 1915 s ourc : " ood is dark dull finish , ceil-
ings just off whit , 1nlls creru y r y , dados Pr nch r ay. 
Furniture broTinish dull stain, which does not refl ec t 
11 ht . " 25 
The trend is toward many light col ors that uill ke 
the room interesting, att ractive, and bright but without 
glare. A for. of e gshell or satin finish is very co .on. 
• • • ba.c tground col ors in classrooms should be or 
ant t han real. They should tend to be desaturated or ' grayed,' 
.d thout bein..., dl'ab; and, their reflected li ~ht should be dis -
tributed ell over the spectrum • ••• n26 
.1any different colora are regularly used, war er tones 
~or northern exposures , cooler ones for south r n . Variety 
and high 11 ht reflectance are the outstandi t r ends in 
color. 
In the case of roams for the youngest chi l dren, a pos-
sible trend is toward the us e of bright or saturated colors. 
Hurlock says : 
25Ayres , ..212.• ill.• • p . 41 . 
26Harmon, .22• ill•• P• 41. 
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The younger the child, the more pronounced is the 
preference for saturated colors. No color is too bright 
to please him, whether it be used in clothi or toys , 
or merely as a sample in n test. aatol shades and soft 
hues are perceived as ugl y by young children. vith in-
creasing age, however, this attitude ' changes . By ado-
lescence; both boys and girls show a arked tendency to 
pref'er duller shades and less saturated hues, nd the.y 
regard the saturated colora as 'loud' or ' hid o s .'27 
The finish on classroom 1'urni ture changed f'rom the 
traditional dark to light wit h remarkable rapidity. 
Those who attended the 1947 AASA Convention in 
Atlantic City saw one o two light ~ask t ops on exhibit. 
By 1951 not a single exhibitor :featured the dark finished 
desk. Light finished desks had bee~ e standard.2B 
he whol e color situation in the classroo· is compli-
cated by the tremendous number ot colors , situations and 
personal pre!'erencos. The situation is well s tated by Bills 
and Harris: 
Scientific studies of' th8 psyc olo ical v lues of 
colors have not produced broad .general principles because 
research problems arise in designing exper•iments 1:~ ere 
only one variable is manipulated at a time. The number 
of variabl es that can be controlled in a single axperi• 
ment is limited, and scientific experiments have not pro-
duced results which may be expanded into broad princ i ples .• 
Vith these limitations, it is almost impossible to in~ 
vestigate the val ue of col or .in com lex. s itua.tions.29 
27E. Hurlock, Child Development ( e Yo~k : c r aw Hill 
Book Company, 1950), p. l60. 
28c. J. Allen, "Classroom F'1n1shes for Visual Comfort," 
School Board Jour 1 , 1 2 : 58, January, 1953. 
2%. E. ills a d F . E . rris, tt syahological on-
s1derat1ons of Color Solection," American School ~ University, 
1953 :157. 
III, HEA.T AND VENTilATION 
Hea·t a nd ventilat:to11 started with a fireplace and 
windows . s late as 18221 a new Cleveland s chool had a 
30 
stone f ireplace six feet w1de in the classroom. Some 
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schools still bad fireplaces as late as ' l850~ but most had 
stoves by 1800, 31 
. owry describes a Nevt England school built in 1806 in 
which he taug~t in 1848: 
Between the entry and the cl oset was a large old · 
fashioned s ·t;one f1repla.c o, which had been closed ;hen it 
was suppl ant ed by the stove . • • • • The stove stood 
i n the middl e of the room. 32 
Ol av l and schools of 1860 got all o! their heat from 
33 
stoves . It a pear s that stovea .were the mainstay of school 
he ting for a hundred years, although only in the smaller ones 
after about 1875 . In the 1837 report of Horace • .iann, a .fur• 
nace l.n t he cellar was deemed desirable . 34 The riter of t his 
r eport spent t ,e first , grade in a stove•heated classroom, 
but for t e second grade moved in·!io a new school that had a 
30Ayras , OI? • cit., P• 13. 
31 
·cit .,. Lyons , .• ,g:e .• 
-
P• 9 . 
32 rttowry , 
.QJ2.• ill.·· p~ 37 • 
33Ayre~, 
.fm• .£!!. , P• 23 • 
34Lyons. o,;e . ill· · P• 25 . 
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.furnace. 
In 1874, r.towry designed a ne school buildi • It was 
to be a odel school in every respect, including hoating and 
ventilation, so a study of all systems · was made to fi n which 
one woul d be best. After considering hot air, hot ~ater, and 
steam, "It was . decided that better results would be obtained 
with hot air and five brick furnaces of the l ar gest size were 
1nstalled.35 
. s with homas, the trend has always been toward cen-
tral heating, and the more automatic the better. The trend 
in .fuels bas been .from wood to coal to oil. Al.l three are 
still used, however. 
~Y complaints about poor ventilation are found in 
the literature. Apparently until about 1840 no really satis-
factory system had been worked out. Today, f'ew nompla1nts 
about quantity of air are heard, but high summer temperatures 
and low winter humidity are often mentioned. 
The early schoolrooms were characterized by foul air 
whenever the windows had to be closed, which was most of the 
time, since winter was the season when school was most common, 
By 18:38 people had somewhat awakened to the need for 
school ventilation. During 1838 every school house in 
35uowry, .!m• £.ti•, p . 120. 
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Nantucket was provided with good ventilators. In 1843 
~~eder1ck Emerson of Boston invented a ·very satisiactor 
ejecting and injecting vontilator. ·The a were used for many 
36 years on schools . Ventilating stoves became conL~on .here 
furnaces could not be purchased or used • . r illor and 'heeler 
:S7 
made many of these from about 1840. 
Even with ventilators and furnaces or ventilating 
stoves , there were still loweey days when the air became foul . 
In 1874 a Providence school was equipped with bunsen burners 
in the ventilating ducts to move the air. hen steam radi&• 
tors were used, one was sometimes put in each duct to move the 
air. Since· about 1920 ventilation has been much easier ttwough 
the use of electric tans, and oftentimes one or more units 
tor each room. 
The amount ot ventilation in Hassachusetts classrooms 
is rigidly controlled by statute, and the amount is very bigh. 
ny people feel that the requirements are unnecessarily high. 
Most new ~ssachusetta classrooma get fresh air through a 
unit heater-ventilator with a powerful £an, whereas most new 
Oonnect1cut classrooms get their- tresh air through win ows. 
In both stat s. a mechanical exhaust system is usually uaed. 
36Lyons, ~· ~·• p. 46. 
37Ib1d.; p .. 49. 
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team, hot wa t er, -and hot air systems are all in use 
tith lara schools g nerally usin lm1 pressure s t oeM s s -
toms . Radiant or panel heating h s been experimented 1ith 
:for school use , and particularly in kinder arten floors . 
It s obviously ,_ ond r ful ,_ hen 11 ttle children a:L"e to be on 
a concrete sl ab f loor. However, there are disadvantages 
auch as slow response , hot water syst em required, expense, 
and t l e fact t hat some teachers complain about hot feat . An 
auxiliary syste. must also be used to hoat the i .nc o:m1ng cold 
I 
air. Radiation might be put in the walls or ceiling as it 
i s in some homes, including the writer•s, but this does not 
seem practical in sehoola. 
I 
1'oilets . as l"ecent1y as !1860 were not even f'ound in 
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city sc ool bu ldi1 s . This obvious l y meanD that t hey were 
outo i d , v.rhor e they still are i n some rural schools. I n a 
school built i 1867 and on ce used by the flritor , the toilets 
were ir1 a Sl-:10.11 atta ched briclt b 1ld1ng. Soon after t his , 
t oilats moved into tha basom.ents of school buil dings , where 
they r emained unti~. about 1 920. No toilets a r e in t he roome 
of th first grades and on t he sar.1o floor :for t a upper grades. 
Dri1' ino uatar s tarted 1n the cl-ssroo in the f orm 
Boston Uni versi tjlj ' 
School of Education 
Library; -
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o~ a p 11 and di pper . ·Later t e crock nd l nss appeared in 
the cl ass r o. or th entry. n running " a tel:" c e t o 
sc ool. bubblers Tor e t t e cor ->1 oro . 
·1a t ar is ok in t e class roo : again, but 
rido bubblar . 
lJa h b sins have traditi-on lly boe 
~ dr:Lnltil"lg 
i 1 r t o t 'e cor• 
laced n t he 
entry, toilet room or corridor, but they r e not muc 1 us'ed . 
During t he past decade, a sink has been often included in the 
clasaroo· , or a joini lt in a l avatory . · ith t1is rran e• 
ant, the teacher has been uoh better ble t o super lrise the 
cleanliness program. 
A classroom sink has also become common in order ·that 
many activities involving water can be easil y carried on. 
I n connection with t he sink, sane sort of waterproof work 
slwface is usually provided. 
Bringi ng pl umbing i nto the classroom in the primary 
grades 1s an i mpor t ant trend i n postwar buildings . I t is a 
mixed blessing; however, since it doos require a good deal 
of supervision and some cleanup is often needed. 
V. ACOUSTI S 
~ 1e r oble_ of acoustics is twofold. It is f rst 
nee ss y isol te sounds so that one group ill not inter-
fere ··Ji h anothe.r• by ns of souna tr smi tted t o h the 
1alls, ceiling, corridox•s, floors d ducts. One solution to 
t rus is phys_c 1 separation of .oisey ro s f ro quie t areas . 
This is one reason or · a t r e d t one s t ory bui di~ s spread 
o~ er 1 r ge site . The ot er ol t ; J. n is t uil d w.l l s t hat 
i l l t ra l i t-l;le soun --Jhich us · 11 ans 1eav:f ma sonry · 
cons t r uction . Ducts c~n e lined sot~ t the ~ i ll carr y 
very littl e s und. 
The ot :1er a co· tic problem is t o reduce echo or rever-
berra tion wi t hin the classroom so that sounds will be clear 
and distinct . \ ith a properly sound tr ated room, it is uch 
easi or to discriminate between sounds and not so nuch volume 
i s necessary. There also seems to be less fatigue in a sound 
treated roam. Reverberration is controlled by sur£aoe treat-
ment to the walls and ceiling or to the floor with heavy 
r ugs. In the classroom, the most practical application ~ 
sound absorbent aterial is to the ceili , and it usually 
t akes the form of perforated tile . Acoustic trea·t; n t i 
s chools started about fifteen y ars ago in t he corridors , 1th 
s uch gratifyi ng results that it 1as soon us ed i n cl assrooms . 
llos t postwar e l ementary classrooms seem to have acoust i c tile 
of some kind. 
I . F'UF TU E 
.School fur 1 ure ori inally as simply the furniture 
of the ho o or meeting house in ~hich school happa ed to be 
kept . Jnen separate buildings for school were built. some 
. tho a . iv n to .fur h1 • lor t 0 hun d 8 
t 0 oal 1 t 
t l 1 f • s 
11 9 11 t c 
0 or • u 1 C. 0 b c l on t he no . a, 
c 1 l ooul turn 0 con tor a£ t room 
for r • a to 1 1 prossiv on 
a. 1 t on • In tront of •s 
.. t . a t ch for t h 0 l oup .. 
t vi lt 
10 ot ar nt al o usod () l:r 
. r t f n nt o nt I o. e r nt b. 
· 0 .d t all on t1ree sid o£ t roo lth 
h1 or r t1 .oh or OS. ;,t.n -0 t it . c 
0 only up s! t o t r o . :.~.•h a .. 
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are placed across the room with an aisle down the center. 
his is the system that finally prevailed. 
Fro 1800 to 1850 there 11ere significant changes in 
school furniture to provid ore co. ort and convenience for 
t he upils . The number o:f pupils per des and bench gradu• 
lly decreased until individual sea:ts and desks resulted. 41 
hllti.ple desks persisted after i ndividual chairs wore common. 
By 18 0 t he individual chair a.nd desk on cast iron frames 
had 42 eveloped . · Some of them are still in use , and they 
can at; i ll be purchased .from school supply houses. 
The comfort of pupils was enhanced by smoothit and 
r ounding the vood and adjusti it to fit the size of the 
pupils. For t wo hundl'ed years, many little feet could not 
touch t he flo·or when si tti:ng in school chairs . 
About 1860 furniture in different sizes was developed. 
About 1900, adjustable furnit;ure was developed . Mowry wrote 
i n 1908 : n !thin a fe\Y years attention has been tu:rned, both 
in America and Europe, to the production of adjustable desks 
and seats. • • • • Adjustable desks and seats ought to be 
43 provided everywhere." Cleveland reported in 1916 that 
41Mowry, ..2.1?.• ill•1 P• 132. 
42cubberly, .2£• cit., P• 350. 
4 awry, ~· .2!,l., P• 127. 
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about three-quarter of their classrooms were provide ith 
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ad justable seats nd desks . oda , mos~ e elem ntary 
i'urnitur s not adjust bla , ut t ee diff erent s i zes i 
ea h classroo are common. 
h& earliest sc ool furniture · as probably · ovable, 
ut it as soon fastened to the .rJ.oc::Itt and it r emained that 
way for bout three hundred years . Only during the past 'b: o ' 
decad s has movable f urniture beoo e popular . Today, movable 
ur t ur in t ho elementar y classroom is almost universal . 
~ewer el ementary classroo s often have speci l work 
surfaces other than desks provided . hose may b along the 
b c ~ or a side all , either movable or fixed . Some of the 
surfa ce may be covered with linoleum so that et thi s can 
be used i thout harm. Some of the surface may be built for 
rough \': ork such a h.amm.ering and sawing . Storage often goes 
1ith this special worl area. 
he tr ditional school desk included a slopi ng top 
which was supposed to be easier for wr1 ting and r adL • The 
trend today S·eems t ·o be toward a flat topped d sk or a desk 
ith adjust~ble top ao that a flat top is easily obtainable. 
y ne\t school desks look more l1ke small tables than desks. 
One bi advantage of t he flat topped desk is that it can be 
44Ayres, .QE.• .ill•, p . 47 . 
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have been prov dad. Teachers ne ad roo or general teaching 
supplios. indiv~ ual pupil terials , tools and a cial 
teacher supplies. v rtical fi l ing cabinet an bookco. e or 
4.7 
ookcas s also seem necessary . 
11. tre now s o s to b to pz>ovid~i t o teacher '':t..th 
a coa closet, a s.t ora.ge cupboard large enoug to hold 
year's sup ly of pupil sup l ies, bookcases to hold supple• 
me tary books• and ·· sceUal'leOUS storago for objects, models , 
etc . One of . the most elcome trends is here ular pp. ar nee 
o!' four-drawer tiling cabin ts in 1nd1vidual ·classrooms . A 
ditrcur•bing trend is the appearance of individual storage b ins 
~or use of pupils in rooms where separate morning and attar-
noon groups use the same roo. and desks . 
!~Y t·ypes of adjoining storage rooms have been tried 
in various f orms f or a hundred yea~s . · The trenu seems o be 
away f'ror them. 
Children1 s r aps hAve been in and out of t he classroom 
a number of times , In the begixming wraps ere h i n the 
room around the wall.s on nails • When the entry :vas provided 
48 in schools. wr aps wer e hung there. When large buildi s 
~ere first built around 1860, no provis~on was made for wraps 
47American Sohool Buildings• op. cit •• P• 90, 
48Lyons·1 .2£• cit., P• 8 . 
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at all . Since there re no corri ors , it c be assumed 
t t t 1er pt in t e cl ssroo s som ho . ·· e corri-
dors n t a ~ixties, coats w r hung alo 
th ia . l., a ys ar also used . bout 1875 pecial coat-
rooms part ~ro t a cl ssr ooms a e t air ap ranee and 
th"Y ersista for so a time. oout l9lS , the ardrobe ent 
· ac nto the ele on ar clas room, but it so a sort of 
p rt tio t set it off from the rest of t a room. 
mhe o ern sc ool seems to ave cl ssroo rdrobe 
space fo · c lildren up to about the ourth grade~ an corridor 
lockers for the older c ldron. 
S parate aro s see to ba desirable for certain ctiv-
ities tha-~ do not invol ve the ole class . Prior to 1900 
separ te a d a d joining r ecitation r ooms wer e cons tructed. 
I ow the trend seams t ·o be tOi ard on& · big room with s orne means 
of div ing it 7hen neces sary. Fl ex i ble partitions re made 
i h drapes , curtain~ , s cr eens and furniture . Projects, pr o-
jection , readi and other group activities proceed in these 
areas . 
VI I I • . ELECTRICITY 
Electricity first entered the classroom to r eplace 
49A yres , ~· £!!., P• 23 . 
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·t.hro drama, speeches, radio or recordings fr a c ntral 
ou..rce and reproduced over individual. cl ssroom loudspeakers. 
The telephone t e classroom st rted efor orld 
J r I nd 1 t became ver y popular, particularly in the larger 
schools . Its. popularity s remained rat er constant an 
it is usually fo d it new lar a schools. TelepJ.o es re 
co on even though a loudspeak r system is also included • 
. !os t of t e school telephone s ate ara private and not con-
ectad to outside telephone lines, although teachers o ten 
ish th t t hey were . d.a.ny of t o older telephone systems 
seem to be i n poor repair or co pletoly inoperative . 
In the arl~ thir ties, the so-called can ral sound 
s stem, usually i n addition to telephones, made its appearance • 
. his has gradually bec~no more popular and is t oday very com-
on. It is apparently use more or administrative purposes 
than education. lany teachers seem to profer to ha1re the 
radio or record player i n t he classroom rather than in the 
school office. Of course, for some special event like a 
Pr esidential speech, it is most ei't'ective.. 
X • CHALKBOARDS 
The chalkboard was much later in entering t he classroom 
than most people realize, since it has bean so much a part o£ 
education i n the remembered past. The chalkboard originated 
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in the t averns of sixteenth century .ngl and ~hero natural 
c .1al k and blackened pos ts . and 'mlls ware found t o l' O together~ 
The 165 edition of Comenius 1 Orbis Pictus has an i llustra-
tion of s choolroom nhich obviously includes a bl ackboard. 
Appar entl y classrooms of' Europe had blaclrboar ds t o so a ax-
tent during the seventeent h and ei hteonth .centuries . 
Berore 1820, onl y one r eference to an ~ erican chalk• 
board w s found. "The earl iest r eference I have seen t o a 
school blackboard ls i n the pref'a~e t o an ritrunotic published 
in 1809, i n Philade~ph1a." 50 About 1820 many people seem to 
have discovered t he merits of the c hal _board or bl ackboard 
. I 
and put it t o use. The tablet on t he site of . the first or mal 
~ chool i n k~erica at Concord, Vermont (1823) enumerates the 
accompl ishments of t he f'oundor~ Reverend Samuel Reed ll• 
which incl udes, " Pioneer i n t ho use of' t he Blackboard as 
Schoolroom App.liance . nSl 
~oat people think of sla t e ·1hen bl a ckbo rds nre raen• 
tio_od, but all of tho earl y ones r e just hat tho name in-
dicates , black boards. In t he t averns, ooden posts had been 
used . Obviously a b etter writing surface could be made by 
smoot hi the boards, and that is what was done. Various waya 
50c. Johnson, Old Time Schools and Schoolbooks (.ew 
York. Macmillan Company;' 1904), P.• 1o7:--
5loubberly , .2E..• cit., P• 375. 
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o:f darkening or blacking the board were tried. Ink was used 
52 but various paints v1ero round better. As lata as 18 74, 
Uowry made a thorough study of possible blackboard materials 
i nclud slate and mortar for inclusion in his odel school. 
. 
"However, it as round thnt pine boards lued together, 
planed, and sandpapered and aoated gave the vary best black• 
53 board sur.face." In 19251 Dresslar .found it neces ary to 
say, " ood is no longer adv1sable." 54 
Slate came into use as a writin sur.faoe before 1820 
but it as available only in small sizes such as pupils had 
at their desks. They were considered port~ble and pupils 
. ' 
era sometimes asked to carry theil'" own slates alo f'f with them. 
The small slates were apparently we·lcomed by the pupils, :for 
Dr. Cooley o.f Granville reported, "The luxury o.f a slate and 
pencil I never enjoyed till I entered colle e." 55 
late was available in large sheets by 1874 because 
•lowry reports on experiments with 1t to see i.f he should use 
it in his new school .fo~ wall chalkboards. He decided a ainst 
52Johnson, ~· ~·~ P• 107. 
53Uowry, .2!!• cit., P• 144• 
54F . B. Dresslar, Amorican School Buildings n iashing-
ton : Government Printing 6rriee 1 l925), P• 34. 
55A. Parish, History o.f Edu,oation and Educational !!!-
s·t;itut~ !!l estern Uilssaciiiisett,s (Springfield:' Samuel 
Bowles and o pany 1 1885 )• p. ~13. 
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56 it due to its rough surface and poor joints. Apparently 
soon after:vards these . de.fects ere corrected since it became 
I 
t he st dard sur:race i'ro:n than until about 1945 . nl1'0r black-
boards, g ood quality slate is the standard matorial.»57 
I 
·V rious forms o.f pasteboard, cardboard, and wal.lboard 
wi th a coating have been tried in order to reduce the cost 
of chalkboards. ExperL~ents with these materials have been 
oi11g on .for a hundred years and teachers have seldom liked 
the r0sults. They make a poor chalk writing surface; they 
ara damaged by qashing; and they do not wear well. However, 
exper~cnts are still going on and advertisements for many o.f 
them apnear in th magazines . 
Gl ass chalkboards are considered to be ver y new and 
almost utopian. Actually they have been in usa mora t. n 
twenty-five years. Dresslar says in 19251 "In England,. the 
best blackboards are made of gl ass . A sheet is ground o one 
side and painted black on t he other ••• • They are not used 
to any extent in this c ountry, but i n many r asp ets they are 
sup rior to slate, and in time will be used more extensively ." 58 
56Mowry, .22• ill•• p. 144. 
57c. • Odell, Standards ~!!!!!. Evaluation of Second-
ary Jchool Buil dings (U ivorsity of I llinois , 1 950);-p . 25. 
58Dres sl ar , ££• ~·• P• 36. 
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Glass chal kboards seem to be the easiest to clean, make the 
best writing surface, and are practically permanent . The 
onl y disadvo.ritage of glass boards , aside frora expense, is 
that they have been kno n t o shat ter . This s ems to have 
been due to faulty installation. 
Solid pl astic chal kboard has lso com on t he market 
in the l as t fe years. It is about three - eighths of a inch 
in thickness and has a ground surface so that t e chalk ill 
take hol d . amplas ap ear vary satisfactory, but its us e in 
this reg i on seems to be too limi ted to go.thar much opinion 
on it . 
The newes t chalkboard mater ial is sh et steal t 1th a 
fused enamel finish hich somow at resembles gro~~d l ass . 
The s hoot steel is backed wit h pl ywood and t he uni t 1 prac-
tically indestructabl e . A bi advantage, other t han rma.nen-
cy , is t h magnetic pro arty of the steel. Small agn·ts will 
eli · to t ho surface and the chalkboard ean doubl as bul-
l etin board. Mith the current debates over areas to bo d "" 
vot d to c hal k and bulletin boar d, this Ir...a t orial ma b come 
ver y opular • . A aection of this material has bean insta~~ed 
in the writer's labor atory, and the results ar excelle t. 
The area of classroom wall devoted to c hal .. boa h.aa 
gone up and down duri ~ the history of ~~erican ed cation. 
The earl y 1natal1at1ona were ver small, and a piece about 
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59 three feat square wa$ recommended. As tima went on, the 
area stoadil y incr ased; until by 1915, blackboards occupi d 
o.l ost t e entiro space o.vailnble all th y round t c l ass -
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roon1. Only 'Iindo s and doors . ere allo ad to compete with 
it . Am rican educator ware very proud of the~r blackboards 
and t a phi losoph t hat went :vith them: 
No There in t a 1orl are blackb.oar ds us ad more ex - . 
tensively in schools than they are in er ca. 1 rge 
area of wall s pace set apart i n classrooms for black-
boards assumes that pupils will ind1viduall presen to 
thei r t'ello clas smates and to the teacher t he r esults 
of their study, • • • • l ackboards are , t en, not 
erel ~edagogical conveniences but civic a nci s 
•••• •61 
y 1 9491 the lin a1~ t'eot of chal.ltboard per r oo had 
go a from about ixty do n to less thnn t onty. I .. ny new 
s chools it is even less . 'his means that the c kboar d has 
ch ng d fro a group act ivity to an individual act ivi • 
'J.Y t hings that usod to bo done on tile chalkboard are now 
done on duplicated sheets at the pupil' s desk ; or on ull etin 
boards which have rown in size just as .fast as chalk oarda 
have sbrunk. Th~ :magnetic cbELlkbo r describe bov ay be 
excell~1t ans er wh n t e chalk oard nd bullotin board 
59Johnson , .QE.• ill_. , P • 10 7 . 
60Ayre , .212.• ill•, p. 47 * 
6loreaslar, £E• cit., p. 32. 
62Amer1can School Buildings, op. cit., p . 92. 
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people cannot agree • . In most mod~rn olas~room~, a single 
chalkboard about three by sixteen feet is found in t he front 
oi: t he room. 
The color of chalkboards remained uniformly bl ack tram 
earliest bagi nni s to recent t imes • . . The. earliest re.fare;nce 
located that mentioned · gr een , which has become so popular, 
was in 1925. tt A slight tinge of dark reen mix d with blac}( 
will be acceptable ... 63 During the past .fifteen years; thel'e 
has been much experimenting with other than black chal kboardS. 
The two reasons for seeking: someth~ng else were the liaht ab• 
sorb! characteristics of the black surface which resulted 
in less classroom illumination, and the supposed depressing 
influence of a large black area just at eye level. The illu• 
minating engineers specified a reflectance or fifteen to 
twenty percent for the chalkboard area which practically 
eliminated the traditional black color. Many hues and shades 
of green have become very popular since 1946, and black is 
s eldom seen. 
Many other colors than reen have been tried in post-
war classrooms, but they h.ave not as yet become popular. 
There seems to be no scientific reason for the predominance 
of green or the absence of black or gray,. particularly with 
63 Dresslar, .2E.• ~·, ~. 34. 
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the small areas of cb..alltboard which are nm so co . on. The 
reen chalkbom•d may very ~ell turn out t o be onl e. passing 
fancy ru1 a c ~aractor~et~c o~ schools built dur ng t his par-
ticul ar porl.od. 
Tho trehd in c allr color seems to be from 1· hi t s to 
y llow, although other colors are also used . Yellow seems to 
be pa r ticularly desirable on the green bo rds and ma y 1llsll 
change in the future. 
XI . TACKBO DS 
' he history of the taokboard or bulletin board is 
very br ef, since almost no refer nee to it can. be found be-
i 'ol .. e the last twenty-five years . Apparently t ... a first ·tack-
boards came into classrooms about l920t and they era very 
small by modern standards , about six square feet, an used 
mostly by the teacher for notices or r minders . Sine then 
there has been a tremendous growth in the all area devoted 
to tackboards . In recent years the tackboard area has often 
exceeded the chal.kboard area . This emphasis on tac board 
means that it has cha. gad 1'rom n administrative aid to a 
teaching aid to improve instruction. Pupils no spend much 
time on taokboard work. 
ot all taac ers approve o the lar e areas of tack• 
bonrd in plac o£ chalkboard, and ~t was conplaints about 
t:1is that got ti:le writ r first concerned a out consuJ.ti.ng t he 
/' 
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teachers i n designing naw classrooms. . ·4a.ny t ea c her s a p ar-
ently still Wttnt to s end a roup of tudents to t e board 
to do 1 ass i 'ned t ask for t ha res t or t h class t o observ(l. 
he t r adit i onal mat erial for maki n t accboards i s 
cork, and .it i s s till r e ca'TI!nonde d very hig hly in new co -
str uction. It is eas r to get tacks and stapl e s in and out. 
and i t illlaa.rs very '/ell . It i s unfortuna tel y expen iv "'ld 
man. s :tbstitutas have been tried. One solution is to use an 
i nexpensive sof t wallboard n d covor it with some !ind of 
du abl e f a br i c. 
n i nteresting new development is the combination 
c halkboard-bulletin board made of steel. Small magnets a r e: 
s e d i nstead of tacks to hold materials on the surf'ace . Un-
f ort unat ely ma nets cost more than tacks and are f ar more 
des i rable s ou,lenir.s. 
XI I .. UDIO-VISU L PROVTSIO~S 
'I'he t rend in audio-vis ual educa tion is cla s s r oom. 
1til ization r ather th n ~oing to a roo t h t is spoci l ly 
oquip ed f or us oi machines . To make this possibl e and easy. 
th cl s s room mus t ha ve cert ain pr ov i s i ons buil t in or added 
i'terw r d . The trend is to1 r d r ovidi n the e faoi l itieas. 
i n now ol em n·tapy cl ass r ooms , but the1.,e are still 1a y e 
roo_.s i nw i c it is al.!. ost i mpos lbl e to . r o j ect n .tthing 
except on t e darkest dctys . It appanr s tbnt oc hool building 
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conmitt es have not always been convinced of the values of 
clas sroo_ se of these a ids. 
~he D partment of udi o- 'isua.l . nstruction of t he Na-
tional E uoation Association has prapar d boc~ let t h.:.t 
spells out cl ssr oom needs f or easy· us e of many iffor nt 
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aids . 
It must be easy to darken t he room. This may be done 
1 t h roller shades, drapes, or venetian blinds. All three 
have been used and it is diffioL~t to detect a t r end at t his 
tL e . Many of' .the devices used were installed primarily to 
control la.re rather t han darken the room for projection. 
It appear s necessary to eel ot special shades, drapes, or 
blinds i f darkening i s desired. It often s eems ecessar y t o 
install two sets of li~ht control devices, one £or glare and 
one for projection . Some new schools have a s pecial venetian 
blind that will close so t1 htly that it can servG both pur• 
poses ver y well. 
The room must be properly ventilated even t hou,:::>h t he 
room i s dark i n warm weather. This can be done by hangi ng 
t he darkeni ng device well back from the window so t hat air 
can get a round even though the room is darkened. In 
·" -_lli~ Schools t:or Use sat Audio-Visual ~teri;alat 
'io . 1 . l as. r ooms (\Ia. ... hi t on : Dep rtment o:r u io- Visua! 
instruction, .r*ational _ ·ducation Association, 1953). 
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classrooms :t t 1 11t heater-ventilators , which r.1eano , ost n ew 
'1. ~:ac :1ucetts rooms~ thore _s a much simpler cool tion. It 
~s only n cessury t o ~ur 
any stoam 11 it durix ~~ 
nint; i... van tad. 
on 'tho unit for vo t:tlt.tio l \~ithout 
\ a r.:1 Joa:th r · p riou l en r dark-
A ere should be mounto on the -rJall or t he clas~­
room ane ~ally about a root a bove the upp r o e of t e c lk• 
boar d . A · it five or ~LX foot cqua.rc housed in 1e t al con-
to.·· nor i s 1" corr..m.anded for most clas sroo. • The cr en r. y 
hmre n mat or 'banded surrace, ith the ror 1 or a v· sed if the 
.roup will be spread out and vie ing from muc h or an angle. 
mu ch has boon written about special scr ens for dayl i r;ht 
viewi C1' or projected pictures . None seems to be o. really ·ood 
s bat:tute for the rollor screen and dark n i n at this ti e. 
although there muy be i~portant developments in the f uttwe . 
El ectrical o tlets for use of audio-v1sua1 qulpment 
are be comi ng far more co~on i n e l ementary classrooms . About 
19:30, one outlet became common . Now, t 1o outlets, one in the 
front and one in t ho rea r , ar t he co1. m.on arr neement. So:me 
teachers want ndditional outlets along t he eid tall rticu-
l arl y if thoy have ork s ace there. The trend is dei"lnitely 
toward ore ou.tlats. 
I n or er to m ke usa of central sound s ystems, re.dio• 
and television i n t he cl ssroffi 1 1v i beco i . c rnmo to 
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provide some sort o£ conduit rrom the central trenches into 
each classroom. The conduit is strongly advised even though 
no system is provided at the time or construction. 
An inexpensive classroom convenience £or use o£ aids 
is some £orm o£ projection table about ten inches higher than 
the desks in the room. This enables the teacher to project 
pictures over pupils* heads and not rearrange seats. The 
same table also makes a useful display £or the globe map and 
other things. It is not now cc:munon. 
It appears that aud1o•v1sual aids are baing used mora 
and mora right in the classroom and that provisions £or us-
ing them are becoming more common. 
XIII. SUllMARY 
The modern classroom environment that is so comfort-
able and yet stimulating to educational achievement is the 
result or three hundred years or evolution. Almost any fa-
cility round today has a history of need, experiment, inven-
tion and improvement. Most facilities were used first in 
large city schools and gradually extended to smaller and out• 
lying schools. Obviously even today the bast £eaturas or the 
modern classroom are not £~und in a majority or existing 
classrooms. A study of this evolution makes one more patient 
with the slow change from what is now in so many schools to 
what can be had. 
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It is logical to wonder why so· many desirable class-
room features are omitted fran ne schools • . One reason is 
that the planning group does not know the existence or value 
or the particular features. Another reason is that the plan-
ning group wishes to save the expense of the i tams. Another 
common reason is that ·the items originally planned tor are 
eliminated during .the construction at the building because 
some other feature cost more than expected. It seems unfor-
tunate that the features directly affecting instruction in 
the classroom are the very last items to be included during 
construction and hence the ones omitted 1!' !'lnanoial di!'!'i-
oulties arise. 
OHA.PTEH IV 
PREPARA'l1ION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHECKLIST 
IV 
PRB. HATIOt ND l S11fti Du"'l'IO 0 ,, 'i'I 
ltho h per onal v1s1t to ne scnoola and 1nt r-
1th teac rs wer consid r d. 1t 
d1str1b t ch ckl i•ts through o ool r1nc1pals d hav 
t he r turn d in 1v1 u ~lly t ough tb .mail . Th1 · r -
tnitt d wider 1 trtbut1o and gr ater anon 1ty. 
I. 
'l' b& fh-at pPoble tnvol v. d the sal ct1on and organ1-
2&t!o of the actual featurea that d o &f£ect instruction in 
the cla · t:troom. In r ad1ng tile. literoature about ne classrooms 
nd v s1t1 ny ot them, lo 11ats o:f it re repared. 
The o 1te a were o:rg n1zod. into roupa th t f i n lly 1 olud d 
a .o con i derations . heati and ventil ting eonsi orationa , 
-
plumbi ng con der .t1on • furn'itur oonsideratiOl1S t acoustical 
cons1derat1ona, ator . e cona1der tiona . 1 ctrioa~ cona1dor -
tion ye t • chalkbQ :rd, tackb r or bulletin 
.. / 
boa~d, audio-visual equipment nd miscellaneous class~oo 
characteristics. 
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Two conflicting desires were soon evident. One was to 
make the list long ; the other as to make it short. In order 
to get as complete a story as possible about the classroom 
environm~nt, many items were needed on the list, and some of 
them involving areas and other measuring required some e.t'!'ort 
on the part or. the participating teachers. The modern class~ 
room has a great many details. The other desire was to get 
as complete a return as possible f~om the teachers so that re-
sults auld truly re.floct the majority o.t' classrooms and teach-
ers. In order to get many teachers to answer the checklist, 
as few items as possible were desired. Another consideration 
was the capacity o.f the IBM punched cards which seemed neces• 
sary in order to select and correlate the desired information. 
One card will accommodate only eighty items. 
F'or some time a questionnaire was considered in which 
written answers as well as checks were required. As the num-
ber o.t' items increased, it was decided to have all items ar-
ranged so that only checks and numbers would be required i n 
order to complete them. In the case o.f artificial light, a 
teacher could indicate that the roam had incandescent lights 
with t he figure 1, .flourescent lights with t he .fig~e 2, or a 
combination of the t wo with the .figure 3. A copy o.t' the final 
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checklist appears in the appendix. All o~ its information 
occupied two IBM punched ca~ds. 
ith all o~ the ita~ about classrooms , t~e toac hers 
were asked ~or ~acts and opinions. In column l the teachers . 
were asked to indicate .the presence or kind of facility t hat 
they now had in their new classroom. In colu.111n 2 they ere 
asked what they pre~erred to have as far ao that considera-
tion was concerned. 
Colunn ~then, provided a picture .of t he status of 
most of the classroom facilities in the post-war e lone ta.ry 
buildings of tha two states studied. Column 1 provides much 
information about whether a ce~tain item 1as included or 
not, how much was included, what color it as, etc. 
Column 2 provided a picture or wbnt the teachers pre-
ferred to hnve in their classrooms • . They could also indicate 
that they had no pronounced preference regarding the facility 
by inserting a zero in the space. In this column, teachers 
could indicate what items should be included, how much, hat 
color, etc. 
The colors used on the color chart for visual consid-
erations were obtained from Sears,Roebuck and Company. Sere-
tone deep tones were used because they were readily available 
in the ra e of colors needed, and because they could be 
easily applied to gummed paper and then stuck on the checklists. 
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Furthermore, they could be easily diluted with white to make 
the lighter shades. The following colors were used: 
Chip #l Bright Red 4082 
Chip #2 Orange 4092 
Chip #3 Yellow 4093 
Chip /; 4 Dark Green 4086 
Chip #5 UJ.tramarine 4083 
Chip #6 Brown 4088 
Chip #7< Gray 4091 and White 2251 
Chip /I-ll Pink 4082 and White 2251 
Chip #12 Light Orange 4092 and White 2251 
Chip #13 Light Yellow 4093 and White 2251 
Chip #14 Light Green 4086 and White 2251 
Chip #15 Light Blue 4083 and White 2251 
Chip #16 Light Brown 4088 and White 2251 
Chip #17 Light Gray 4091 and White 2251 
Black and white chips Wel"e not included on th.e check• 
list because no confusion about what was meant seemed possible. 
The numbers 8 and 18 were assigned to these. 
Purple anq/or violet was not included for two reasons. 
It was found very dif'ficult to obtain a satisf'actory shade in 
the usual paint stores, and furthermore, very £ew people ex-
pressed any interest in having it f'or a school color. 
The deep colors with the exception of #7 were painted 
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directly from the cans. Gray, #7 1 was obtained by mixing 
black and white. All of the lighter shades. Mere obtained 
by mixing approximately six parts o£ white w1 th one part of 
the deep colozt. 
No effort was made to indicate all colors and shades 
since there are so many possibilities. .For purposes of this 
study only the primary color to predominate and whether a 
light or deep shade was desired. 
A number of items included as classroom facilities 
should possibly be located elsewhere in the building. A 
record player, for instance, might be permanently located in 
the classroom or available from some central place in the 
building. However, for tr...is study, it seemed important to 
find which of these items actually was permanently in the 
classroom and what was preferred to be permanently located 
there. No opportunity was given the teacher to indicate that 
a r.ecord player was wanted elsewhere in the building except 
by leaving it out of the classroom. Likewise it was assumed 
11' cl.othes were not stored in the classroom,, that they would 
be stored elsewhere. 
After including all or the items in the classroom that 
might at'fect instruction, it was desired to include some items 
that might indicate what kind of teachezt was expressing the 
preferences about them. It would be of tremendous interest to 
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compare the · kind o£ classroom wanted by the best and poorest 
teachers. It would then be possible to ·build classrooms that 
would enable the best teachers to do the most af£ective job. 
A search as started for some simple items to include in the 
checklist tpat would make it possible to separate the respond-
ing teachers into categories. No such itens era found on 
hich th experts would agree . It was pointed out to the 
writer that if some simple scheme would enable a person to 
categorize teachers lik this, that a merit salary s ystem 
would be far more popular. One advantage o£ the checklist, 
in this regard, was the fact that responding teachers would 
not ident1£y themselves and might be more willing to check 
items about their teaching. 
A.!'ter consulting many books on what constitutes good 
teaching nd distinguishes it from poor teaching, it was de-
cided that it would be impossible to get this 1n£ormat1on, 
and that another attack might prove more .fruitful. With this 
1n mind, a series o£ items on teaching was devised that ought 
to indicate whether a teacher was traditional or modern , 
rather than good or poor. 'l'his would make it possible to com-
pare the classroom facilities wanted by traditional and modern 
teachers w1d would probably be as £ar as it was practical to 
go in this direction. 
From books , oont~rences and class notes a list o£ 
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t\vanty i tams on teaching \"las developed that might ba ans ered 
differently by traditional and modern· t achers . ith an item 
such a.s; I take my class on field trips, the teacher ~ ould 
be aske to chock regularly, sometimes, or seld~'n . This list 
of twenty possible items was iven to the instructors in two 
teacher training institutions with the request that t hey 
picl:c out the ten items that seemed to be most important in 
determirdng 'II hether a tea.che:x• a.s using ·desirable modern prac-
tices in the elementary class.room. The i'orm used to obtain 
this information appears 1n the appendix. T 1e rest:.l ti ten 
top items ere used in the last section of the checklist. 
II. SELECTIOU OF TFIE PARTICIPATI£ G T • CHERS 
It was at first planned to include all of the new ele-
!llentary classrooms in ow England in this study so a.s t o de-
terruine trends and preferences for the entire region. How-
ever, a preli inary c eck indicated tlmt there were a reat 
number of naw rooms and t at some were a·i;t ched to old buil.d-
ing s rather t han being part of new ones. In order to limit 
the number of' roQ s ctu ie , it was decided to consider onl.y 
the :: ndargo.rten thi'Ough gr ade six classrooms in the post-war 
schools o~ Massachusetts and Connecticut. If post-war buil.d-
ings aleo had additions 1 t hey ware 1 of cottrse, included. -
In order to ge t to the individual classroom teachers, 
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it ~as dacidod to o thro h tho principals of the new build· 
ings. Letters were sent to. t he two stata .departments of 
education asking for t he n~~es and addrosaas of all the post-
war e lementary buildin.O's in the state with tho name of' the 
principal i.f' possible. The needed information oa.me from Mr . 
John r shall, School &1ilding Assistance Commis ionar in 
Uassachusotts, and ?!iss ft..nn Fobeztg, Consultant in lemantary 
•ducation for Connecticut. The nen schools in t he two states 
totaled 286 1 and a letter was pt-epared asking the princi al 
of each school to cooperate in t he study by distributing 
checklists to his teachers. A copy of t his l etter appears 
in the appendix. O.f' these principals or other school offi-
cers, 186 or two-thirds replied that they would ba willing 
to distribute the checklists. A number of respondents repre-
sented more than one new school so the total number of schools 
included is not actually known, but it is a substantial ma-
jority of t hem. 
III. DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHECKLIST 
ring the we~lt of January 3, 1955, 2 6 509 checklists 
ere sent o tt to the schools for distrib tion to the teachers. 
Arte~vards, more schools indicated that they would partici-
pate but no more checklistn were avai lable and they ere 
thanked for t heir interest and prominad a sum~~ry of t he ~e· 
sults. 
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Each checklist incl uded a st~tpe addressed envelope 
so that the individual teacher could mil back tho co1 plated 
t.'orm 1: 1 thout anyone lmow1 how it was marked. 
Aithoueh not all or the teachers in pest• ar elemen-
tary schools received .a checklist, a substantial. majority, 
probably more .than seventy ercent 1 or t hem did . 
CHAPI'ER V 
TABULATION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULmS 
CHAPTER V 
TABUIATI01l AND I NTERPRETATIO ~ OF' RESULTS 
The information about classrooms. teachers and pre-
ferences considered in this chapter was obtained from the 
981 completed checklists returned to the writer early in 
1955. A copy of the checklist appears in the appendix • 
. 
Although the 981 checklists represent only thirty-
nine per cent of the 2.509 sent out, there is no apparent 
reason to bolieve that this results in any important bias. 
It probably means that elementary teachers in new buildings 
are very busy people and that the checklist appeared long 
and complicated. Although no long written answers were re-
quired. some measuring and figuring were required and there 
were 130 separate boxes to fill in with one or more numbers 
or checks. 
In order to handle the large amount of information 
on the checklists. two IBM punched cards were made for each 
checklist. These cards could be machine sorted in many ways 
to obtain the direct and co•related information wanted. 
The information obtained and tabulated falls into 
.s~ groupe. The first group describes the buildings and 
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teachers included in the study. The second group shows what 
facilities the teachers have in their classrooms and what 
they prefer to have. The third group shows the relationship 
between preferences for facilities and the grade predominate-
ly taught. The fourth group shows the relationship between 
preferences for facilities and teaching experience. The 
fifth group shows the relationship between preferences for 
visual considerations and exposure of the classroom. The 
last group shows the relationship between preferences for 
facilities and the type of teacher. 
In each section, except the .first, all of the tables 
are made up of percentages of teachers rather than numbers of 
teachers. The second section has tables showing the percent-
ages of the whole group of 981 teachers. The third section 
has tables showing the percentages of teachers in the various 
grade groups. The fourth section has tables showing the per-
centages of teachers with various amounts of experience. The 
fifth section has tables showing the percentages of teachers 
with various room exposures. The last section has tables 
showing the percentages of teachers of three different types 
as explained in that section of this chapter. In some of the 
tables, the percentages add to one hundred which means that 
individuals answered one and only one item. In other tables, 
teachers could make more than one response and the totals are 
85. 
in excess of one hundred. 
I. BUILDINGS AND TEACHERS 
The 981 checklists provided a g ood deal of informa-
tion about . the postwar elementary classrooms of Massachusetts 
and Connecticut, and a limited amount of information about 
the teachers. The following tables describe the buildings 
and teachers included in the study. The tables are con-
structed from the information on the first page of the check-
list. 
Only a limited amount of personal information about 
the participating teachers was attempted in the checklist. 
It is their mass rather t han individual opinion that is most 
i mportant i n designing classrooms. It w~s not a primary pur-
pose of this study to gain much information about t he teach-
ers other t han t hei r opinions about classroom facilities, 
and some of t he reasons for them. 
Ta ble 1 indicates the number of respondents whose 
rooms were completed during each year of the period s tudied. 
TABLE 1 
m BER OF ROO C O.MP!.BTED EAO H YEAR 
1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 
1 11 69 81 133 174 163 134 119 11 
NA Total 
85 981 
86. 
It indicates that construction of classrooms rose steadily 
and rapidly from one in 1946 to 174 in 1951 and then gradual-
l y decreased . The figures for 1954 and 1955 are not an 
accurate indication of building trend during that period be-
cause names and addresses of new buildings were being com-
piled during the tall ot 1954 and schools completed after 
September l, 1954, were not intentionally included. The 
reason for this arbitrary break was to avoid asking teachers 
about rooms that were very new to them. Most preferences 
reported in this study are based on more than hal:t' a year 
in a new classroom since the checklists were filled out dur• 
ing January and February of 1955. Eighty-five teachers did 
not answer {NA) this item. The total number of classrooms 
studied was 981. 
Table 2 indicates the total number of classrooms in 
the building of which the respondent's room is a part. It 
TABLE 2 
SIZE OF RESPONDENTS' BUILDINGS I N TERMS OF 
umBER OF CLASSROOMS 
Classrooms 
per Building 
Number ot 
Respondents 
1-5 
48 
6-10 11-15 
240 346 
21-35 NA. 
148 114 85 
Total. 
981 
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shows that buildings of all sizes have been included with the 
greatest number falling in the eleven to fifteen classroom 
building. The study is apparently not biased toward small 
or large schools. 
Table 5 indicates the grade predominately taught by 
the respondents. It shows that reasonably equal numbers ot 
TABI:E 3 
GRADE PREDOMII ATELY TAUGHT BY RESPONDENTS 
Grade 
Taught K l 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Number ot 44 185 172 153 121 136 113 13 Hespondents 
8 NA Total 
3 41 981 
each grade, one through six, are included in the study. It 
also shows that kindergartens are not as well represented, 
with only about a fourth the number of the other grades. 
Sixteen teachers in the study have grade seven or eight pre-
dominately, although they have one or more o£ the lower 
grades also. No grade seven only or eight only teacher was 
included. Forty-one teachers filling out other parts of the 
checklist did not indicate (NA) the grade predominately 
taught. 
Table 4 indicates the number of grades in the re-
spondents• rooms. It indicates that the study is concerned 
very largely with single grade rooms and teachers. 
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TABLE 4 
NUMBER OF GRADES I N RESPONDENTS t ROO iG 
Number of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ilA Total Grades 
Number of 870 52 4 2 3 3 1 l 45 981 Respondents 
Table 5 indicates tho teaching oxperience of the 
respondents. It was not intended to include teachers with 
less than a year of experience in the study, but eight crept 
in. Forty-two respondents did not answer this item. By 
TABLE 5 
n;ARS OP RESPONDENTS 1 TEACHING EXPE IE CE 
Years 
Experience 
Number of 
Respondents 
0-l l-2 3-5 6-10 11-20 21-45 
8 197 188 151 227 168 42 
'l'otal 
981 
combining years one and two. three through five, six through 
ten, eleven througll twenty; and twenty-one through forty•five, 
five approximately equal groups were obtained ror further 
study. This table also points up the great percentage of 
relatively new teachers in these new elementary classrooms. 
There are more teachers with one and two years of experience 
than teachers with more than twenty years' experience included 
in this study. 
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Table 6 indicates. the number o£ years that the re-
spondent had been in the new building. Th.e great •jority 
o£ them have spent one to four years in the building that 
they deaoi-1be and react to in this study. 
TABLE 6 
YEARS OF RESPONDENTS 1 EXPERIENCE IN NEW BUILDING 
Years O•l l-.2 3•4 5•6 7-8 NA Total Experience 
Number ot 18 518 267 89 1.2 78 98J. Respondents 
Table 7 indicates the predominate exposure of the 
cJ.assroooms in this study. Obviously •.. tew buildings are 
TABLE 7 
ffiEDOMINA'.PE EXPOSURE OF RESPONDENTS* CI.ASSROOl.1S 
Predominate North South East West UA Total Exposure 
Numbe.r ot 131 136 338 298 78 981 Respondents 
oriented exactly to one o£ the fouzt major compass directions. 
but tor simplicity the teachel"s were asked for one predomi• 
nate exposure. East was the moat common exposure with west. 
south and north f'ollowing . However • the classrooms included 
represent all exposures. Some few teachers checked two 
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directions such as north-west and south-east. In this case 
only the first direction, north or sou~h, was used. Seventy-
eight did not answer this item. 
Table 8 indica.tes the respQndents 1 part in designing 
the buildlngs that t hey are uslng. It bears out the 'r iter's 
TABLE 8 
RESPONDENTS 1 PART I N DESIGNING BUILD I G 
Respondents' Consld- Small Inslgnif- NA. Total 
Part erable !cant 
Number of 
8 54 820 99 981 Res pondents 
suspicion that classroom teachers had very little part in de-
signlng the places in which they teach. This also checks 
with the literature reported earlier in this study. In pre-
paring the checklists for punched cards a considerable number 
of hand written words such as "nothing" and "no part" were 
changed to be counted as "inaigni.ficant.". Due to the lack 
of explanation in the checklist to indicate that only educa-
tional planning of the classroom was probably within the 
teacher's ability or province, some misunderstanding may have 
occurred. However, the overwhelming re.sponse in the third 
space must indicate that teachers were practically not in-
volved in any part of the school planning. 
Table 9 indicates the respondents• willingness to 
,....,. / 
TABLE 9 
RESPONDENTS 1 WILLINGNESS TO CONTRIBUTE TIME 
A D EF1FORT TOWARD CLASSROOM DESIGN 
illingness to 
Contribute Considerable Limited Small NA 
Time 
Number of 543 311 57 '70 Respondents 
91. 
Total 
981 
contribute time and effort toward designing a classroom in 
hich they would teach. This is nearly the reverse of the 
previous table and means apparently that teachers are willing 
· to do far mora on ne building design than they have been 
given an opportunity to do . Translated into percentage , 
fifty-five per cent would be willing to give eonsiderable 
time and an add1tional thirty-two per cent would be willing 
to give limited time t o this work . 
II. FACILITIES FRESENT AND PREFERRED 
This part of the study is concerned i th l hat the 
teachers actually have for classroom facilities and 1hat they 
prefer to have. It is a status study of tb.a "have" versus 
"pre:f'er' ' :t'or all of ·the items in the checklist axcep·t color. 
In ·t.he case of color, t here were so many possibilities that 
abbreviation seemed necessary. and only ·t;otal preferences 
are summarized. 
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Each table, with the exception o£ the one tor color, 
has the facilities present in t he room plotted against the 
facilities that the teachers prefer . The figure.s in the 
body of' the table indicate the percentages of the 981 re-
spondents who have and prefer the indicated :facility. The 
totals columns indicate the percentages of 981 respondents 
wb.o have or prefer the facility . Wb.ere percentages add to 
moro than one hundred, multiple responses were made. 
In order to check whether teachers prefer the kind 
of facilities tha-t have been provided for them, an inspection 
of the upper left toward lower right diagonal is made in eaoh 
case where there were no multiple responses, with the no 
answer and no preference col umns ignored . The higher the per• 
centage of responses falling on this diagonal, tho greater 
the agreement is between nha.ve11 and "prefer" . If one hundred 
per cent of the checks fall on the diagonal, then all respond-
ents prefer what they nave . This condition obviously does 
not exist . In the tables of this section, an arbitrary in• 
terpretation ot percentages on the diagonal will be ma..de as 
:!'oll.ows: 
0 - 55% means that an unsatisfactory situation exists . 
56·65% means ·that they are fairly well satisfied. 
66•75% means that t ey are well satisfied. 
76•85% means that they are very well satisfied. 
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86-lOO% meru1s that they are extremely · ell satisfied. 
Certain abbreviations and conventions are used in 
the tabl e s of this section. The ntm1bers under "Facility 
Prefer" ra.far to the numbered choices in the ch.eckJ.ist, and 
they ar>J r poatad and identified under u i'acili y .ne.ven . :a 
stands for _ave. N means no ans i'iar or no response. ~IP 
maans no preference. P stands for pr fer. T moans percent-
ag e of the total number of resoondents (981) who indicated 
that they had a certain facility.. Z means a percentage less 
than one-half' but more than zero. 
It will be noticed that comparable figures in the 
prefer totals column are generally leas than in the have 
totals column due to the large numbel', about 30 per cent, of' 
the teachers who did not express a preference. once, a 
regular drop of about a third between l~ve and prefer i s a 
regular occurance tlwougnout the tables. • here this does not 
occur, there la an important indication that is interpreted. 
Table 10 is concerned with the shape of' classrooms. 
It indicates that out of 981 classrooms, 78 per cent are rec-
tangular, 19 per cent are square, and only 3 per cent are of' 
some other shape. It also 1nd1oatas that 47 por cent of th& 
respondents prefer a rectangular room, 31 per cent did not 
indicate a preference, 18 par cent prater a square room, and 
4 per cent pref'er some other shape of room. 0£ those who 
TA LE lO 
PERCE~TA "'E 0 TEAC lliRS THAT HAVE i\ND PREFER 
CERTAIN SHAPES Oii' ROOMS 
Pac111t y Pre far 
Faci l ity Have HA 
l . 2 . 3 . l'll 
~ . Square 10 2 z 6 
2 . Rectangle 7 45 3 22 
3 . Other z z 1 l 
NA 0 z 0 l 
Total s f or Preter ence 18 47 4 31 
.............. 
t 
19 
78 
3 
1 
axpveassd a. pre.ferenee• 82 per cent fall on the diagonal; or 
pre.for 1Jmt they bave; wtuoh neans that they are very well 
satisf'ied w:t t h the shapes oi' rooms p:tlovided i'or them. 
Table ll is cor cerned with the number o:r pupils in 
t he classroom. It indicates that a substantial majority, 65 
per cent , have between twenty-six and thir ty-rive pupils . I t 
i ndica tes that o.n even larger majority, 73 per cent , prefer 
to have twenty•f'ive or fev1er pupils. Since only 29 par cent 
of' the ·ceachers ho expressed a preference, prei'er what they 
have, it is obvious that teachers are not satisfied and would 
- like to have the situation changed. Only 1 per cent of the 
teachers prefer more pupils than they have and 58 per cent 
of the teachers pret'er teYl&r pupils than they have . 
ents 
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TABLE 11 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS THA.T HAVE AND PREFER 
CERTAIN NUMBERS OF PUPILS 
Facility .Prater 
Facility Have KA 
1. 2. 3. NP T 
1. 0-25 ' 16 1 z 5 22 
2. 26-~5 48 a o· 9 65 
3. 36 and up 8 2 ' z· 2 12 
NA z z 0 1 2 
Totals tor Pre~erenoe 73 10 1 16 
Table 12 is concerned with the percentage o:f respond-
that have and prefer certain classroom floor areas in 
square feet. It shows that a substantial majority, 62 per 
cent, have between six hundred and nine hundred square feet. 
It shows that the once common amall roam ot less than six 
hundred square teet bas practically disappeared in new con-
atruotion with only s% reporting it. ltlore than nine hundred 
square f eet was reported by 18%. For preference, the largest 
group, 37~, prefer the middle size classroom, but practically 
as many, 36~. did not express a pre~er~noe. Almost none, 
~~ prefer the small room, and 25~ prefer the largest size 
room indicated. More teachers want the largest size room 
than have it. Ot those expressing a preference, 75% tall on 
9 • 
PERCE · GE OP TEACHEl S TEA. HAVE A.IID • p~· 
CERTAD·I FLOOR AREAS 
-
Facilit_! efer 
Faci l ity F..ave (sq. ft.) NA 
.1 . 2 . .3 . J'P T 
1 . Les s t han 600 2 3 l '1 6 
2 . 600 ... 900 1 34 ll 16 62 
3 . .1or e than 900 0 1 13 5 18 
NA 0 z z 14 14 
-
Totals for Pre:ferenoe 2 37 25 36 
the diagonal i dica ting that teachers are well satisfied with 
t e size of rooms provided f or t lwm. 
Table 13 is conc erned 1it h t percentage of respond-
ants t t have and prefer certain ceiling 1eights ln t hei r 
classrooms . I t s ho vs that a maj ority, 62~ , ha a th ten t o 
twelve foot ceil i ng he i ght with very few , 3%, having less and 
a consid rable number , 22%, aving ore . 10r prei'aren.ce, the 
l argest j.""Oup, 451, a l s o prefer t he · ddle he i e;ht . ·rhis is 
:fol lo ad by large num er , 7%, ~ ho did not e press a pref r• 
e_ce . Very few , 4%, prefer a l o ceil ing . Some , 14%, want 
a ceiling more than t elva feet high . ewer teac er s refer 
t he hi g es t cei l i ng t han have it . Nine t y per cent of those 
expressing a pref erenca prefer what they have wh ich means tha t 
TADLE 13 
E .. \T · :r E OP TEJ C IIGR"' T Il T HA. · ·ro . ""'F •' 
C RTAIN CEILI NG HEIGHTS 
Facility •efor 
i'acility Have (ft.} NA 
l. 2 . 3 . J.P 
l. Lass than 10 2 z 0 l 
2. 10-12 l 42 l 18 
3. 10re tha 12 z 2 12 7 
NA 0 z l 12 
Totals for Preference 4 45 14 ... 7 
-
3 
62 
22 
13 
teachers are extremely ~all satisfied with what has been pro-
vi for t hem. 
T ble 14 is concerned ith the percentage of respond-
nts that have and prefer certain ceiling s lo e • It 1nd1-
cat s t h t th great ma jority, 78%, of t he cl as sroom ceilings 
are 1 v 1. Some ceilings, 14~, are sloping , and a f e , ~%. 
are sav,tooth. For "' ... eference, a s mall majority• 55%, want a 
level ceili ng . Althou _h ~ew expressed a preference for 
s lopin· or sa tooth c ilings, 35% did no t ex ro ss a refer• 
ence. O.f t hose who did ex _ress a preference, 92% prefer 
what they have which means that teachers are extremely well 
atisfie wit h what has been ~ovided. 
TABLE 14 
PERCE!ffAGE OF TEACHERS THAT HAVE Al-ID PREFER 
CERTAIN CEILING SLOPES 
Facility Pre .fer 
Facil ity Have NA. 
l. 2., 3., NP 
. l. Level 52 2 z 23 
2. Sloping 2 6 0 6 
3 . Sawtooth l 0 l 2 
NA. z 0 0 5 
Totals for Preference 55 a e 35 
98. 
T 
78 
14 
4 
5 
Table 15 is concerned with the percentage of respond~ 
ents that have and prefer certain activity spaces . It 
TABLE 15 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS THAT HAVE AND PRE:Ei'ER 
CERTAIN AC~IVIT:Y SPACES 
' Jo'ao111 ty Pre.fer 
Facility Have NA:' 
1. e. 3. NP 
l. In classroom 27 27 12 16 
' 2. Alcove 1 2 z 1 
3. Separate room 4 l 6 3 
NA z 1 
' 
1 4 
Totals for Preference 31 30 19 ~ 
T 
82 
3 
14 
6 
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indicates that the great majority or the respondents, 82%, 
have this activity space i n the classroom. A very few, 3%, 
· have it in an alcove and some, 14~, have a separate room. 
For prererance, 31% want activity space i n t he classroom, and 
practically as many, 30%, want ~ alcove. A considerable 
number, 19%, want a separate room and 23% did not express a 
preference. Since there were multiple responses, the diag-. 
' ' 
onal analysis will not work as in the preceeding cases. 
·Many more teachers have activity space in the classroom than 
pre.fer it. ~ny more pre.fer an alcove than have it. A .few 
more prefer a separate room than have it. 
Table 16 is concerned with the percentage of-respond-
ents that have ·and prerar certain colors in the classroom. · 
Due to the large number of choices, only the totals o.f have 
and prefer are chart~d. It is not posaib~e .from this data 
to determine how often teachers with a certain color pre.fer 
that color. 
' Tabla 16 shows , that the. great majority of the ceil-
ings, 74%, are white. The next most popular color is light 
gray in only a% or the rooms. For pre.ference, 50% want white 
..,___ 
and 32% did not express a pre.ference. No other color is 
~ 
wanted by more than 5% of the respondents. They appear to 
be satlsried with what has been provided. 
The most commonly used color for upper walls is light 
-~ 
Color 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
.NA. 
NP 
PERC ·1 · GE OF E · CHERS · HA' IIA 
CERTAI ~ COLORS 
Surface 
D E ·1 
Ceil• Up Low 
' 
Furni- 'l'aok-
1_~ Wall Wall Floor '1T1m ture board 
H P , H p H p H p H p H p H p 
z z Z· 1 1 1 z 2 2 1 z z z z 
z 0 l z z z z z 1 l z 0 z z 
0 z 3 3 3 3 z l 1 1 z z z 1 
0 z 1 1 5 8 13 13 4 5 1 1 22 17 
0 z 0 z z 1 1 1 z 1 0 z z z 
z 0 z 0 l 1 17 8 6 4 8 4 15 7 
0 0 z 0 l 1 10 8 2 2 z 1 1 1 
2 1 z 0 z z 4 2 8 4 z z z 1 
0 z 2 3 2 2 z z l 1 z z z 1 
1 1 15 9 11 6 l 1 2 2 1 l l 1 
4 5 16 10 9 4 z z 3 2 4 3 1 2 
1 2 33 30 28 21 4 2 8 7 z z a 10 
z l 7 6 6 4 z z 2 l z z z l 
3 2 9 2 15 7 20 12 28 16 77 53 41 22 
8 5 4 2 5 4 17 14 7 5 1 2 2 4 
74 50 4 2 1 z 1 0 3 2 0 0 2 1 
6 32 6 30 11 36 9 38 20 .45 9 36 6 33 
100 . 
Chalk• 
board 
H p 
z z 
z z 
0 0 
68 47 
0 z 
1 1 
2 2 
13 10 
0 0 
z z 
z 0 
7 7 
z z 
1 l 
z 0 
1 1 
6 32 
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green in 33% of the rooms. This is followed by light yellow, 
16%, and light orange, 15%. For preference, light green and 
no preference are each i ndicated by 30% of t he respondents. 
The next most popular choices are light yellow, 10~ , and 
light orange, 9%. Teachers appear to be sati sfied with what 
has been provided. 
'.rhe most popular color for lower walls is also light 
green in 28% of t he rooms. This is followed by light brown, 
15%, and light orange, ll%. For preference, t he moat popular 
color is light green., 21%, but 36% did not express a pre.fer-
enoe . No other color was preferred by l o% of t he respondents. 
The only color that is preferred by more than have it is dark 
green. They appear to be generally satisfied with what has 
been provided. 
The moat common floor color is light brown, 20%, fol• 
lowed by light gray, dark brown, dark green and dark gray, 
all of which prevail in more thAn l o% o£ t he rooms • F'or 
preference, light gray, dark green and light brown are moat 
wanted, but 38 did not express a preference. No color is 
~anted by more teachers than have it. Apparently teachers 
are satisfied with what has been provided. 
The most common trim color is light brown found in 
28% o£ t he rooms . .. o other color is indicated by 10% of the 
respondents and a large number relatively, 20~, did not 
Boston Uni vers ity 
~chool of Education 
Librar y 
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answer. For preferences, the most popular color is also 
light brown, 16%, but 45% did not express a preference. 
Apparently trim color is of little importance to teachers. 
The most common furniture color is light brown found 
in 7?% of the rooms. This me.ans the natural wood color .is 
most common, as was to be expected. For preference, 53% 
also prefer the light ~ brown, but 36j~ did not express a pref-
erenca. 
'l'he most· common tackboard color is light brown t'ound 
in 41% of the rooms • . This is followed by dark green, 22%, 
and dark brown, 15% • . For preference, light b1 .. own is also 
T 
most wanted, 22%, followed by dark green and light green. 
However, 33% did not express a preference. 
The mos.t common chalkboard color is dark green in 
68~ o:f the rooms. Black is found in 13%' of the rooms. For 
preference, 4~fo want dark green and 10% want black. However, 
32% did not express a preference. 
· Table 17 is concerned with the type of artificial 
light that is present and preferred in the respondents' class-
rooms. It indicates that a small majority; 55%, of the rooms 
have :fluorescent lighting . A considerable number, 36%, have 
incandescent, and 1% have both. For pre.ferGnce, the largest 
number; b t not a rna.jot> lty.- also prefer !'luottesoent lighting. 
IJ.'he next largest group; 33%, did not express a preference and 
- TABLE 17 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACP..ERS THAT HAV:w AND Pf~Eao .ER 
CERTAI TYPES OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHT 
,acility Pre .fer 
Facility Have NA 
l. 2. 3. p 
1. Incandescent 18 7 2 9 
' 2. Fluorescent 1 37 2 16 
3. Both 0 z 1 z 
NA z z 0 7 
Totals for Pret'erence 19 44: 4 33 
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36 
55 
1 
8 
19~" pre.fer incandescent . Although only 4 ' prei'erred both 
types. this was considerably more than had· both types. Of 
those who did express a preference, 82 prefer what they have 
which means that teachers are very well satisfied with hat 
has been provided. 
Table 18 is concerned with the percentage o.f typical 
school days in which lights are uaed and preferred. It 
should be noted that most checklists were made out during 
January and F'ebruary and that di.f.fere-nt results might have 
been obtained at a dif.ferent time of year. The tabla shows 
that altho·ugh . the greatest number, 41%, have 11 hts on 25 o.f 
the time or less, large n~~ers have them on in the longer 
time brackets. Apparently the tremendous window areas in 
TABLE 1 8 
PEIWEbi'TAG ... ii OF TF..ACI:IF.RS TFJ\.T HAVE AND PREFER 
CERTAIN USES OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHT 
Facility Pr$.fer 
1i'ac :t1ity Have NA. 
l. 2. 3. ~ p 
l. 0-25% 24 1 z 17 
2. 26-74% 10 8 z 13 
3. 75-lOQ% 7 3 · 6 8 
NA. z 0 z 3 
Totals tor Preference 41 12 7 40 
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T 
41 
31 
24 
4 
modern classrooms are not completely etf'eotive since more than 
halt or the teachers had lights on more than a quarter or the 
time . or preference, the greatest number, 41 , pre.ferred to 
use lights as little as possible. However, practically as 
many , 4<>%, indicated no prei'erence. Very i.'ew wanted much use 
of lights. Only 64% of those expressing a preference pre-
tarred what they have which means that they are only fairly 
well satisfied in this respect. eachers apparently would 
like to use artificial light less than they do. 
Table 19 is concerned with. window considerations that 
the respondents have and prefer. It shows that most of the 
rooms, 8 , have windows on one side with small percentages 
having more than this. For pref'erenoe, the laz•gest group, 
----- ------------------------------------------~~~---
ABLE 19 
PERCE~ T G.t!; OF T'i'ACEERS THAT HAVE AHD ffiEFER 
CERTAIN WI NDOWS OR F'ENESTRATION 
- · Fae:t11ty PPe.fer 
Facil it y Have NA 
l. 2. 3. > 4. 5. 6 . NP 
~-
---
1. On on a side 32 18 2 · 2 3 z 24 
2. On two sides 1 7 1 0 z 0 4 
3. 0!1 3 0~ 4 sides 0 z 1 0 z 0 z 
4. Skylights 1 1 z l z 0 1 
5. S!-cylights & sides 1 z 0 0 3 0 1 
6 . .L·Tone z 0 0 0 0 z z 
NA 0 z 0 0 0 0 1 
-- -
Totals for Pref'orAnce :33 26 5 2 6 z 31 
T 
80 
13 
2 
5 
5 
z 
2 
33%, also wants windows on one side. However, almost as 
1 05 . 
many, 26%, want them on two sides. Skylights or windows on 
three or four sides are preferred by small minorities. Appar-
ently windows on two sides are preferred by many mora teachers. 
Tabla 20 is concerned with the control of outside 
light that the respondents have and prefer. I t shows that 
roller shades are moat conuuon and found in 46~ of the rooms. 
These are followed by venetian blinds, 35%, and prismatic 
glass blocks , 30 • Darkening is possible in only 16~ of tl~ 
rooms. For pre:rerence, t he largest group , 35%, want venetian 
TABLE 20 
PEHCENTAGE OF TEACHERS THA.T HAVE AND PH.EFF..R 
CERTAI N CONTROLS OF OUTS.IDE LIGHT 
Facility Prefer 
FaciJ.ity Have NA 
l. 2. 3. 4. s. 6. NP 
l. Venetian blinds 21 3 6 5 16 z a 
2. Roller shades 11 18 5 8 18 1 ll 
z. Drapes 4 l 4 1 30 0 4 
4. Pris. glass blocks a 6 3 13 11 l 7 
5. Darkening 6 5 5 3 9 z 4 
6 . None 2 l 2 l 3 l l 
NA. z z 0 0 z z l 
Totals for Pre.t'erence 35 21 15 17 40 1 23 
106 .• 
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35 
46 
10 
30 
16 
8 
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blinds . Roller shades rank second followed by prisJnatic glass 
blocks and drapeR. A darkening facility is wanted by 4o% 
of the teachers compared with o;n.ly 16% that have it. Apparent-
ly taachers are not satisfied with what bas been provided in 
this area. '1hereas roller shades have most ot' ten been sup-
plied~ venetian blinds are most wanted. Drapes are also 
wanted more than they are provided. Prismatic glass blocks 
are not pl•efori"•ed aa :much as pl:•oviuad. t!any :.nora teachers 
want darkeni1g tha hava it. 
Tabla 21 is concerned 1ith the source of room heat . 
PERCElHAG 0 • 1EAC HEI ~ T . '1. · VE A.r D 
CERTai.J S U c;.:~ 0 · ROOt HEAT 
F l.lci l i y -~o:ror 
Facil:t t y -~.ave 
1 . 2 • . 3. 4. 
l. Unit heater venti• 
lator 34 2 6 6 
2. Hot air duets 2 5 2 2 
3. Radiators 7 2 15 4 
4 • . Radiant l 1 1 2 
Totals for l're.ferenoe 36 6 17 12 
-
-
10? . 
NA 
l'IP T 
20 62 
6 12 
13 35 
l 4 
36 
I t ~hews ·that a mnjority, 62%, have unit heater ventilators 
followed by 35% with radiators. A small minority, 4%, have 
radiant heating . Som~ teac hers have more than one source and 
multiple responses resul t d. For preference, the unit heater 
vent i lator is also in first place, followed by radiators , 
radian t and ducts. The radiant s ystem is r. anted by many more 
than have it. However, 36% did not express any preference . 
It mi g h·t be noted here again that unit heater vontila.~~ors are 
:found in most :l'assachus tts classrooms and in fe Gon..-··laoticut 
classrooms . 
Table 22 is concerned with the control o:f room heat . 
It shows that the gr eat majority, 81%, have thermostats . For 
' ' 
1 on . 
TA ·LE 22 
Pill CE.~.~T E OF' Ii!A.CHERS 'BAT HAVE . .. Pi EFER 
CERT- I N co J'l'F OLS 0 I HEl T 
Fuc:ll iti -"rei' or 
Facili ty ~ ave NA 
l. ~. 3. NP T 
1. .~w.nu.al by custodian 5 7 7 7 22 
2. Manual by teacher z 3 2 2 5 
3. Thermostat 3 15 48 22 81 
NA 0 0 z 1 1 
Total s ! 'or Preference 5 21 52 28 
_ _._... 
preference, the majority, 52%, also want thermostats. It is 
interesting to note that although 22,% have manual control by 
the custodian, almost none, 5%, at the teachers prefer it. 
Although only s% of the teachers have manual control• 21~ 
prefer it. Teachers obviously want heat automatic or under 
their own control. 
Table 23 is concerned with the indication of class• 
room temperature. It shows that a large majority have only 
a small thermometer. For preference, this small thermometer 
is first with 42%, but a large number, 34~, want a large 
thermometer that pupils could read. Considering the small 
expense, this would seem to be an easy way of pleasing many 
teachers. 
I ' 
.; BLE 2 ,.. 
PERCENT GE OF lJ.'EA BERS TfiAT JAV .llND PRE • 
OERTAI~ I NDI CATI ONS OF ROO li TE. PERATURE 
cil i t y r efel." 
Va.ci l · t y Have NA 
1. 2· 3. NP 
1. Small teacher ther• 
mometer 40 29 l 24 
~. Large pupil ther-
mometer 1 3 0 3 
3. None 2 3 1 2 
z z 0 2 
'l'otals f'or Pref'erence 42 ~4 1 50 
1 0 9_ •
T 
88 
6 
6 
2 
Table 24 is concerned with fresh air intake during 
cold weather. The majority, 62~, have unit heater ventila-
tors, but many, 39%, use windows. Unit heater ventilators 
are also moat preferred . Ducts are the only facility wanted 
by more teachers than have them. Teachers apparently are 
satisf'ied with what has been provided. 
Table 25 .1a concerned with intake of' fresh air during 
hot weather . It indicates that a majority, 64%, rely ·on win-
dows, but a surprising number, 56~, operate unit heater ven-
tilators for this purpose as recommended by the manufacturers 
of' the units. These units are preferred by the gr eatest 
number of' teachers, 42%. This would seem to indicate that 
,., 
TABLE 24 
PERC NTAGE OF TEACHERS THAT ID\VE AND ffi :SPER 
CERTAIN" FRESH AIR I NTAKES DUHI G COLD WEATHER 
-Facility Prefer 
Facil ity Have NA 
1. 2. 3. NP 
1. Wi ndows 15 7 14 12 
2. Ducts 3 7 3 4 
3. Unit heater vent1·-
1a t ors 8 4 "!>7 21 
NA. 0 z z 2 
Total s i'or Pra.ference 18 13 4.7 34 
' TABLE 25 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS r.:. HAT HAVE AIID PREFER 
CER'.PAIN FRESH. AIR r · 1 S DURI NG HOT WFA 'HER 
- Fac111 ty Prefer 
Facility Have NA 
1. ' 2. 3. NP 
, 
1. Windows 38 8 25 20 
2 . Ducts 5 7 2 3 
3. Unit heater venti-
1ator 20 3 32 18 
llA z 0 0 2 
Totals :for Preference 37 11 42 33 
.. , 
ll • 
--
T 
39 
12 
62 
2 
T 
64 
ll 
55 
2 
111. 
these units provide a year round bene.fit . However, t he added 
benefit must be we i ghed against the expense o.r · the units . 
Table 26 is concer•ned w1 th clas-sro.om plumbi ng :fea-
t ures . The most common ite1 is a sink found in 87% o:f the 
r ooms . Only, half of the rooms have a drinking f ountain . 
Toilets nre not as common as the literature seemed to indi-
cate . A sink iu most preferred for cl assroom p1Uillbing . More 
teachers prefer drinking fountains than have them and many 
more prefer toilets than r...ave t hem• This of course ·will be 
i'urther detailed in connection with grade taught . 
TABLE 26 
PERCENTAGE OF 'l1FAC1IEHS HNr HAVE AND PREP.ER 
CERTAI PLUMBI NG CONSIDERATIO iS 
Facility Prefer 
Facility Have HA 
1. ~ . 3. 4. 5. 6. NP T 
-
l. Sink 61 52 13 17 6 z 21 87 
2. Drinking fountain 36 36 9 ll 3 z 12 50 
3. Single toilet 6 6 5 10 z 0 2 9 
4. Two separate 
toilets 4 4 0 4 0 0 2 7 
5. Two toilets s hared 4 3 l 2 2 0 1 6 
; 
6 . None a 5 2 3 l 1 2 11 
1~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals t'Qr_ Preference 70 57 15 20 7 l 24 
Tabl e 27 i s conc erned with styl es or pupil seat and 
desk. It i ndicates that separate seats and de~ks are mos t 
A - · 2'7 
PERCENTAGE oF TFACH.Ens '.d.IAT UA.. · A D P1'EFER 
CERTAI STYLES OF' PUPIL SEAT A!ID DESK 
-Facility Pre tar 
Pac i lity Have NA 
1. 2 . 3 . 4 . 5. 6 . NP 
-
l. Separate seat & desk 44 8 1 29 7 21 20 
' 
2. Combined seat & desk 4 7 z 2 6 7 3 
3 . Seat & desk for two 3 l 3 2 z l 2 
4. esk with flat top 32 6 1 30 5 18 13 
5 . Desk ith s l oping top 4 5 z 2 7 6 2 
e. Adjustable height 6 5 z 4 5 ll 4 
NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals for Pre.fersncc 51 16 4 33 13 29 26 
T 
76 
15 
a 
54 
12 
16 
0 
co~non and most preferred . The seat and desk for two is sel-
dom found and sel dom wanted . Flat top desks are far more c om-
mon than sloping t ops • and are pref erred about the same way. 
Many more teacher s IZ" efer adjustable heights than have this 
!'eatl.lre . 
Table 28 1s concerned with teacher ' s movabl e furni -
ture . It shows that practically all, 97%, have a kneehol e 
desk and more than hal f have extra adult chairs and a fi l ing 
113 . 
TABLE 28 
.PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS THAT HA. VE A D PREFER 
CERTAI J EA.CHER t S OVABLE FUR -I T E 
ac111ty Prefer 
Facility Have 
l. 2 . 3 . 4. s. s~ liP T 
l. Kneehole desk 68 27 23 55 5~ 1 25 97 
2- Tabla 3x5 .ft . 22 2l 9 20 20 z 8 32 
:3. Larger table 12 5 13 ll 12 z 3 17 
4. Filing cabinet 43 18 17 42 37 1 15 59 
5. l - :3 adult chairs 50 23 19 43 50 :t. 18 71 
6. No~ e z z 0 z 0 z 0 z 
rm. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals. f:or l>re.ference 69 28 24 55 54 1 26 
cabinet . 1'hey generDJ. l pref: r a bout what t hey l~v"' or did 
not express a preference , except i n t he ca se or a larger 
table which is wan ted by mora than have it . 
Table 29 is concerned with miscellaneous movable 
furniture in tt~ classroom. It shows that additio1al seats 
for part of the class are .found in 51% of the rooms and wanted 
evan !nora, 53%. A low t ble is present in 45~ of the rooms 
and wanted about t he same . Another table is had and wanted 
by about 3 t, of t h teachers . A projection stand is seldom 
.found and wanted some •hat more . Screens for d1v1d1r~ the 
114. 
TABLE 29 
PERCENTAGE OF TF...A.CHERS THAT HA. VE AND EFER 
CERTAI~ USCELLANEOUS MOVABLE FUR~ITURE 
Facility Prefer 
Facil i t y Have IiA I 
1. 2. 3. .4. 5. s. 7. 8 . NP T 
1. .li.ddi t ional seats 3"'/ 27 18 6 8 25 8 z 11 51 
£or part o£ 
class 
2. Lo table 3x5 
:rt. 26 28 13 5 7 19 6 z 12 45 
3. Another table 18 12 19 4 5 16 6 z 8 31 
4. Projection 
stand l l l l l l l 0 l 3 
5 . Screens for di· 
viding room 1 1 1 1 1 1 z 0 z 2 
6 . Bookcase 29 22 17 7 7 31 10 z 13 50 
7. Magazine rack 3 2 1 1 z 3 3 0 1 5 
a. None 3 2 2 2 z 2 l 1 2 8 
NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
Totals '£or P.rei'er• 
enoe 53 42 30 13 1 ·2 .C.4 17 1 ~ 
-
room are also seldom found and wanted more . A bookcase is 
f ound in 5 of the rooms and wanted about the same amount. 
A magazine rack is seldam found and wanted more. Although 
much of t i s miscellaneous furniture is not wanted by a ma-
jority of the teachers, since it is movable, it might well 
115. 
be available to those teachers who do want it. 
T bl e 30 is concerned with acot~tical considerations 
i n t he classroom. It indicates that a majority of the rooms, 
TABLE :30 
PERCENTAGE OF' TEACH • HS THAT HAVE AND PREFI!."R. 
CEH'rAIN ACOUS'i'ICAL CONSIDERATIO ... iS 
-
Facility Prefer 
F'acili t y Have NA 
l. 2. 3. NP T 
l. Ceiling tile 54 16 z 23 78 
2 . .<I all tile 7 10 0 5 16 
3 . Jone 5 2 z 4 ll 
rA 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals f'or Preference 60 23 l 33 
-
78%, have ceiling tile . A ma jority also prefer cailing tile. 
However, ora of them prefer wall tile than have i t. Although 
11)~ had no acoustice.l t reatment, praotically everyone prefer.s 
it. 
Table 31 is concerned ith storage built i nto the 
classroom. It shows that much has been provided and much 1a 
wanted . ost of tha · it&~s are preferred by about the same 
number a s those t hat have t hem. However, a magazine rack and 
exhibit case are wanted by more than those t b.a t have t hern. 
TABLE 31 
PF..RCENTAGE OF TEACHERS THA.T HAVE AND PHEFER 
C~RTAI STORAG ·' UILT I ~TO CIA J 00 .~ 
11 • 
-
--:"~--....._........_ 
Facility Pre.fer 
--Facility Have iA. 
1 . 2. 3 . 4 .• s. 6 . 7. a. 9 . NP T 
1 . Pupil clothing 40 28 40 12 38 12 32 34 l 16 61 
2. Pupil cup• 
boards 23 28 29 9 27 13 23 23 z 13 45 
3. Teacher closet 41 36 54 16 49 23 42 44 l 23 82 
4 . Magazine rack 3 5 5 5 5 1 4 3 0 2 6 
5 . Bookcase 36 31 49 14 48 21 40 41 1 21 75 
6 . Exhibi t case 7 7 8 3 7 8 7 8 z 4 1 3 
7 . Filing cabinet 27 22 36 10 33 1 5 35 30 1 14 53 
a. Supplies 35 29 45 13 41 20 36 44 1 16 66 
9 . None z z l 0 1 z z l z l l 
NA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals £or Prefer-
ence 47 40 62 17 56 26 48 5 0 l 31 
Tabl e 32 is concerned with storage adjoinins the 
cla ssroom. A majority, so%, have nona, but onl y 17% prefer 
none. The alcove and room are each prererred b y nearly a 
quarter of the respondents . The largest group , 41%, did not 
express a pr forence . 
Table 33 is concerned with electrical considerations 
TABLE 32 
PERC · ~ TAGE OF TEACHERS THAT HAVE AND PRE1i'ER 
CERTAI [ S'rORAGE ADJOI I NG CIA..;JSR OOM 
Facility Pref er 
Facility Have I 'lA 
l. 2. 3 . NP 
l. Alcove 4 2 z 2 
2. Room 2 ll z 5 
3. one 14 11 16 20 
NA 2 l z 17 
-
Totals for Pref'erence 21 24 17 41 
TAB ' 33 
""RCEN'l'AGE OF . EAC HERS ' T HAVE D PREFER 
117. 
-
T 
7 
1 7 
60 
17 
CERTAI ~ ELECT I CAL CONSIDEHATIONS OTHEH 'r l LIGHTI NG 
Facility Prefer 
Facility Have NA 
l. 2. 3. 4. s. 6 . :tlP T 
l. Outl e t in front of 
room 56 53 29 9 13 z 24 83 
2 . Outlet in back of room 54 55 29 8 12 z 23 81 
3 . Outlet in side of' room 19 17 19 2 3 z 7 27 
4 . TV antenna connection 1 l . l l z 0 z 2 
5 . 1~ov1e spk . cord undez-
floor 2 2 z z 2 0 l 2 
6. ~one z z z z 0 z z 1 
NA z z z 0 z 0 4 5 
Totals for Pref'erence 61 60 34 10 14 z 32 
ll~ . 
other than lighting in the classi•ooni. It shows that most 
rooms ha e an ou t let in both the front and back of t he room. 
and more t han a quarter have an outlet on the side of the 
room. Almost no rooms have connections for te~evisi on or 
motion picture speakers. For prefer ence, a najori.t y o.f 
teachers want outlets i n front and in back of t he room. Al-
t hough not a maj ority, more teachers prefer an outlet . on 
the side of the room. a television antenna connection and 
a speaker cord under the floor than have these facilities. 
Considering the rather small expenae or these items during 
original construction , and the prohibitive cost of adding 
them later, i t woul d seem wise to consider at laast the in-
clusion of conduits for t hese facilities. 
Tabl e 34 is concerned wit h the communication s ystem 
in t he classroom. It indicates t hat no one s ystem is ei t her 
had or preferred by a maj orit y ot the teachers. A telephone 
to the rest of the building and t o outside lines is wanted 
by more t han those that have them. The bell or call s ystem 
is ~anted by fewer than those that have it . Two way central 
sound systems are more common and preferred over one vmy sys-
tems , which is surprising . The l ar gest group, 54%, did not 
express a preference . 
Tabl a 35 is concerned with the percentage of respond• 
ents that have and prefer certain colors or chalk most used. 
TABLE 34 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS THAT HAVE AND PREFER 
CERTAI 0 .~ . I ATI O S ~TE , 
- - ·-
"'acillty Pre.fer 
Facility Have 
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . s. 6 . 
l . ' ·a l ephone to rest o:f bui l d-
i ng ll 4 4 4 2 z 
2 . Telephone to out side l ines 5 9 4 2 5 0 
3 . Bell or other call system ll 6 1 5 4 9 z 
4. One way centr a l s ound 7 3 4 9 4 z 
5 . 'l'wo way centr a l sound 7 5 5 l 18 z 
6 . J.' ona 4 2 1 l 3 3 
~'iA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tot als for Preference 30 19 1 8 12 30 3 
TA LE 35 
PERCEN'llAGE OF' TFACHERS THAT HA. VE AND :m::FER 
CERTAI ~ OLOR ... OF CHALK OST USED 
acility Pref er 
ac_l i t y Have NA. 
1 . 2 . 3 . NP 
l . V"hite 28 5 2 12 
2. Yello 3 28 l 1 5 
3 . Other z z 1 1 
NA z z z 4 
Totals :for Prefer ence 32 34 2 32 
119 . 
-
.IA 
NP T 
5 17 
5 1 6 
10 31 
6 20 
10 32 
4 16 
0 0 
"ll4 
T 
46 
47 
3 
4 
It indicates that yel low a nd "·:h1to chalks are almost equally 
used with only a few, 3%, using some other color. For prefer-
ence, there is almost e qual diBtribution among whit , yellow 
and no preference . Very few, ~% , prefer some other color . 
or t hose who expressed a preference, 84~ fall on the diagonal 
which means that teachers are very well satisfied with what 
has been provided for them. 
Tabla 36 is concerned with the location of chalkboard 
in t he respondents' rooms . It indicates that a majority; 
63%, have it on only one wall. ,fany, 31%. have it on two 
walls and very few, 1~, have it on three or four walls. For 
prefel .. enca, t he. largest group, 48%, prefer it on two walls. 
TABLE 36 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS T T HAVE ID El"El: 
CERTAIN LOCATI ONco OF CHi~LKBO q D 
- · -Facility Prefer 
Facili t y Have ... ~ 
1 . 2 . 3 . NP T 
l . One wall 17 30 3 13 6S 
2 . Two walls 1 18 5 8 31 
3 . 3 or 4 walla 0 z z l 1 
NA. z z z 5 5 
-
Totals f or Prefer ence 18 48 8 26 
-
121. 
Teachers obviously prefer chalkboard on more walls than they 
have it at present. Only 47 ~ of those expressing a pref'er-
enco fall on the diagonal meaning that an unsati sfactory 
situation axi.sts . 
Tab~e 37 is concerned with the area of c al kboard 
in the respondents' rooms. It indicates that the ~argest 
TABLE 37 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS THAT HAVE AND ffiEFER 
CERTAIN AREAS OF CHALKBOARD 
Facility Prefer 
Facility Have (sq. t't .) NA 
1. 2. 3. NP 
1. Less than 50 5 15 2 6 
2. 50-100 z 24 1.1 12 
3. ore than 100 z 0 4 2 
NA z z z 18 
Totals for Pre1'erence 6 39 17 38 
T 
2S 
48 
7 
18 
group, 48~, have between fifty and a hundred square feet o1' 
chalkboard. 1mny, 28%, have less, and a fe , 7.%, have more 
than this . For preference the largest group, 39%, also pre-
fers the middle are~ but almost as many,. 38;.6 , did not express 
a preference. Fewer want t he small area than have it, and 
more want the largest area than have it . Only 54% of those 
122. 
expressing a preference, prefer 1hat they have indicating an 
unsat1st'actory condition. 
Table 38 is c.oncerned w1 th the compos1 tion or chalk-
board in the respondents' rooms. It indicates that slate 
'l1ABLE 38 
PERCE! T GE 0 TEACHERS THAT HA. VE AND 'PRE ffi 
CERTAI COMPOSITIONS OF\ CHALKBOARD 
Facility Pret'er 
Facility Have NA 
l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. NP 
·-
1. late 15 2 z z z z 10 
2. Glass 1 9 1 z 0 0 5 
3. Steel z z 1 0 z 0 1 
4. Plastic 2 z 0 3 0 0 2 
5 . Fiber board 7 2 1 l 9 1 9 
6 . Other 1 z 0 z 0 2 l 
NA 1 z 0 0 0 0 12 
Totals for 27 13 3 4 9 3 4l Preference 
T 
28 
17 
3 
7 
28 
5 
12 
and fiber board or composition are most common with 28% re-
porting each. Glass was next most common, 17%. Steal, plas-
tic and other materials were indicated by less than 10% each. 
For preference, the greatest number, 41%, did not express a 
definite choic • Slate 1s far more popular , 27~, than any 
other material preferred. Of those expressing a preference, 
123. 
65% prefer what they have which means that they are fairly 
well. satisfied. 
Table 39 is concerned with the tackboard location 
in the respondents' rooms . It indicates that taokboard 18 
most commonly foun~, 37%, on three or four walls . Almost as 
TABLE 39 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS THAT HA.V · ND PRE!t"ER 
CERTAIN '.[I~CKBOARD LOCATI 0 ~S 
t 
. ~ Facility Prefel" 
• Facility Have NA 
1 . 2. 3 . NP T 
1 . One wall 8 8 2 6 24 
2 . Two walls 3 17 5 9 35 
3 . Three or four wal ls 1 
" 
22 10 3'1 
z z z 4 5 
Totals for Preference 13 29 29 29 
many, 35%, have 1t on two walls and 24% have it on one wall. 
For preference, equal groups , 2~'' prefer two walla, three or 
four walls; or expressed no preference. Only 13~ prefer it 
on one wall which is :fewer than have it on one wall. Of those 
expressing a preference, 6~% preferred what they had which 
means that they are well satisfied with what has be en provided. 
When the pre:ference for tackboard is added to the preference 
for chalkboard; Table 36, there is little, if any, wall space 
124 .• 
1 ft. 
Table 40 is concerned with the areas of tackboard 
in the respondents' rooms. It shows that the largest group, 
35%, have between fifty and a hundred sqUare feet with almost 
TABLE 40 
PERCE.~: TAGE OF TEACHERS 'l'IiA.T HAVE AND PRBF · 
CERTAI J 'l'ACKBOARD AREAS 
- · 
Facility Prefer 
Facility Have (sq. ft .) ~ 
1. 2. 3. NP 
1. Less than 50 4 7 z 4 
2. 50-100 2 19 5 10 
3 . More t han lOO 1 4 19 8 
N.A. z z 1 17 
Totals for Pret'erence 6 30 25 39 
T 
15 
35 
32 
18 
as many, 32%, having more than this and some,. 15%, having 
less. For preference, the largest group, 39%, does not care. 
ll'tlloe t equal groups prefer the two larger areas, with only a 
few , 6%, want i ng less than f'itty square feet. Of' those ex-
pressing a preference, 68% prefer what they have ~1ich means 
that they are ell satisfied with what has been provided for 
them. 
Table 41 is concerned with the compositions of' tack-
board in the respondents' rooms. It shows that a large 
TABLE 41 
PERCENTAGE o:F' TEi\CHEHS BAT HAVE AND PHEJ.i,ER 
CERTAI . TACKBOARD 0 O!V1POSITI 0 S 
-
- Facility Prater 
Facility Have NA 
1 •. 2. . 3. 4 • NP 
1. Cork 48 l l 0 21 
2. Fabric l 2 · 1 0 1 
3. Fiber · board 3 z 8 0 5 
4. Soft wood 0 · o 0 0 z 
NA z 0 z 0 8 
Totals tor Preference 52 5 10 0 35 
125. 
T 
71 
4 
17 
z 
8 
majority, 71%, have cork tackboards. So.me, 17%, have some 
form of !'iber board and a few, 3~ , want fabric. No one wanted 
soft wood. Of those expressing a preference, 89% prefer what 
they have which means that they are extremely well satisfied 
with what baa been provided. 
Table 42 is concerned with audio-visual equipment 
permanently in the classroom. It shows that aside from 
phonographs and public address systems, that classrooms have 
very little permanent audio-visual equipment. The largest 
number, 46%, have none. It also shCMs that teachers want far 
more than they have with the exception of public address, 
which to most of the respondents meant one unit of the school's 
TABLE 42 
PEHCB TAGE OF' TEACHE.E S THA'l' HAVE AND PREFE 
CERT I N AUDIO-VISUA.L EQUIP !4ENT PER VfANENTLY 
I N . I CIJI\.SSI 0 0 .1 
Facility Pre :fer 
Facility Have 11. 
l. 2. 3. 4. s. s. 7. a. 9. 10. NP 
l. Radio 3 3 1 2 l l 2 l 1 1 3 
2 . Phonograph 9 20 7 10 3 4 9 7 3 7 8 
3. Slide Proj. l 2 2 2 l 1 2 r? z 1 2 1.1 
4. Strip Froj . 2 4 3 4 l l 3 l 1 l 2 
s. Movie Pro j. l 1 l 1 l 1 l z 1 1 l 
6. Opaque Proj . z l z z 1 1 z z z z 1 
7. Proj. Screen 4 a 3 4 2 2 8 3 1 3 4 
a. P.A. System 9 19 7 8 3 ~ 9 14 3 7 7 
9. TV Set 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 z 
10. Tape Rec . l l 1 l 1 l l z l 1 1 
11. None & NA. 12 27 10 13 6 7 ll 3 4 9 16 
Totals for Pre.f'er• 27 60 23 28 11 13 27 19 9 22 30 ence 
126 ~ -
T 
7 
31 
4 
6 
2 
1 
13 
31 
z 
2 
46 
central sound system. The most wanted equipment is a phono-
graph wanted by 6Q% of the teachers. Following this in order 
are .filmstrip projector., proje~t1on screen and radio (tie), 
slide projector and t ape recorder, all preferred by more than 
~o% of th& teachers. Apparently teachers want more of this 
127. 
equipment near at hand than they have. 
The remaining group o£ tables in this section is con-
earned " i t h miscellaneous classroom considerations. In each 
one a single respondent did not indicate whether the facility 
was present and this has not been included so the total group 
ia 980 for these tables. 
Table 43 is concerned with the ground floor aspect 
of classrooms. It indicates that the great majority, 83~, 
TABLE 43 
PERCEN'rAGE OF' TEA.CHERS THAT HAVE JUiD I'REI<,ER 
CIASSROO ON THE GROUND FLOOR 
Prerer NA & NP H Totals 
Have 64 20 83 
Have not 9 7 16 
P Totals 73 27 
are on the ground floor. However, a considerable number, 
16%, are not on the ground, which is somewhat surpr~sing. 
Far preference, a large majority, 73%, also prefer to have a 
ground floor classroom, but 27% diQ. not express a preference . 
An ins action of tho diagonal indicates that 71% of the teach-
ers hAve what they prefer or do not have what they do not 
prefer which means t hat they are well satisfied ith what has 
1£0. 
been provided. 
Tabla 44 is concerned with visibility of much out-
doors from th classroom. It checks on tho picture indow 
-
Have 
Have 
TABLE 44 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHEHS THA;f lA. V"E AND PRF...FER 
!iWC H OF OUTDOORS VISIBLE l<"'R 0 t R 00_,1 
Prefer NA & NP H Totals 
66 22 88 
not 8 3 12 
P Totals 74 26 
type or construction versus the vision strip type. It was 
not pla~~ed to consider natural versus artificial light at 
this point. The table indicates that the great najority, 
88~, o:f the classrooms have much outdoors visible. Only 12% 
do not. li~or preference, a large majority, 74%, prefer this 
facility and 26% did not express a pre:t'erenc.e. The diagonal 
incl1des 69% of the respondents meaning that t hey are wall 
satisfied in this regard. 
r.rable 45 is concerned with visibility of the classroom 
from the corridor through windows in the corridor wall or 
doors. It shows that the great majority, 7~%, do not have 
t :J.is feature . I t also shows that; a simil.at• nwnber, eo%, do 
not prefer it. Since 83% of the responses fall on the diag-
· ~ LE 45 
P'.l:!i:ttC:t:: iTAGE OF' TEACHERS 'HAT HAVE xiD PI E.t•'ER 
WCH OF ROO VISIBLE 1'RO I CORRIDOR 
-
Prefer NA & ;rp H Totals 
Have 12 9 21 
Have not 8 71 79 
- -
,, Totals 20 80 
-
onal, th.ey are very well satisfied with what has been pro-
vided . 
Table 46 is concerned with an outside thermometer 
visible from the classroom. It snows that this feature is 
TABLE 46 
PERC TTAGE OF TEACHE S THAT VE A ID PltEF:ill 
OUTSIDE THERMOMETER VISIBLE FROM ROOM 
-
Prefer NA &; NP H Totals 
l ave 3 l 4 
Have not 58 37 96 
P Totals 61 39 
- -
present with a very small minority, 4%, of the rooms. It is 
preferred by a majority, 61%, of the respondents . Only 40% 
of the responBes fall on the diagonal which indicates an 
-- ----------------------------------~--~ 
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unsatisfactory situation. Considering the small cost for 
this item, it would seem to be a good one to include in 
future bu1ldings and add to existing ones. 
Table 47 is concerned with one or more r ugs on the 
classroom floor. It shows that practically none, 1%, of the 
TABLE 47 
PEH.CENTAGE OF TFACHF..RS THAT I:IAVE AND PREFER 
ONE CR MORE RUGS ON l'HE PLOOR 
Prefer NA. & NP H Totals 
Have z z l 
-Iave not 9 90 99 
P Totals 10 90 
rooms have this r ature. It also shows that only a few, 10~, 
prefer it. The diagonal includes 90% ot the responses which 
means that teachers are extremely well satisfied ith what 
has been provided. 
Table 48 is concerned with one or more pupil easy 
chairs in the classroom. It shows that very few, 3 , ot the 
rooms have this feature. It also shows that a large majority, 
75%, do not want pupil easy chairs, but a substantial minor-
ity, 25%, do want them. The diagonal includes 75~ of _the 
responses which means that they are well satia.fied with what 
TABLE 48 
PERC:c; AGE F TEA.C.~.iliRS THAl ! v I A.~.ID Pi EFfill 
ONE OR MORE: PUPIL EASY CHAIRS I N THE ROOM 
-
Prefer & J:P If otala 
Have 1 1 3 
Have not 24 74 97 
P rotals 25 75 
has been provided. 
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Table 49 is concerned with a small movable stage in 
the classroom. It indicates that practically none, 2%, o~ 
-
TABLE 49 
PERCE~TAGE OF TEACHERS THAT HAVE AND PRBF'ER 
A S .ii\LL MOVAf LE STAGE I N THE ROOM 
-
Prefer IA & NP H Totals 
Have l 1 2 
T ave n t 26 72 98 
P Totals 27 73 
the ~oams have tr~s feature . It also indicates that a ma-
jority, 73%, do not prefer it . However; a substantial 
minority; 27%, do prater it . 'l'he diagonal includes 73 o:r 
the responses which means that they are well satisfied with 
l ... .t>c.. _ 
what has bean provided. 
Tabla 50 is concerned with inkwells in pupil desks. 
It indicat es that a majority of the respondents, 67 , do not 
have them. It indicates that a.n even larger .najority, 74%, 
TABLE 50 
P&.-qCENTAGE OF •rEACHERS Tl{A.'l' HAVE AND PREFER 
PUPIL DES \S I dCLUDI...lG I ~lG'.fELLS 
Pre .fer NA & fP l:I Totals 
Have 20 13 33 ' 
Have not 6 61 67 
P 'i'otals 26 74 
do not prefer them. Preference .for this .feature, as with 
many others, is or course connected with grade taught and 
will be further analyzed in t hat re ard. The dia ~onal in-
cludes 82% of the responses wh1ch means that they are very 
wall satisfied with what has been provided. 
Table 51 is concerned with storage space in pupil 
desks. It shows that a large maj_ority, 80~, or the respond-
ants have t his feature . It shows that a smaller majority, 
68%, pre.fer this feature. The diagonal includes 76~ o.f the 
responses which means that they are very well satis.fied with 
what has been provided . 
TABLE 51 
PERCEJTAGE OF TEACHERS THAT HAVE AND PRE· 
PUPIL DESKS INCLUDI G STORAGE SPACE 
Prefer NA NP H Totals 
Have 62 18 80 
Have not 6 14 20 
P Totals 68 32 
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Tabl.e 52 is concerned with a pencil groove in pupil. 
Have 
Have 
TABLE 51 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS THAT HA VB AND PREF.b'R 
PUPIL DESKS I NC LUDING STORAGE SPACE 
Prefer NA & N'P H Totals 
62 18 80 
not 6 14 20 
p Totals 68 32 
TabJ.e 52 is concerned with a pencil groove in pupil 
desks. It shows that a large majority, 76%, of the respond..; 
ents .t-1-ve this foature . It also shows that a smallex• 
-
Have 
Have 
ii'AB.LAB 52 
PERCENTAGE O!t, TEACHERS THAT RAVE AND FREF ER 
PUPIL DESKS IliC.LUDII'iG PENCIL GHOOVE 
- · 
Pre tel' NA & liP H Totals 
-
58 l8 76 
not 11 13 24 
p Totals 69 31 
-==*' •• 
-
majority, sg%, prefer it. The diagonal includes 71% or the 
responses which means that they are well satisfied with what 
baa been provided. 
Table 53 is concerned with t he mot~ble charaateristio 
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TABLE 53 
PERCE1'l'l!AHE OJ:i' 'l'EACHERS 'L'HA~1 .HAIJ~ ID PREFER 
i OVABLE PUPIL SEA'l1S A ID DESKS 
Prefer NA. & J.P H '~otals 
-
Have 69 24 93 
Have not 2 6 7 
'
1otals 70 30 
of pupil seats and desks. Most, 93%. , of the respondents have 
this feature. However, it is surprising that the percentage 
is not even larger. A c9nsiderably smaller_major ity, 70~, 
prefer the movable furniture, which is also surprising. The 
diagonal includes 74% of t he responses which means t hat they 
are well. satisfied with what has been nrovt ded. 
Table 54 is concerned with teacher worlmpaca such as 
desk and storage permanently attached to the wall. It shows 
t hat a few, 6~, have this :reature . It also shows that slight-
l y Itiore , 10%, pr efer to have thi s :raature. The great majority 
neit her have nor prefer teacher workspace per anently attached 
to the wall. The diagonal includes 92% of the responses which 
means t ha t they are extremely well satisfied wi th what has 
bee n provided . 
Ta bla 55 i s concer ned wit h l ocks on most s tor a e space 
-TABLE 54 
PEi CE ITAGE 0 " TF..ACHERS THAT HAVE AND PREFER 
TEACHER WORKSPACE PER,~U\NE JTLY ATTACHE TO WALL 
Pre .fer UA NP H Total 
Hava 4 2 6 
Have not 6 88 94 
P Totals 10 90 
'!'ABLE .55 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS THAT HA.VE AND PREFER 
LOCKS Pn OVIDED 0 MOST STORAGE SPACE 
Pre.fer NA & NP H Total 
Have 38 15 53 
Have not 18 31 47 
P Totals 54 46 
1 Z5 . 
1 ... . .:.J • 
in the classroom. It indica tes t hat a slight majority, 53%, 
have such locks provided. It also indicates that a similar 
majority, 54 , prefer to have them. The diagonal includes 
69% of the responses which means that they are well satis• 
fied with what has been ~ovided. 
Table 56 is concerned with a bell or chime run by a 
master clock sounding in the classroom. It indicates that a 
TABLE 56 
PERCENTAGE OF TEAC HERS THAT HAVE AND PREFER 
BELL OR CHIME RUN BY !ASTER CLOCK SOUNDI.. G IN TIE R OOM 
-
Prefer NA & NP H Totals 
Have 47 l.6 63 
Have not 8 29 37 
P Totals 54 46 
majority of the respondents, 63%, have this facility. It 
also i ndicates that a smaller majority, 54%, prefer this 
facility while nearly half, 46%, do not prefer it. ' hether 
they prefer silence or another signal 1a not known. The 
diagonal includes 76% ot the responses which means that they 
are very well satisfied with what has been ~ovided. 
Table 57 is concerned with the provision for simple 
cooking in the classroom. It indicates that very few of the 
TABLE 57 
PERCENT GE OF T 1 C IERS THAT HAVE AND PRE ER 
PROVISIONS FOR SIMPLE COOK! G 
Prefer NA & NP H otals 
Have 4 2 6 
Have not 28 67 94 
P Totals 32 68 
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-
r ooms, 6% , have this facility. It also indicates that; a con-
siderably l arger minority, 32%, prefer to have it . The di-
agonal i ncludes 70% of the responses which means that they 
are well satisfied with what has been provided. 
Table 58 is concerned with a kil n t or ceramics in the 
clas.sroom. It indicates that almost none of the rooms , 1%, 
TABLE 58 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS THA.T HAVE AJ: D PR ER 
A K.IL1: FOR CERAMICS 
-
Prefer NA & lfP H Totals 
-
Have 1 z 1 
Have not 19 80 99 
P Totals 20 8 0 
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have this facility. It incU.ca tes that a considerably larger 
minority . 20%, prefer such a facility. The diagonal includes 
so% of t he responses which means that they are very well 
satisfied with what has been provided. 
Table 59 is concerned with a workbench and tools in 
the classroom. It indicates that a small minority, 11%, 
-
Have 
Have 
TABLE 59 
P.FlWENTAGE OF TEACHERS 'rHAT HAVE AND PREF.EH 
A WORKBENCf. AND TOOLS 
Pre:fer NA & NP H Totals 
8 3 ll 
not 30 59 89 
P Totals 38 62 
have this facility . It also indicates that a considerably 
larger m:i.::1ority, :38~~ ~ p:refer to have it. The diagonal in-
eludes 6 ' of the responses which means that they are well 
satisfied with what has been provided. 
Table 60 is concerned with a piano in the classroom. 
It shows that a minority, 1~, have this facility. It also 
shows that a majority, 58%, prefer this facility. The diag• 
onal includes only so% of the responses which indicates an 
unsatisfactory condition . Many more teachers would like to 
---
-
Have 
Have 
TABLE 60 
PERCENTAGE OF TR~CBERS TFAT HAVE AND PREFER 
A PI/. 0 
.Pre.fer NA & NP li Totals 
13 5 19 
not 44 37 81 
-
P Totals 58 42 
-
have a piano in the classroom. 
-
Table Gl is concerned with a sandbox in the class-
room. It indicates that a small minority; 4%, have this 
TABLE 61 
PE.RCElJ'llA E OF 'l' CHE S 'l' T HAVE AlfD PRE ER 
A SANDBOX 
Prefer NA. & NP H Totals 
Have 3 l 4 
Have not 2:5 73 96 
P Totals 26 74 
facility. It also indicates that a. larger mino1 .. ity, 26%; 
pre.fer to have it. The diagonal includes 76~ of the responses 
which means that thoy are very ell satisfied wi th what has 
1 ·1 • 
been provided. 
Table 62 ia concerned with a ork1ng firopl ace in 
t h c~assroom. It indicates that very t'ew , 2]~ , have t his 
-
T.A.BLE 62 
:'BRCENT .GE OF RES PO IDE.~. TS T .T HAVE A m PRGr 
A .. ORKI1~G PIR PIAG 
Pzteter NA &: NP H Totals 
Have 1 l. 2 
Have not 12 86 98 
P Tot a l s ~ 13 87 
-
facility. It indicates that only a small minority, 13%, 
prefer to have it. Eighty~seven per cent of the responses 
fall on the diagonal which indicates that the·y a re fJXtremely 
well satisfied with what has been pl~ovided. 
ius section of t he study shows that in a great ma-
jori·ty of' oases, t he respondents are well satisfied with 
the classroom facilities that have been provided i'or them. 
APParently, although they were little consuJ.ted, they have 
about whAt they want. 'J:his could also mean that they are not 
very critical, and this is somewhat borne out by the large 
number who did not express a pre.ference. 
In a few cases the respondents as a group were not 
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satisfied ith the cla·ssroom facilit1ea that have been pro-
vided. Teachers prefer to have fe er pupils t h.n t hey have . 
Teachers prefer to have mora activity space outside t he 
classroom such as i n an alc ove . Teachers ~ould like to de -
pend less on artificial light than they do . They are not 
pleased with the control of outside light. They want fewer 
roller shades and gl ass blocks and they like venetian blinds. 
They want far more darlcening than they have . 'l'eachers want 
l6ss manual heat contr·ol b th~ custod:I. n. A. largo 'tharmom• 
eter fo1~ pupils is wanted by many more tha.n have it. Teach-
ers want more plmubing in the classroom than they have. 
•reac1'lers pref'er more ad justable height pupil .furniture. 
ov~ble furniture o.f various kinds is wanted somewhat more 
than it has been provided. More storage sp ce also seems to 
be ·1anted . ora ol e c t rieal connections are wanted . 1'ele-
phones are wanted by mOl"e than have them. Teac,lers want 
considerably mora chalkboard than they have . They would like 
to have nore audio-visual equipment in the classroom. Many 
more want an outside thermometer visible from the classroom. 
Many more want a piano than have one . 
Even in most of the cases where an appr ec iable num-
ber o teachers prei'er .fac1l1 tio:s Ghat thoy do not have, 
ther i s no large majority . There is an easy solut~on to 
most of these ca s a s sine th fac i l1ti. s wantec are usually 
1 •. ' . 
n1ova.bl e . Rather than purchasing enough of these items to 
go around, i t would seem vt i se to buy a smaller nunber and 
distribute t1em aa t hey are wanted by parti cular te chars. 
An obvious probl m at th!s point is to deter mine 
whic h teachers want cert a in £ac~lities. In t he succeeding 
sections of this obaptar the teachers are divided according 
to grade, experieno.,, room exposure and type o:f. teacher, and 
t heir prefaronees are explored further. 
III. RElATIONSHIP BET1 'EEN PREFERENCB A:ND GRADE 
This part of the stu~y aims to determine whether 
there is an important dif~erence in prererence ~or classroom 
raci l;lties related to the grade taught by t1e teacher. Tb.is 
should indicate how teachers think t~~t a classroom for one 
grade should differ from that for anoth.er grade, OJ? that 
t hey s hould not d1f£er. Preferences for all facilities ex• 
copt color are included. 
Each table has the faci lities preferred by the re-
spondi ng teachers plotted against the grade predomi nately 
taught. The figures in the body of the table i ndicate t he 
percentages of tho ilhole group t eaching the parti cular ,_,rade 
"ho pref er a certa i n f acility . ri'be original ntU'I"bar of teach-
ers r epresented by a percentage can be reconstructed by con-
sulting Ta ble :3. F'or instance, the top left percentage in 
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Tabl 63 , namely 14, means 14 per cent of forty-four kinder-
garten teachers or six teachers . 
Certain a bbreviations and conventions are used :!.n 
the tables of t his sectio ~ . The column marked A gives the 
percentages of the whole group o£ 981 respondents who pre£er 
the certain facility, and 1t is taken. directly from the bot• 
tom line or t he corresponding tables in the precedin& sec-
tion. For instance, column A in Table 63 is a duplicate ot 
the column labeled "Totals for Preference" in Table 10. NA 
stands for no answer or no response. NP stands ror no pref-
erence. Z means a percentage less than one-halr but more 
than zero. 
Dirrerences in grade preference vary considerably 
from i tem to item and it be came necessary to establish some 
measure of what constitutes an Lmportant difference between 
a particular grade and t he average for all grades. In this 
section, a difference of ten percentage points from the 
average is considered an important di.t'ference and is explained 
i n the paragraph of analysis .for the table. Differences of 
less than ten percentage points are not cons i dered i mportant 
enough for analysis. This means that approximately one-fourth 
of t he possible items are separately analyzed as unusual 
cases. 
Table 63 shows t he r elationship of preference for the 
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T LE 63 
PERC ~TAGE oF 1EACHEHS o , c G1 E m E .. · RI NG 
CERTl I ROO SHAPES 
Grade Taught 
Room Shape 
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 A 
1 . Square 14 18 l8 18 12 2l 1? 18 
a. Rectangle. 30 41 49 4? 50 52 54 4? 
3 . Other 20 5 2 4 ~ 2 3 4 
NA NP 36 ~6 ~1 Sl ~5 25 26 31 
shape of room to the grade predominately taught . The body 
of the tabla shows the percentages of the teachers of t 
grade pre1'err1ng the oharacter1st1c. It shows that aside 
fro the kindergarten that there is no pronounced preference 
related to grade. In kindergarten there is a trend away from 
the recta le and toward the other shape or rooms compared 
with the other grades •. 
Table 64 shows the relat1onah1p or pre!'erence !'or 
certain numbers or pupils to the grade predominately taught . 
The body ot the table shows the percentages or the teachers 
of the grade preferring the .1ndicatod numbers or pupils . It. 
shows that there is no important r lat1onsh1p between size 
of class and grade taught, except for a ~light trend in pret-
ereno for tho middle size group as grade levol increases, 
• 
TABLE 64 
PERCENTAG , OF TEAC IIERS OF FACH GRADE PREF'ER! I NG 
CERTAI f NtLiBER OF PUPILS 
-
-
(}radG Ta,ug ht 
Number of Pupil s 
K l 2 3 4 5 6 A 
l. 0 - 25 68 73 78 ~'/0 . 71 78 68 73 
2 . 26 
- 35 9 6 10 12 11 9 1 7 10 
3 . 3 6 & up 2 1 l 1 0 0 0 l 
NA & NP 21 20 l l 17 . 18 13 15 16 
and even this is at the expense of no answer and no preference 
rather tr~n other definite categories . 
Table 65 shows t ha relationship or prefer ence for 
certain cla33room floor areas in square feet .t o tha ~rade 
TABLE 65 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE PREFER I G 
CERTAI iCTAL FLOOR AREP S 
. 
Grade '11aught 
Fl oor Area (sq . ft . ) 
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 A 
l . Less than 600 2 3 1 ~ 2 2 2 2 
2 . 600 - 900 16 33 40 ~2 38 42 47 37 
3 . More than 900 43 24 23 24 25 22 25 25 
liiA lP 39 40 36 41 35 34 26 36 
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predominately taught. The body of the table shows the per• 
centages of the teachers of the grade preferring the indi • 
cated .floor areas. It shows that there is a de.finitely great-
er preference for the largest room among the kinder garten 
teachers. The 600-900 sq~re root classroom is anted muoh 
less by kindergarten teachers, but generally is more ·accept-
able as grade increases at the expense of no answer and no 
. . 
preference. There is an important preference for the middle 
size room in grade six. 
Table 66 shows the relationship between preference 
.for ceiling height and grade. It shows that there is little 
TABLE 66 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE PREFERRING 
CERTAir CEIL! HEIGHTS 
Grade Taught 
Ceiling Height (ft.). 
K 1 2 ~ 4 5 6 A 
1. Less than 10 7 4 5 3 3 5 4 4 
2. 10 - 12 36 43 41 39 49 48 56 45 
3. [ore than 12 21 12 14 17 11 12 12 14 
NA & NP 36 41 40 41 37 35 28 37 
important pre~erence for ceiling height related to grade pre-
dominately taught. Somewhat fewer kindergarten teachers pre-
te~ the ten to t welve foot height and somewhat more prefer 
~47. 
the more than twelve foot height. This of course ay be due 
to the larger rooms .for l~indergarten. but it is somewhat 
surprising because the children ara smaller and so much has 
been written about scaling rooms down to the smaller olildren. 
The sixth grade teachers prefer · the ten to ·twelve foot height 
more than the other grades • . largely at the expense of no 
preference rather than not prei"erring the other two choices . 
The only peroont.age more than ten per cent away from the 
average {last column) is the sixth grade preference for the 
middle height. 
Table 67 shows the rel ationahip between preferance 
for ceiling s l ope and grade . It shows that there is no 
TABL~!. 67 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE PR FERRI NG 
CERTAI CElLI .G SLOPES 
Grade Taught 
Ceiling Slope 
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 A 
1 . Level 64 49 59 48 54 62 59 55 
2 . Sloping 9 8 5 8 9 8 11 8 
3. . Sawtooth 2 2 0 4 0 l 2 2 
NA & NP 25 41 46 40 37 29 28 35 
de.f1n1 te progression of pre!'erenoe rel.a ted to grade . Leve.l 
oe111ngs are wanted by more kindergarten teachers . but at the 
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expense of no preference rather than sloping or sawtooth 
ceilings . No single preference differs by more than ten 
per cent from the average for the whole group . 
Table 68 shows the relationship between pre.ference 
for ac t i vi ty space .and gr a de. It s hows that kindergarten 
teachers are more in ravor of the classroom than other grades 
TABLE 68 
PERCE1 TAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE 
.PREFERRING CERTAIN ACTI VITY SPACE 
Grade Taught 
Activity Space 
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 . In classroom 43 27 37 28 28 30 36 
2 . Alcove 34 35 26 31 31 34 25 
3. Separate room 2 17 16 16 19 20 26 
NA & NP 25 28 23 27 26 19 17 
A 
31 
30 
19 
23 
{12;'£ above the average·) and far less in favor of a separate 
room for activity space (171~ below the average) . There is 
a fairly definite increase in preference for the separate 
room progressing up through the grades. 
Table 69 shows the rel ationship between t he preference 
for type of artif i cial light and the grade. It s hows that 
kindergarten teachers prefer incandescent lights more than 
the other grades (11 above the average) . It also shows that 
TABLE 69 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE 
PREFERRI . G CERTA.I N TYPES OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHT 
149. 
they pref'er f'luoresoent lighta less than any of the other 
grades (lo% below the average). However, they still slightly 
prefer fluorescent lights. 
Table 70 shows the relationship between the prefer-
ences for use of artificial light and the grade. No grade 
TABLE 70 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE 
PHI: ER ... I UG CERTAi r PERCENTAGES OF USE OF A.£ Ti l-' CIAL LIGHT 
150. 
differs as much as ten per cent from the average in any re ... 
spact so ·t.here is no apparent progression of preference in 
this regard. Use of artificial light appears to be independ-
ent o:r grade. 
Table 71 shows the relationahip bet een ·t;he pref'er-
ence 1"or f'enestration and 'the grade. he kindergarten teach-
ers have a pronounced preference over the other grades f'or 
TABLE 71 
PERCENTAGE OF TEA.CHERS OF EACH ·RADE 
PREPERUI G CERTAI FENESTRA 'I' ION 
Grade Taught 
Fenestration 
K ~ 2 3 4 5 6 A 
l. On one side 11 31 38 36 29 40 31 33 
2 . On two aides 36 26 21 20 27 24 32 26 
3. 3 or 4 s14ea 32 ~ 3 4 5 4 3 5 
4. Skyl.ights 0 ~ 2 3 2 2 2 2 
5. Skylights & sides 0 6 5 7 7 6 7 6 
6. None 0 0 0 l 0 l 0 z 
NA & liP 23 35 30 33 34 25 27 31 
windows on two, three or four sides, and a lack of preference 
f'or windows on one side . The other grades do not show any 
definite trend or variation as much as ten percentage points 
from the average. Skylights are wanted by very few teachers 
1 51. 
anyway and by none of tho ki ndergarten teachers. 
Tnbla 72 shows t he relationship betwee n the prefer-
ence for control of outside light and the grade. It shows 
that venetian blinds are preferred somewhat less by kinder-
TABLE 72 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE 
l'HEFERRI NG CER.TA.Il'i CONTROL OF' 01JTJ.'SIDE LIGHT 
Grade Taught 
Ligh·li C onti•ol -
K 1 2 ~ 4 5 6 
l. Venetian bl inds 25 36 35 33 39 31 39 
2. Roller s hndes 39 1 6 24 19 18 26 19 
3. Drapes 18 16 12 16 16 11 20 
4. Prismatic block 20 16 16 19 19 15 1 6 
5. Darkening 36 32 40 37 36 48 46 
6. Nona 2 l 2 l l l 2 
NA & NP 23 28 21 25 28 21 19 
A. 
3 5 
21 
15 
17 
40 
l 
23 
garten teachers than the other grades. Kindergarten teachers 
have a pronounced preference for roller shades over t he other 
grades. There seems to be no important difference in prefer-
ence for drapes, prismatic glass block or darkening related 
to grade . 
Table 73 shows the relationship between the preference 
for sources of room heat and the grade. Since no preference 
Bo ston University 
.School of Education 
l,.ibrar~ ..-
15:2. 
TABLE 73 
PERCEN'rAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE 
PRE •'ERHING CERTAIN" SOU.WES - OF R001 1.&\ lJ: 
--
Grade Taught 
Room Heat 
K l. 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Unit heater vent. 45 36 33 36 35 38 41 36 
2. Hot air ducts 9 6 5 5 7 8 4 6 
3. Radiators 18 15 19 18 19 14 19 17 
4. Radiant 20 12 6 11 10 15 4 12 
NA & NP 30 41 42 39 37 31 29 36 
difrers a~ much as ten per cent from the average, t here ap-
parently s no important relationship here . There is a higher 
preference for radiant heating in kindergarten than any other 
grade, but not as high as VJas expected from the literature. 
r ab1e 74 DhOWS the relationship betVIeen the preference 
f'o1• control of heat and the grade. Since no pref·arence di:t"fera 
as much as ten per cent .from tho average . it is concluded that 
control of heat is independent of grade . 
Table 75 shows the relationship between indication or 
room temperature and the grade. Kindergarten teachers have 
considerably greater preference for a small thermometer than 
the other teachers, and this is not accompanied by less pre-
ference for a large pupil t hermometer. Apparently kindergarten 
• 
:;::;~;· 
TABU!. 74 
PERCENTAG. • 0 TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE 
PREli,.ERRHlG CEHTAil C ON'llJtO 01< HEA.T 
Grade Taught 
Control of Heat 
K l 2 3 4 5 6 
l- Manual by custodian 11 6 5 3 5 8 6 
2. r1anual by teacher 23 21 21 18 21 24 23 
3. hormostat 57 45 52 49 54 51 61 
NA & l P 23 36 27 34 30 25 18 
== ~ === ~= 
. 
. 
TABLE 75 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE PREFERRING 
CERTAIN I N !CATION'S OF R 001 TEMPE~ATURE 
G~ade Taught 
Temperature 
Indication K 1 2 s 4 5 6 
l. Small thermometer 
for ·ceaob.er 57 35 46 37 37 46 45 
2. Large thermometer 
for pupils 30 36 40 39 34 29 31 
3. None 2 1 · 1 1 0 1 3 
NA. &: I~P 27 36 25 29 35 29 24 
1 3 .. 
A 
5 
2l 
52 
28 
A 
42 
34 
1 
30 
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teachers want to be able to check temperature more than 
others. 
Table 76 shows tho relationship between fresh air 
intake during cold weather and grade . Sinco no pra.ferenoe 
TABLE 76 
PERCE TAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE PREFERRI WG 
CERTAI N FRESH AIR I NTAKES DURi x G C OI,D vEATIIEI 
Grade Taught 
Gold • eather Intake 
K l 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Windows 23 19 22 17 14 13 20 
2 . Ducts 16 10 13 9 15 13 1.'5 
3 . Unit heater-
ventil ator 48 42 45 46 45 54 5 0 
NA & NP 27 41 35 ~8 36 29 24 
A 
18 
13 
47 
34 
di.ffers by ton per ce t .from the average , it is concluded 
col d weather int ak of.' .t'rttsh a ir i s 1ndape dent o:f gr de . 
Table 77 shows the relationship betvv'een f resh air 
that 
in-
tak during hot ~ea ther and grad.e . Since no preference d1t-
tars by ten per cent f rom the average , it _s concluded that 
hot weather intake of .fresh air is independent o.f grade . 
Table 78 s ows the relationship between p l ur bing and 
grade. It shows that preference .for a sink, two shared toi-
lets, and no plumbing is independent of grade . It also shows 
TABLE 77 
PERCEUTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE !REFERRI NG 
CERTAI N FRESH AIR I N'.rAKES DURING HOT WEATHER 
' . 
Grade Taught 
Hot ~eatb.er Intake 
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Windows 41 39 39 34 33 58 37 
' 
2. Ducts u 9 10 9 15 12 13 
3. Unit heater 
. 
ventilator 41 38 38 44 36 49 48 
NA & NP 25 40 34 38 39 29 2"~ 
TABLE 78 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS 0It1 EACH GRADE PREFERRI NG 
CERTAIN PLUMBI NG OOlfSIDERA'l'IO .. S 
Grade Taught 
Plumbing 
It l. 2 3· 4 5 6 
l. Sink 77 65 75 67 65 74 73 
2. Drinking .fount ain 73 56 56 54 56 57 63 
3. Single toilet 7 26 18 16 12 10 5 
4. Two separate toileta 61 26 21 l6 15 13 16 
s. Two toilets shared 7 10 9 7 3 4 9 
6. None 0 1 0 0 2 1 2 
NA & NP 20 25 2l 27 26 21 22 
' 
155. 
A 
37 
11 
42 
33 
A 
70 
57 
15 
20 
7 
1 
24 
156. 
that a drinking fountain and two aeparate toilets in the 
el.assroom are preferred much more by kindergarten teachers 
than others. A single toilet is preferred more by grades 
ono through five than kindergarten; which was unexpected. 
It was also expected that all preference fo~ toilets would 
decrease ra:pidly after grade three, bu.t this is not the 
ease. Grade six teachers preferred two separate classroom 
toilets just as much as grade three teachers. 
Table 79 shows the relationship be·tween style of 
pupil seat and desk and grade. It shows. that- aside from. 
kindergarten, the style of pupil seat and desk 1s praeticaJ.-
l y independent of grade. However, the preferences of kinder-
garten tea:ehers are somewhat different. They pre:rer the 
separate seat and desk considerably leas than the other 
grades. They also· prefer the combined seat a;_'ld desk con-
siderably less. However, they prei'er the seat and desk for 
two considerably more than the other grades. Their prefer-
ence ror .flat tops was about tb.e same as the other grades, 
but th~ preference tor sloping tops was zero compared with 
an average or 13% preference for the wb.ole group.. The kindex--
garten and first grade teaohera did not prefer adjustable 
heights as much as the others with a marked slope f rom kinder-
garten up to grade two. The kindergarten teachers. even with 
this considerable variance .from the other teachers in many 
TABLE 79 
PERCENTAGE OF ~CHERS OF EACH GRADE PREFERRING 
CERTAI r STYLES Qli' PUPIL SENr A.~ID DESK 
· Grade 
Style of Seat Taught 
& De sk 
K ~ . 2 3 4 6 6 
l. Separate seat &: desk 30 49 58 52 44 56 52 
2. Combined seat &: desk 5 12 17 14 20 17 19 
3. Seat ": desk for t wo 27 5 3 5 l l 4 
4. Desk with flat top 27 29 42 37 51 35 24 
5. Desk with sloping 
top 0 9 ll 9 17 17 23 
s. Adjustable height 9 19 32 29 26 32 33 
NA. &: NP 43 30 22 25 32 23 20 
~ 
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A 
-
51 
16 
4 
35 
13 
29 
26 
details, still had many more checks in the no preference co~­
umn. This. table adda further evidence to the idea that kin-
dergarten rooms are considerably different from the other 
grade rooms. 
Table 80 shows the relationship between teacher's 
movable furniture and grade. Since not one box differs by 
more than ten per cent from the average for the facility, it 
is concluded that preference tor teacher's movable furniture 
is independent of the grade taUght. 
Table 81 shows the relationship between miscellane-
ous movable furniture and grade. Important differences in 
-TABLE 80 
PERCENTAGE: OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE J?REii'ERRI NG 
CERTAix TEACilErPS MOVABLE FURNI T HE 
-
--
Teacher's Movable Grade Taught 
Furniture 
K l 2 3 4 5 6 
l. Kneehole desk 73 63 72 65 65 73 70 
2~ Table about S x 5' 18 30 28 25 23 34 25 
3 . Larger table 18 21 20 27 21 32 29 
4 . Filing cabinet 50 54 55 50 62 59 59 
5 . 1 · 3 adult chairs 50 54 56 51 55 56 54 
6 . None 0 0 l l 0 1 1 
l'fA & UP 23 30 25 29 30 21 27 
158 • . 
A 
68 
28 
24 
55 
54 
l 
26 
preference appear with only three items . The sixth grade . 
teachers do not prefer the low table as much as the other 
grades , and they do prefer the other table more than the 
others. This obviously means that they want a table a bout 
as much as the others only they want it higher for their 
larger pupils . Screens for dividing the roam were preferred 
much more in kindergartens than in other grades . 
Tabl a 82 shows the rel ationship between acoustical 
considerations and grade . The sixth grade teachers prefer 
ceiling til e somewhat more than others and express no pref'• 
erence a little less than the others . Apparently the sixth 
TABLE 81 
PERC •.. AG'"' OF TEACHERS OF EACH "'RADE ?REFERRii G 
CERTAIN i.ITSC. "LLA.:NEOUS MOVABLE FURNI TUHE 
Grade Taught 
tfisce11aneous Movable 
F'urniture K 1 2 3 4 ,. 0 6 
l. Additional seats :for 
part of cl.asa 43 . 49 60 54 51 57 54 
2. Low table about 3x5 1 41 49 54 40 38 38 27 
3. Table other than above 32 29 26 30 31 29 40 
4. ~ojection stand 7 15 11 11 11 14 13 
s. Screens for dividing 
room 32 10 13 19 5 12 12 
a. ookoase 41 44 43 31 44 49 52 
7. Magazine rack 14 12 12 14 19 29 23 
a. None 2 l l. l. 0 1 3 
NA. & NP 31 31 26 30 31 22 24 
TABLE 82 
PERCEN'I'A.GE OF 'l'FACHERS· OP EACH GRADE :ffiE 'ER ING 
CEI TAI f ACOUS~'IC.t\L CONSIDEHATIOUS 
Acoustical Grade Taught 
Consideration K l 2 3 4 5 6 
~. Ceiling tile 59 56 60 63 60 62 72 
2. 'v'Vall tile 20 22 23 23 23 21 24 
3. None 0 2 1 l 0 l 0 
NA. 34 Yl 33 33 35 32 24 
159. 
A 
53 
42 
30 
13 
12 
44 
17 
1 
27 
A 
60 
23 
1 
33 
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grade teachers want a little more sound absorbing than the 
others . 
~t'able 83 show t he relationship betwee n storage built 
i nto t he classroom and grade . Storage for pupil clothing is 
TABLE 83 
PERCENTAGE OF 1'EACBERS OF EACH GRADE PREFERRL.~G 
C:b'RTAIN STORAGE BUILT I NT O r.rHE CI.A~S 00 d 
Grade :raught 
Storag e Built In 
--
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 A 
1. Pupil cl othing 59 48 44 42 42 51 54 47 
2 . Pupil cupboards 59 35 36 ~5 45 42 44 40 
3 . 'reacher closet 61 57 67 59 60 65 71 62 
4. Magazine rack 11 11 12 15 22 29 25 17 
5 . Bookcase a 55 51 58 53 55 60 61 58 
6 . F...xhibi t case 23 21 24 28 27 24 35 26 
7. Filing cabinet 46 44 52 45 50 50 50 48 
a. Supplies 59 46 43 51 48 56 57 50 
9 . None 0 l 1 0 2 1 0 1 
N.l\ U:. ~p 25 36 31 34 34 2? 22 31 
preferred somewhat more in the kindergarten than the other 
grades. However, the o ommon prac ti.c e of moving pupil clothing 
out i nto the corridor after the f rst two or three ~rades is 
not supported by t his study . Sixth grade teac hers prefer it 
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in the cl assroom more than any other grade except kindergar-
ten. Pupil cupboards are wanted far more by kindergarten 
teachers than the others. The magazine rack is increasingly 
preferred up through 'grade .five and almost as muc h i n grade 
six. n exhibit case was wanted considerably more in grade 
six than the other grades . The other items, teacher closet .. 
bookcases , filing cabi et , storage for supplies, and no 
built-in storage seem to be independent of grade taught. 
Table 84 shows the relationship be~veen storage ad-
joini the classroom and rade. It s ho s that t1e Linder-
garten teachers have considerably greater preference for the 
adjoi ing storage room, and considerably less preference for 
no adjoining .storage than the other teachers . 1'his ls 
TABLE 84 
PEHCENTAGE 0 1 'l1EACHI~RS OF EACH GRADE PREFERRING 
CERTAIN STORAGE ADJOilU {G THE CIASSR00J1 
Grade Taught 
Stora~e Adjoining 
Classroom 
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 
l. Alcove 16 16 22 15 22 23 27 
g. Room 4l 28 22 23 18 26 25 
3 . None 7 16 1.6 17 18 20 16 
NA& iP 41 41 43 46 47 35 35 
A 
2l. 
24 
17 
41 
probably explained by the many large items f'requently used 
in the kindergarten. Aside from kindergarten, this space 
seems to be independent of' grade. 
Table 85 shows t he relationship bet ween electrical 
cons iderations , other ·than lighting, and grade. An outlet 
TABLE 85 
PERCENTAGE OF 'l'E4CHERS OF EACH GRADE PREFERRING 
CERTAIN ELECTRICAL OOl S IDEHA'IlO TS OTHE. 'rilA.. I LIGHTI NG 
Grade Taught 
Electrical 
Consideration K 1 2 3 4 5 6 A 
l. Outlet in .front ot 
room 68 59 63 57 54 64 68 61 
2. Outlet in back of 
room 66 55 61 53 55 64 69 60 
3. Outlet on side ot 
room 61 35 31 32 28 33 39 34 
4. TV antenna connection 5 7 6 7 12 15 17 10 
s. \!ovie spk. col'd under 
floor 11 a 13 12 17 1'7 19 14 
6 . None 0 0 :n 0 0 0 l z 
NA & NP 20 37 31 37 39 28 27 32 
on t he side or the room was pre.ferl'ed tar more in kindergartene 
than the other r ooms . This probabl y reflects t he larger size 
and unusual shape of many kindergartens, and also t he use of 
equipment such as a r ecord pla~er . A 'l'V antenna connection 
1 63 . 
was not wanted very mllCh by any grade, but there is a notice-
able trend toward it up through the grades . The other elec-
trical considerations seem to be independent of grade . 
Table 86 shows the relationship between communication 
',, 
systems and grade. A telephone system to the rest of ·the 
buildin~ is wanted considerably more by the kindergarten than 
the average teacher . However, the t'ifth and sixth grade 
teachers want it almost as much. The other items in communi• 
cation seem to be independent of grade . 
TABLE 86 
PERCE fllAGE OF EACHERS 0 I EA.CH GRADE PR.:.;,FER 'ING 
CERTAii. CO "ru ICATIO SYS 5 
-
Grade Taught 
C 01mnuni oat 1 on System 
K l e 3 4 5 6 
l. Telephone to rest of 
building 43 26 28 25 2 '7 35 59 
e. Tole phone to outside 
lines 23 16 15 16 22 23 27 
3. Bell 01 ... other call 
system 20 16 17 20 18 19 20 
4 . One iay central sound 11 12 ll 11 11 10 l~ 
5. Two way central sound 23 31 25 31 27 34 35 
6. one 0 3 6 4 4 3 2 
NA NP 30 37 35 35 37 32 25 
A 
30 
19 
18 
12 
30 
3 
34 
Table 87 shows the relationship between the color 
of' chalk most usod and grade., YelloYt chalk is used con-
siderabl y less by kindergarten t eachers. and t hey use other 
TABLE 87 
PEnCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE PREFERRI NG· 
CERTAIN COLORS OP CHALK MOST USED 
Grade Taught 
Color of Chalk 
K l 2 ~ 4 5 6 
1. White 41 31 28 00 27 35 41 
A 
32 
2. Yellow 18 31 39 31 36 35 35 ~4 
3. Other 5 2 3 1 2 ~ 3 e 
NA & NP 36 36 30 40 36 28 21 32 
colors a little more. White is preterred a little more in 
both kindergarten and grade six than in the other grades, 
Grade six put fewer checks in the no preference category in 
t his table, as well as many other tables. 
Table 88 snows the relationship between locations of 
chal kboard and grade. Kindergarten teachers prefer to have 
1 t on one wall far mo:re than the other teachers , and on two 
walls far less th.an the oth9rs. Preferences in this case 
for kindergarten teachers are practically the reciprocal or 
preferences for t he othe:rs . Other t han kindergarten, chalk ... 
board location seems to be independent of grade. 
1 65 .. 
TABLE 88 
Pr::HCJ:lliTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE PREFERRING 
CERTAI N L OCATIONS OF CFALKBOARD 
Grade ·Taught 
C 1.Ulkb oard Location 
K 1 ' 2 ' 3 . 4 5 A 
1. One wall 50 17 17 13 12 l6 25 18 
2 . Two lvalls l3 49 49 46 49 50 50 48 
3 . 3 or 4 walls 2 5 10 12 8 10 6 8 
NA & fP 34 29 24 28 3 '1 24 19 26 
Tabla 89 ' shows the relationship between cb.al.kboard 
area and ;rade. It shows that kindergarten teachers have a 
pronounced preference £or a amall a~ea compared with tne other 
teachers . 'l'hey ant less than fit'ty square :feet i'ar more 
TABLE 89 
PERCENTAGE 01• F.J\.CHERS OF EACH GRADE PI EFE. HI ·.G 
CERTAIN AREAS OF CHALKB OARD 
Grade Taug ht 
Chalkboard Area (sq. ft.) 
K l 2 3 4 5 6 
1 . Less than 50 39 4 . 6 5 1 2 4 
2. 50 - 100 20 38 35 31 41 50 48 
3 . More than 100 0 12 16 20 2B 16 23 
.. NA p 24 45 42 44 56 32 26 
A 
6 
39 
1 7 
38 
l6o . 
than the others; they want ·between fifty and a hundred square 
.feet i'ar less than the others; and none of' them wanted more 
t han a h~~drad squar e feet. The grade f ive ·nd s ~ x tea chers 
ant ed t ha mi ddlG area same.hat more than t he others, but at 
the expense o.f no preference rather than t he other choices 
of area . 
Ta -bla 90 shows the relationship between com.p os i tion 
of chalkboard and grade. It shows that kindergarten and 
grade one teachers prefer slate considerably more than the 
others. It shows that glass is preferred considerably less 
by t he kindergarten teachers . Tb.e other chalkboard material.s 
TABLE 90 
PERCEnTAGE OF TEACHER OF' EACH RADE PREPER I NG 
CERTAIN COMPOSITIO.r 3 OF CHALKBOARD 
Grade Taught 
Chalkboard 
- · Composition K l 2 3 4 5 6 
l . Sl a te 4 3 39 28 27 25 31 31 
fl.. 
27 
2 . l as s 2 14 16 10 8 13 17 1.3 
3 . Ste ol 0 3 2 ~ 1 4 4 3 
4 . Plas t.:o 2 4 4 2 7 4 4 4 
5 . F:tb r board 9 9 12 6 12 9 7 9 
6 . Other 5 3 1 5 4 0 4 3 
1-JA ~ NP 39 45 7 47 44 39 35 41 
-
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are seldom preferred by any or the teachers and seem t o be 
independent or grade. 
Table 91 shows the relationship between location of 
tackboard and grade . It shows that kindergarten teachers 
TABLE 91 
PERCENTAGE OF TEA.CHERS OF FACH GRA.DE PREFERRING 
CERTAIU LOCATIO S OF TACKBOARD 
Tackboard Location 
l. One l'fall 
2. Two walls 
3. 3 or 4 walls 
NA & NP 
K 
5 
20 
48 
27 
Grade 
l 2 
12 13 
30 28 
25 30 
34 29 
Taught 
3 4 5 6 
12 12 13 16 
27 23 32 36 
28 32 28 25 
32 32 27 23 
A 
13 
29 
29 
29 
prefer it on one wall far less than the other teachers. and 
on three or four walls tar more than the other teachers. 
Table 92 shows the relationship between tackboard 
area and grade. It shows that ~he fifty to one hundred foot 
area is pre:ferred least by the kindergarten and most by the 
grade six teachers. The largest area is preferred consider-
ably more by the kindergarten teachers as is to be expected 
from the previous table. 
Table 93 shows the relationship between composition 
of taokboard and grade. It shows that this is independent 
TABLE 92 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHF~S OF EACH GRADE ffiEFERRING 
CERTAIN" AREAS OF TACKBOARD 
G~ade Taught 
Tackboard Area (sq . tt.) 
K l 2 3 4 5 6 A 
1. Leas than 50 5 6 5 5 9 4 4 6 
2. 50 - 100 20 3~ 31 23 23 36 45 30 
3. 1oro than 100 36 16 22 26 29 26 28 25 
J:. & NP 39 47 42 46 39 34 23 39 
TABLE 93 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE PREFEHRI .G 
CERTAIN COMPOS ITIO~ S OF TACKBOARD 
-· 
Tackboar d Composition 
Grade Taught 
K 1 2 ~ 4 5 6 A 
1. Cork 54 47 52 49 52 55 55 52 
2. Fabric 7 3 ~ 3 l 4 5 3 
3. Fliber board _ 7 9 12 8 7 ll 13 10 
4. Sof't wood 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t- A t:. IP :32 41 34 40 40 30 27 35 
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of grade. 
Table 94 shows the relationship between audio-visual 
equipment permanently in the classroom and grade . It shows 
TABLE 94 
PERCRNTAGE OF TEACHERS OF' EA.CH GRADE PREFER I NG 
CEHTAIN AUDIO·VISUAL EQUIPMENT PER ~NE.r TLY I i THE CIASSROOM 
Grade Taught . 
Audio-visual Equipment 
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 A 
1. Radio 16 21 22 25 21 41 41 27 
2. Phonograph 73 58 64 57 54 68 58 60 
3. Slide projector 20 21 25 18 22 28 27 23 
4. Strip projector 34 27 26 25 26 Zl 33 28 
s. Movie projector 7 9 9 10 10 17 14 ll 
6. Opaque projector 9 .13 13 10 13 15 18 13 
7. Projection screen 23 24 30 22 26 31 33 27 
a. P.A . system 22 18 20 14 16 20 24 19 
9. TV set 7 6 7 9 9 13 8 9 
10. Tape recorder 20 18 17 22 19 26 31 22 
11. ~one & NP 18 31 27 35 '37 25 27 30 
that a radio is preferred less in kindergarten and consider-
ably more in grades five and six. Kindergarten teachers have 
an unusually high preference for a phonograph. Preference 
for all the other equipment seems to be independent of grade . 
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Throughout this whole section there is considerable 
evidence that kindergarten teachers prefer a dif.ferent room 
and .facili tios fro· the othe1• grades, and that tbe oth r 
grade rooms and facilities are preferred far more alike than 
different, except for size of pupil furniture. In faot, if 
t he kindergarten had not been included in this study, a re-
markable study of near uniformity would have reaulted. 
The kindergarten t eachers in relation to the other 
grades t end to prefer: 
i"ewer rectangular a nd more tl other" shape rooms. 
larger rooms. 
activity space i n t he classroom rather than a 
separate room. 
incandescent lamps. 
w.indows on more than one side. 
roller shades. 
a small room thermometer. 
a drinking fountain . 
two separate toilets. 
different furniture. 
more storage space. 
additional e.lect r i cal outlet on t he side of the room. 
more white and less yellow chalk. 
less chalkboard . 
slate chalkboard and not glass chalkboard. 
more tackboard. 
fewer radios. 
more phonographs. 
17l. 
'.fhe other grades show some differences i n prefer-
ence. A single toilet is wanted .far more by grade one and 
far less by grade six t 19.n tho average. Sixth grade teach-
ers want ;nora sound treatment than the others. The desire 
for a agazine rack increases with grade. A radio is wanted 
more in grades five and six. 
Table 95 shows the relationship between miscellaneous 
classroom characteristics and grade. It, like many ·of the 
preceding tables, shows that kindergarten teachers often pre-
fer different room characteristics from the other grade 
teachers. The other grades seldom show a pronounced trend 
or difference in preference. 
Neither the preference for classroom on t he ground 
floor or much of ou tdoors visible from the r oom seams to be 
r alated to grade. 
Having much of t he cla3sroom visible f rom the corri-
dor is preferred somewhat more by sixth grade teachers than 
the others. There is some trend in this direction from grade 
one throuah six. 
Preference for an outside thermome ter seelns to be 
TABLE 95 
PE.'RCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF EACH GRADE PREFE.HRING 
OR NOT ffiEFERRING CER'l'AI N MISCELIANEOUS CLASSROO If. 
c:HARAOTERI STICS 
Grade 1aught 
Charac tGris t ic 
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Classroom on the Prefer 77 73 77 67 76 71 72 
gronnd i'loor NA & N'P . 21!1: 27 2 t · 33 24 29 28 
Much out doors Pre.fer 77 71 77 73 72 73 77 
visible NA & NP 23 29 23 27 28 27 23 
Much of room P.ret'er 20 15 15 16 18 19 30 
vis i ble . .tffi. & NP 80 85 8 5 84 82 81 70 
Outs ide Prefer 68 58 65 57 61 65 6 5 
thermometer NA. &: NP 32 42 35 43 39 35 35 
Rugs on Prefer 25 10 9 8 7 10 6 
f loor NA & UP 75 90 91 92 93 90 94 
Pupil easy Prete~ · 36 26 31 24 23 20 27 
chairs NA & NP '64 74 69 76 '77 80 73 
Movable Pret'er 29 27 24 24 31 2 9 24 
stage NA & NP 71 73 76 76 69 71 76 
Desks include Prefer 2 4 5 18 43 54 65 
inkwells NA. & NP 98 96 95 82 57 46 35 
Desks i nclude P.ret'er 19 6:2 77 71 72 76 71 
storage NA. & NP 81 38 23 29 28 2 4 29 
Desks include Prefer 9 67 73 67 74 7 5 79 
pencil gr ooves NA & NP 91 33 27 33 26 25 21 
Pupi l seats and P.ret'er 6 6 65 78 63 71 71 78 
desks movabl e NA & l~P 34 35 22 37 29 29 2 2 
Teacher work· Pre .fer 4 11 7 12 15 8 6 
space attached NA. & NP 96 89 93 88 8 5 9 2 94 
to wall 
1 72 . 
A 
73 
27 
74 
26 
20 
80 
61 
39 
10 
90 
25 
75 
27 
73 
26 
74 
68 
32 
69 
31 
70 
30 
10 
90 
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TABLE 95 (Continued) 
Characteristic 
Grade Taught 
K l 2 3 4 5 6 A 
Locks provided Prefer 43 55 55 51 52 58 61 54 
on most storage Ui.. & NP 57 45 45 49 . 48 42 59 46 
Ball or chime Prefer 50 57 56 46 54 57 57 54 
sounding in room :t-lA & NP 50 43 44 54 46 43 4~ 4:6 
Provision for Prefer 52 36 26 32 27 34 27 32 
oi:cnple cooking NA & l'lP 48 64 74 68 73 66 73 68 
Kiln .for Pre .fer 23 12 15 22 21 29 29 20 
oeramies NA & NP 77 88 85 78 79 71 71 80 
Worlrbanch O.!ld Prefer 6~ 31 33 32 37 44 46 38 
tools NA& p 36 69 6'1 68 63 5G 54 62 
Piano Prefer 71 59 61 61 52 58 50 58 
NA & NP 29 41 39 39 48 42 50 42 
Sandbox Prefer 59 39 30 25 17 18 9 26 
NA & I'lP 41 61 70 75 83 82 . 91 74 
Working l:lzoefer 34 14 9 14 9 12 11 13 
fireplace UA & NP 66 86 91 86 91 88 89 87 
---
independent of the grade . 
Rugs on the floor are pre.t'erred considerabl y more in 
ki1dergartens t han the other grades, but still only a quarter 
of the teachers want them. 
Pupil easy chairs are also wanted more in kindergarten 
than the other grades. 
A movable stage seems to be independent of grade. 
Inkwells in pupil desks show a pronounced trend tcwough 
174 . 
the grades, as was to be expoctod. There is a smooth pro-
gression fro1a two per cent preference in kindergarten to 
sixty-five per cent preference in grade six. 'l'he biggest 
chang e is at grade tb..ree. 
~torage in pupil desks is genera lly not ~anted in 
kindergarten, but is uniformly wanted in the other grades. 
Pencil grooves in t .... e desks are also generally not 
wanted in ,~.{;indergarten and uni1'ormly wanted in th other 
grades. 
Movable seats and desks and teacher workspace 
attached to the wall seem to be independen·t or grade .• 
in.dergarten teachers have somewhat lass pr•e arenoe 
i'or locks on most storage space than the others. 
A bell or chime sounding in the roam seems to be in-
dependant of grade. 
Provision i'or simple. cooking is wanted considerably 
more in ldndergarten than the oth.er grades. 
There seems to be a trend toward preference for a 
kiln i.'rom grade one to six, but no grade profer·ence d.if.fers 
from the average by ten par cent. 
A workbench and tools is preferred rar more in kin-
dergarten than the other grades. The first grade teachers 
preferred this .feature least, and then ·there is a gradual 
trend upward from grade one to six. 
1 5. 
piano 1a 1 o anted con !d rabl more by kinder-
gart n te ohera. 1xth r ·de teachers want i .t l at •. 
andbox 1a moat want d in k1nderg rten nd pr t-
rance rapidly dropa ot•t through the radea. his is al-
ma t t oppo~it of preferenc or inkWells. 
working fireplace 1a want d by c.ona1derably more 
kinder arte teacher a than the otll ra • but not even lt 
ot t 1 der arten teach rs pref•er it. 
IV. RE TI S I 
CHI EXPE IENO-~ 
h1a part ot tbe study &11111 to determin wh ther 
th re 18· an important ·ditterenoe 1n p.l'aference for ol aaroom 
tacilit1ea. other than color acbeme. related to ye rs ar 
teaching xper1enoe. he teaohera included 1n the atudy 
ed i n exparionc from leas than a y ar to fort - five 
ye rs, an . a few did not in 1c e uper1eno • oao 1 tb 
lea than ;y ar or unknown were axel ed .from 
tb.l rt t the study. Tile r 1n1 931 teacher er put 
in t1 v prox t ly equal n er:l.oal groupa aa a hown in 
a 1 s. 
c h t ble of th1a aeotion baa th tac111t1es pre• 
tarred by th reapon 1 teachera plotte ! .nat c rtain 
amount of te cili e.xperi nc • · e 1 ur a 1 · t body or 
176 . 
the table indicate the percenta ·e s of the whole gr•oup with 
the i ndicated experience who preferred a certain facility. 
The ac tual number of which the percentages are a part can 
be determined from Table 5. 
Considering the tables of this section as a whole. 
some general observations can be made . he most impressive 
thing about them is the consistent pattern o:r the lower 
horizontal line of figures indicating the lack of preference 
£or the definite items spelled out above it. he most ex-
perienced group regularly has many more responses t han the 
average in this category. The beginni1~ group r egularly 
has fewer responses than the avei•age in this category. How-
ever, it is not a regular trend from one end of the experi• 
ence scale to the other. The three t o f'ive year group 
z•athe1 .. regularly has the lowest percentage of no preferences 
expressed. Tho t ypical lower line i n all t hose tables 
stal"'ts 11 ·1 tly below the average, and t~ n dips consi der-
abl;y· bolo the avel"age for the second gro · , and t 1an gradu-
ally i creases to cons iderably above the average f o1• tho 
over twenty years' experience group. This apparently means 
that the group with three to five years 1 experience has t he 
most definite ideus about classroom t'acili tics . ppal'"'ently 
the most experienced toac hers either do not have such def1 • 
nita ideas or they havo learned how to get a2ong sati s f ac-
l7'7. 
torily with a variety of things. 
As in Section III preceding this, the test for an 
important variation from the average will be ten percentage 
points. If no difference for an experience group differs 
as much as ten percentage points from the average for the 
whole group, then it will be concluded that there is no 
important relationship between the facility and experience. 
Each case where the difference equals or exceeds ten per-
centage points will be analyzed in the paragraph of explana-
tion accompanying the table. 
Certain abbreviations and conventions are used in 
the tables of' this section. The column marked A gives the 
percentages o! the whole group of 981 respondents ~ho pre-
ferred the certain facility, and it is taken directly !'rom 
the bottom line of the corresponding tables in Section II 
of t his chapter. The A or average column is used through-
out this chapter as a reference percentage for comparison 
purposes. Ni stands for no answer or no response. P 
stands for no preference. Z means a percentage less than 
one-half but more than zero • 
.a:able 96 shows the relationship of' preference for 
shape of room to certain amounts of teaching experience. 
The body of the table indicates the percentage of teachers 
with the indicated experience who preferred the particular 
TABLE 96 
PEHC""'NTAGE OF' 'l'EACHERS V ITH CERTAIN EXP I ... 1CE 
PREFERRING CERTAIN ROm SHAPES 
Years of Tea chi Experience 
oom Shape 
l-2 3 - 5 6-10 11•20 21-45 
1. Square 14 22 17 16 18 
2. Rectangle 58 46 46 47 43 
3. Other 6 6 5 4 l 
u & 'P 22 26 32 33 38 ,.. 
1 78 . 
A 
l8 
47 
4 
3~ 
shape or room. It shows that beginning teachers have more 
definite prererenoes (lower responses in t he NA .& NP column} 
and greater preference for t he rectangle over the square 
classroom. This was not anticipated since much of tho promo-
tion of the square classroom has coincided with t he prepara-
tion of' the newer teachers. 
Table 97 shows the relationship of pre!'erence for 
number o!' pupils to certain amounts of teaching experience. 
The body of the table indicates -the percentage of teachers 
with the indicated experience who preferred the particular 
numbers or pupils indicated. · It shows that beginning teach-
ers somewhat prefer small classes over more experienced 
teachers. However, the more experienced teachers did not 
actually pre.fer large classes, they simply tailed to express 
a preference as much · as the newer ones. This may mean that 
TA LE 97 
PERCENTAGE OF TEAClmRS VviTH CERTAI N EX PERI CE 
PREFERRI NG CERTAI r NUI. BERS OF' PUPILS 
Years of Teaching Experience 
~umbar of Pupils 
1·2 3•5 6•10 ll-20 21-45 
1 .. 0 - 25 79 79 72 74 60 
2. 26 
- 35 10 12 10 9 11 
3. 36 & up 0 0 1 l l 
... ~ & NP 11 9 17 16 28 
-
179 . 
A 
73 
10 
1 
16 
more experienced teachers feel able to cope with larger 
classes, 1f it is necessary. 
Table 98 shows the relationship between preference 
for classroo floor area and experience. There is greater 
TABLE 98 
PERC JNTAGE OF TEACHERS I TH CERTAI N EXPERI .!1..t: CE 
PI EFE"R. I G CEFi TAI1l TOTA.L CLASSROOr FL0 01 lli • S 
-
Years o£ Teaching Experience 
Floor Area 
(sq. ft.) l-2 3•5 6-10 11-20 21-45 
-
1. Leas t han 600 3 2 3 3 1 
2. 600 - 900 42 32 4~ 36 :58 
3. ,for-.. t han 900 21 38 27 28 17 
NA NP 34 29 32 38 45 
A 
2 
37 
25 
36 
1 o. 
preference for the largest room by the teachers with t hree 
to five years' experience, but i .t is not very pronounced, 
and it is not part of a trend . Since no other percentage 
di.ffers as much as ten per entage points f'rom t he average , 
there seems to be li t tle i mportant relations hi p ghown in· 
this table . 
'l'abl e 99 shows the relationship between preference 
for ce i ling he1 ht and experience . Since no e roup differs 
TABLE 99 
PERCENTAGE OF TF.ACH!!-:RS ~ ITH CERTAIN EXPERIENCE 
PREFERHING CER'l'AI ~ CElLI JG HEIGHTS 
-
Yo a · of Teaching Experience 
Ceiling Hei ght (ft . ) 1 - 2 3 - 5 6 -10 11•20 21-45 A 
l . Less than 10 5 4 2 5 4 4 
2 . 10 - 12 42 49 50 44 42 45 
5 . · ore than 12 19 14 15 11 8 14 
NA . P 34 53 59 40 46 3 7 
by ten er cant from the average for the 1hole group , it is 
conclu -'";ed that ceiling height pr·e.ference is independent o.f 
experience . 
Table 100 shows the re l ationship between preference 
for ceiling slope and experienco . Al though no group dif.fers 
as much as ten per cant .from the avoracie , there is a definite 
TAbLE 100 
~'ERCE TAGE OF T= "-C iERS ·wiTH CER'l' I N E .. PE.Rr-· WE 
PRF.!FF..RRING CER'l'A.I tf C 'ILI G SLOPES 
-
Years of Teaching Experience 
Ceiling Slope 
1-2 3·5 6-10 ll-20 21-45 
l. Level 64 55 56 56 47 
2. Sloping 8 13 7 7 5 
3 . Sawtooth 2 2 2 l 2 
NA & NP 27 31 34 'IJ7 45 
-
181. 
A. 
55 
a 
2 
35 
t rend away !'rom the level qeiling as experience i ncreases, 
and a corresponding t rend toward no preference as experience 
inc:reases • 
..r'a ble 10.1 shows the ·relationship between preference 
f'or a c tivity space and experienco. The six to ten year group 
'I'ABLE 101 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS WITH CERTAI N EXPERIE~CE 
h EZ."' •'' Il-f C · 11/\I .~:~ AC 'ItiV TY SPACE 
Years of Teaching F~perience 
Activity Space 
1·2 3•5 6·10 11-20 21•45 A 
-- -
1. In classroom 52 31 43 O "' .:.0 29 31 
2 . Al cove 34 40 26 52 20 30 
3 . Sepa.rnts room 18 19 19 19 17 19 
NA & rp 18 13 17 26 36 23 
182. 
has a considerabl.y higher preference for the classroom. ,he 
three to five year group has a hJ.gher preference for the aJ.-
cove, and the over twent group has an abnormally low prefer-
ence for it. As is common with most of these tabl.es, the 
over twenty group has considerably more responses in the no 
preference line. 
Table 102 shows the rel.ationship between preference 
for type of artificial light and experience. Aside from the 
'l~BLE 102 
PERCE rTAGE OF TEAC HERS WIT I ER'J.'AI EX PER I .u CE 
FREFERHING CERTAIN TYPES OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHT 
-
Years of eaching Experience 
Artificial Light 
J.l-20 l - 2 3 · 5 6•10 21-45 
l. Incandescent 24 17 21 l8 17 
2. Fluorescent 48 51 46 42 37 
3. Both 7 7 3 3 2 
NA NP 21 25 30 37 4 5 
-
A 
19 
44 
4 
33 
usual. increase aJ.ong the bottom line , no group dii'fers from 
the average by ten percentage points and preference for type 
of artificial. light seems to be independent of experience . 
Table 103 shows the rel.at1onah1p between preference 
for usa of artificial J.ight and ex erie·nce. It shows that 
this preference is independent of experience. 
Us e 
l . 
2 . 
3 . 
for 
TABLE 103 
PERCE1fr ~GE OF TE.A.CHERS WI H CEHTAI EXPERIEJ. CE 
PREFERfii IJG CERTAI N USES OF' ART! ICIAL LIGHT 
Years of eachi ng 'xporience 
of rt1fi c i al 
Lig ht l-•2 3 • 5 6•10 11-20 21-45 
0 
- 25% 41 38 44 44 40 
26 
- 74% 19 19 10 6 8 
75 ... 100% 11 10 7 4 1 
! A & NP 29 33 40 45 51 
183 . 
A 
41 
12 
7 
40 
Ta ble 104 s hows t he relationship ba t ween preference 
fene stration and experi ence . Al though no group differs 
TABLE 104 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHE .s 1/'I TH CERTAL EXP ·iU E 
PI E :-.I<.lllii ~G CERTAIN FEHESTRATION 
Years of Teachi ng Experience 
Fenes trat ion 1·2 3 - 5 6-10 l l-20 21-45 A 
1. On one side 32 31 36 33 39 33 
2. On t wo s'ides 32 32 23 22 18 26 
.3 . On 3 or 4 s ides 6 6 8 3 2 5 
4 . Skylig hts 4 2 l 5 1 2 
5 . Skyl i g hts & sides 10 8 6 4 3 6 
6 . one 0 1 1 0. 0 z 
NA & NP 22 22 27 38 39 31 
-
-.:-
184 . 
as much as ten per cent from the average , some trends can be 
seen . The more experienced teachers seem to prerer 1indows 
on one side more, and prefer al.l of' the other windows less . 
This seems to be a r eal, but not pronounced trend . 
'11abl e 105 s· lO 'IS t he re l ationship betv een preference 
ror control of outs ide l i ght and experience . The three to 
five year group prerer venetian bl inds more t 1an -t;he average , 
TABLE 105 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHER WITH CERTAIN E.XPEH I ENCE 
PREFERRI G CER'rALi co· TROL 0 OU' SIDE LIGHT 
Year s of Teac hi ng Exper ience 
Light ontrol 
1-2 3 - 5 6- 10 11- 20 21-45 A 
1 . Venetian blinds 37 45 28 38 24 35 
2 . Roller shades 21 18 29 17 24 21 
3 . Drapes 21 20 14 14 5 15 
4 . Prismatic glass 17 18 19 18 14 17 
s . Darkening 42 47 42 35 33 40 
6 . one 2 1 1 2 1 1 
NA& NP 14 16 21 27 3 8 23 
and t i e over twenty group pref ers them considerably l ess than 
t he average . . he over twenty group also shows marked lack of 
pref'erence !'or drapes . There i s considerabl y more than the 
usual increase of' no preference (l ast line) with experience in 
this tabl e . 
185 . 
Tabl e 106 shows the relations hip bet ween preference 
f or sourco of room heat and experience . It s hows that this 
preference is independent of experience . 
-
rl'Al)LE 106 
PE CE TAGE OF TEACHERS tJITH CERTAI EXPE l BNCE 
PREFERRING CBRTAi i SOU CBS OF R0 01v HEAT 
Years of Teac hing Experience 
I eat 'ource 
1·2 3•5 6-10 11-20 21-45 
1 . Unit heater 
ventilator 3 9 43 36 35 32 
2 . Hot air ducts 8 7 9 3 4 
3. Radiators 1 9 1 9 23 17 11 
4 . Radiant 12 18 12 9 10 
NA & NP 31 24 34 44 46 
A 
36 
6 
17 
12 
36 
Table 107 shows t he r elationship between prefer ence 
f or cont r ol of heat and exper ience. It shows t hat t his pr ef-
erence is independent of experience . 
Ta bl e 108 shows the relationship be tween preference 
f or indication of room temperature and experience . I t shows 
that t he ovar tTienty group does not prefer a emall t hermome -
ter as uch as tho average teacher. The prei'erence for a 
l arge t hermometer not onl y varies by ten per centage points 
from the average , but a trend is evident . The large ther-
mometer is wanted considerably more by the newest teacher& 
TABLE 107 
'Ef CEr T GE Oii' TEACHERS 'l iTH CERTAI N E PERI ... WE 
PREF'ERRI G CERTAI i CONTROLS OF HEA.'l, 
Years of Teaching Experience 
Heat Control 
1-2 3-5 6-10 11-20 21-45 
--
1. danual by 
custodian 5 6 6 5 7 
2. [anual by teacher 25 30 24 15 12 
3. Thermostat 54 55 55 52 47 
NA & J.~P 20 19 25 34 40 
TA LE 108 
186 . 
A 
5 
21 
52 
28 
PilltCENTAGE OF TEACHERS ' ITH CERTAI1 ·. PEr I EN'CE 
PREFERRI!~G CERTAI' i I NDICATIO 'IS OF 00, Et. PERAl'URE 
-
Years ot eaohing Experience 
Temperature 
Indication 1-2 3•5 s -10 11-20 21-45 A 
1. Small thermometer 
for teach~r 42 46 47 ~ 32 42 
2. Large thermometer 
for pupils 49 39 34 2? 27 34 
3. !l one 0 2 1 1 1 1 
N1 & l p 21 20 26 35 43 30 
187. 
and drops or£ sharply with increasing experience. 
Table 109 shows the r lationship between preference 
for fres h air intake during cold weather and experience. 
It s hows that one is 1ndepend.e t of the o · __ er. 
TABLE 109 
.PERCE:Wl'AGE OF' TEA.CiiERS WITH CERTAIN EX.PEHI E.t CE 
t:2FERRI NG CERTAL~ FRESH AII I TAKEC' Dtffi NG OIJ) HER 
Years of Teaching Experience 
Cold 1_r:·aather Intake 
l-2 3-5 6·10 11-20 21-45 A 
l. i ndows 21 19 17 21 10 18 
2. Ducts 13 16 17 11 8 13 
3. Unit heater 
ventilator 51 57 50 40 41 47 
NA & NP 27 21 29 41 46 34 
Table 110 shows the relationship between preference 
£or fresh air intake dtu?ing hot weather and experience . The 
over twenty group pre£erred windows noticeably less, but they 
did not pret er the other ways more . There. is a definite trend 
away £rom windows as experience increases . This is balanced 
by increase along the no preference line . 
Table lll shows the relationship between preference 
for plumbing in the classroom and experience. There is some-
w~at lsss pre£erence for all plumbing considerations as ex-
perience increases, but only in the case of the sink is it a 
188 . 
TADLE 110 
PERCE lTAG.c. 0 ""' TEACHERu WITH CERTAI N E.XPERI!ZNCE 
PREFERRI i"G CER'l'AI FRESH AI H I l:'Tiili.ES DUT I ~G OT ~EA'l'HER 
-
Years of Tea.chine Exper ience 
Hot Weather Intake 
1 · 2 3·5 6·10 11-20 21 - 45 
- -
l . Windm s 44 43 39 35 26 
2. Ducts 10 14 14 9 8 
3. Unit hea ter 
ventilator 42 51 48 ' 39 35 
NA flc p 26 22 27 40 47 
':ABL~ 111 
PERC • lTAGE OF TEACHE.t1S liTH CERTAI 1 EXPER I Er CE 
PREF'ER ING CER'rAI U PLUMBI NG C O-~SIDERATI01fS 
Years of Teaching Rxperience 
Pl umbing 
1- 2 3 - 5 6-10 11-20 21- 45 
1. Sink 78 78 '78 66 54 
2 . Drinki ng fountain 58 63 62 57 49 
3 . Si ngl e toi l e t 13 18 18 15 13 
4 . Two sopara.te 
toilets 21 28 26 18 14 
s. Two toilets shared 
v;i t h no.:xt r oom 8 6 7 10 4 
6 . No a l 2 1 l 0 
l!A & N'P 18 13. 17 28 38 
-
-
-
A 
"!;7 
ll 
42 
33 
: 
A 
70 
57 
15 
20 
7 
1 
24 
189. 
pronounced drop, and that only with the two most experienced 
groups. 
Table 112 shows the relationship between preference 
for style of pupil seat and desk nd experience. hero is 
ABLE 112 
PERCE TAGE OF TEACHERS ·H'I'H CERTAIN • PE I .,.. CE 
PREFER I G CEii TAil: SIJ.'YLE OF PUPIL SEA.'l' 
Years of Teaching Experience 
Style of Seat and Desk 
l-2 3•5 6·10 11-20 21-45 A 
1. Separate seat and 
desk 56 62 52 45 42 51 
2. Combined seat and 
desk 22 17 17 ll 14 16 
3. Seat and desk for 
two 5 4 4 6 3 4 
4. Desk with flat top 41 37 34 27 28 33 
s. Desk lid t h sloping 
top 18 15 9 11 12 13 
6. Adjustable height 37 35 34 20 23 29 
NA & :r P 16 15 24 34 38 26 
a gradual decrease in preference for all styles named as ex-
perience increases, accompanied by a corresponding increase 
along the no preference line. However , only in the case of 
the separate seat and desk and the three to five year group 
is there a variance of more than ten percentage points away 
190 . 
rrom the average. Tlus group has a pronounced preference 
for t he separate seat and desk. 
Table 113 shows the relationship between preference 
for teacher's movable furniture and experience. The usual 
TABLE 113 
PERCENTAGE OF 'rFACHF~S WITH CERTAI EXPERI • CE 
PREFERRING CERTAI -r TFACHER t S I OVABLE FURNI TURE 
Years of Teaching Experience 
Teacher's Movable 
Furniture 1-2 3•5 6·10 11-20 21-45 
l. Kneehole desk 74 79 74 62 55 
2 . 3x5 table 30 28 27 25 27 
3. Larger table 28 32 26 20 15 
4. Filing cabinet 64 62 56 50 48 
5. 1·3 adult chairs 63 58 58 48 46 
6. Iione 2 2 0 0 0 
NA & NP 19 16 21 34 40 
A 
69 
28 
24 
55 
54 
1 
26 
decrease in definite prererences with increasing experience 
is also shown in this table. The prererence for a kneehole 
desk is the only item that does not rollow the pattern. The 
last two groups have considerably leas preference for it 
than the first three groups. 
Table 114 shows the relationship between preference 
for miscellaneous movable furniture and experience. For 
TABLE 114 
PERCEWrAGE OF TEACHERS WITH CERTAIN EXPERIEN.CE 
Pf\EFEHRI G cE TAr... usc·· LIA TEo us ~ ovABLE ··uH :r r T 1 E 
Years of Teaching Exper ience 
viiscellaneous 
i'iovable Furniinme l.- 2 3 - 5 . 6 -10 11-20 21-45 
1 . Additional seats 
for part of class 65 6:5 ' 55. 42 41 
2 . Low tabl e about 
3.x.5 feet 48 51 50 35 30 
~. Table other than 
No. 2 38 28 34 29 23 
4. Projection stand 11 15 17 9 11 
5 . Screens for 
dividing room 18 21 11 1 0 4 
6 . Bookcase 4S 53 44 57 35 
7. Magazine rack 1 6 24 1 5 13 16 
s . None 2 1 0 l ~ 
NA & NP 19 19 21 34 43 
191. 
A 
53 
42 
3 0 
13 
1 2 
44 
17 
l 
27 
most items . this table f ollows the usual pattern of less 
definite preference with increased exper ience . However , the 
first two items , additional seats for part of the class and 
a low table about three by five feet , show considerabl y more 
than the usual decl ine. Apparentl y newer teachers want them 
considerabl y more, and more experienced teachers do not fee l 
as much need for this furniture . 
Table 115 shows the r elationship bet ween preference 
1 92 . 
TABLE 115 
P • CENTAGE OF TF...ACHERS WITH CERTAI .t EXPERIENCE 
PREFF.RF LTG CEHTAII COUSTICAL CO SIDERATIO S 
--
Years of Teatlhing Experience 
Acoustical 
Consideration 1 - 2 3-5 6·10 11- 20 21 - 45 A 
-
l. Coiling tile 63 71 66 55 51 60 
2 . Wall tile 24 28 22 19 18 23 
3. None l l 1 1 l 1 
NA &: NP 29 28 29 39 44 33 
ror acoustical considerati ons and experience . The three to 
five year group expressed a pronounced preference for ceiling 
tile , and a l so more wall tile than any other group . 
Table 116 shows the re l ationship between preference 
t:or storage built into the classroom and exper1enoa . This 
shows somewhat the same pattern of decreased preference with 
experience . only it is more pronounced in the case of most or 
these items than usual . In the case of a magazine rack• t he 
above twenty group prefers it more than the average, which 
is very unusual . In the case of pupil clothing, pupil cup-
boards , teacher cl oset, bookcases and supplies, the three to 
five year group expressed pronounced preference , and the over 
twenty group expressed pronounced lack af preference . 
Table 117 shows the relationship bet'Naan preference 
for s.torage adjoining tho classroom and experience . It shows 
TABLE 116 
PERCENTAGE Oli' TEACHERS WITH CERTAIN EX.FEHP<' -cE 
PREF'ER I G CERTAIN STO AGE BUILT I TO T E CLi\.S;)ROO [ 
Years of' .Teaching .. x pGrien ce 
Storage Buil·t In 
-
l. 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6 . 
7. 
a. 
9. 
1-2 3-5 6-10 11-20 21•45 
Pupil clothing 53 57 55 41 33 
Pupil cupboards 46 50 42 35 28 
· eacher closet 69 77 66 53 49 
Magazine rack 18 23 17 13 18 
.uookcasas 61 70 65 48 39 
Exhibit case ~3 32 26 19 19 
li'iling cabinet 56 56 52 41 39 
Supplies 53 61 56 47 39 
r one 1 l 1 0 0 
NA. & NP 22 19 26 40 43 
TABLE 117 
PERCENTAGE OF TEA.CHERS ViiTH CERTAix~ E PERIEi~CE 
:PflEli'ERH ING CER~AI ~ STORAGE ADJOI I NG 'l'HE ..,LASSROO. 
Storage Adjoining Years of r eaching Experience 
Classroom 1•2 3-5 6·10 ll-20 21-45 
1. Alcove 23 26 20 1.9 15 
2. Room 27 30 25 20 22 
3 . None 19 20 17 15 13 
NA.& iP 33 29 40 49 54 
-
193. 
-
A 
47 
40 
62 
17 
56 
26 
48 
50 
1 
31 
A 
21 
24 
17 
41 
1 94 . 
that one is independent of the other. 
Tabl e 118 shows the relat.ionship be t een prof'erence 
for electrical cons iderations, other than lighting, and 
TABLE 118 
PERC •' lAG 0 ., TEACHER - T i GERTAI 'l ' PERI~;] CE 
EFERRil'~G CERTAIN CLASSROO.~ ELECTRICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
OTHER THAN LIGHTING 
Years of 
Electrical 
eaching Experience 
Consideration 1·2 3-5 6-10 11•20 21-45 A 
1. Outlet in front 
of' room 64 75 65 56 50 61 
2 . Outlet in back of 
boom 63 71 61 57 47 60 
3 . Outlet on side of 
room 37 46 37 31 21 34 
4 . TV antenna 9 12 11 9 8 10 
5 . 4ov1 a speaker 
cord under floor 20 13 15 10 10 14 
6 . None 10 0 0 0 0 z 
& NP 28 21 29 36 45 32 
experience. An out let i n front of . the room, an outl et in 
back of the r oom and an outlet on the side of the ro om were 
all preferred considerabl y more than a.verage by the three to 
:rive year group and considerabl y less than aver age by the 
over twenty year group . 
Table 119 s ho ~s t he relationship bat geen preference 
~ 5 . 
TABLE 1~9 
PEHCENTA.GE 01<., 'l' HERS V'I TH GE T I N EXPF~IEl CJ!; 
PREFEHR I G CErtTAI T CO lU ICATIO S S'I'EMS 
Years of Teaching Experience 
Communication 
System 1•2 3-5 6-10 11•20 21·45 A 
l. Tel ephone to rest 
of building 37 41 30 22 2!3 :30 
2 . Te l ephone to out-
aide lines 19 22 20 20 13 19 
3. Bell or other 
call system 17 ~9 25 18 15 18 
4 . One way central 
.sound 14 12 10 ll 11 12 
5. TVJo way cen.tral 
sound 35 31 28 33 24 30 
6 . None 4 5 :5 4 2 :5 
NA & p 27 23 :34 35 48 34 
for communication systems and experience. The only important 
variation is the increased preference for a telephone to the 
rest of the building expressed by the t hree to five year 
group. 
Table 120 shows the relationship between preference 
for c halk color and experience. One is apparently independent 
of the other. 
Table 121 shows the relationship between preference 
for chalkboard locations and experience. One is apparently 
- -- - -------------
TABLE 120 
PEHCENTAGE OF T ~.CHERS :VITH CERTAIN EXPERI ENCE 
ffiEFE RI G CERTAIN CHALK COLO~ MOST USED 
Years of Teaching Experience 
Chalk Color -
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
1-2 3 ... 5 s-~o 11•20 21-45 
-
~ hite 40 37 28 29 26 
Yell ow 31 40 42 30 26 
Other 2 3 3 l 4 
NA & NP 27 19 27 39 44 
TABLE 121 
:PERCENTAGE Oli, TEACHERS WITH CERTAI EXPERIE:r CE 
PREFERRING CERTALJ C 1ALKBOARD LOCATION 
Years of Teaching Experience 
Chal kboard 
Location l-2 3-5 6•10 11-20 21-45 
1. One wall 18 21 23 18 12 
2. Two walls 52 52 48 44 42 
3. Three or .four 
walls 10 18 9 6 5 
NA & ?p 20 15 20 33 41 
independent of t he other . 
196. 
A 
32 
34 
2 
32 
A 
18 
48 
8 
26 
Table 122 shows the relationship between preference 
for c hal kboard area and experience. One is apparently inde-
pendent o£ t he other. 
197. 
TABLE 122 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHER..:> 'ITH CEHTAIN EXP BIE'~CE 
PREFERR I NG CEIE.e.AI:t CHA.LKBOARD EA 
--~- ·' = ca m . 
-
Years of Teaching Experienc e 
Clalkboard Area 
(sq. ft.) l-2 3•5 6-10 ll-20 21-45 A 
l. Le3s than 50 5 5 8 5 5 6 
2. 50 .. 100 43 46 41 33 34 39 
3. More than 100 19 19 20 17 13 17 
NA & NP ~2 30 31 45 48 38 
Table 123 shows the rela tiona hip between preference 
for chalkboard composition and experience. One 1s apparently 
TABLE 123 
PERC '..fl'AGE OF TE.l\CHERS WITH CERTAIN EXPERIENCE 
PREFERRING CERTAI ~ COMPOSITIONS OF CHALKBOARD 
Y~ars of Teaching Experience 
C hallt:boal .. d 
Composition 1-2 3·5 5·10 ll-20 21·45 
1. Slate 33 36 27 24 21 
2. Glass 11 13 15 15 10 
3. Steel 6 2 ~ 2 1 
4. Plastic 4 6 5 ~ 4 
5 . I• iber board 9 12 12 7 6 
6 . Other 2 3 4 2 3 
NA& p 35 28 34 47 55 
A 
27 
13 
3 
4 
9 
3 
41 
198 . 
independent of the other . 
Tabla 124 shows the relationship between preference 
for tackboard location and experience . One is apparently 
i ndependent of the other. 
. TABLE 124 
PBHC ''NT GE OF T CHERS I TH CERTJ\Ili EXPE I m C '• 
.PREFERRI NG CERTAI . LOCATIONS OF TACKBiliRD 
Years of 
Tack board 
Teaching Experience 
Location 1 - 2 3 · 5 6 · 10 11-20 21- 45 
1 . One wall 12 13 18 13 8 
2 . 'I:wo alls 35 32 28 26 22 
3. Three or four 
walls 30 3? 32 26 23 
F!A. & NP 23 18 22 35 4? 
A 
13 
29 
29 
29 
r.rable 125 shows ·che relationship between pre.ference 
for tackboard area and experience. One is apparentl y i nde -
pendent of t he other . 
Ta ble 126 shows the relationship between preference 
for tackboard composition and experi ence . One is apparentl y 
i ndependent of the other. 
Tabl e 127 s hows t ho ralnt1onship batwoon preforance 
for audio• visual equipment and experience . 'I'ha phonograph 
is the onl y i te a pronounced a ount awt:..y from he average . 
The three to 1'ive year group prefers it consJ.darably more ,. 
TABLE 1 25 
. · C • .. rl1AGE OF TEAC fiE. . WITH CER'l'A.II EXPERL '.K ''E 
PHEFERRI :r CERTAI1~ 'l'O'l.AL AFEAS o· TAG r.BOAHD 
·- - -
_ _ .., 
-
Years of 
Tacl.rboard Area 
Teaching ExpE:lrienee 
(sq. ft .) l-2 3-5 6-10 11-20 21•45 
. _..__ 
1. Less than 50 6 6 10 3 5 
2. 50 
-
100 31 36 34 29 24 
3. ... ~ore than 100 28 29 26 21 21 
NA & NP 35 29 30 47 50 
-
TABLE 126 
PEHCENTAGE OF' '.rEACHERS ·VI TH CERTAI .~:T F.JCPEI I :: rcE 
PREFERRI NG CERTAI N C 0 POSITIONS OF' TACKBOARD 
Tack board Years of rreaching Experience 
Composition 1-2 3-5 6•10 ll-20 21-4.,) 
1. Corlt 55 61 57 47 44 
2. Fa bric 2 5 5 l 3 
3. :r-:1. ber board 13 lO 9 ll 4 
4. Soft wood 0 0 0 0 0 
N'A & rp 30 24 29 41 49 
: 
1 9;:, . 
A 
6 
30 
25 
39 
A 
52 
3 
10 
0 
35 
TABLE 12'7 
PEH.CENTAGE OI•' TEACHERS HTH CER'l'AIN EXPER NC.~.!i 
PREFERRING CER'l'AIN AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPHENT 
PER NEN LY I N TI1E CLASSROO [ 
Audio-visual 
Equipment 
Years of Teaching Experience 
1-2 3-5 
1. Radio 25 
2. Phonograph 69 
3. Slide projector 24 
4. Strip projector 28 
5. Movie projector 12 
6. Opaque projector 14 
7. P.roj. screen 31 
8. P.A. system 27 
9. TV set 10 
10. Tape recorder 27 
11. None & ..:lP 22 
35 
73 
30 
35 
12 
14 
32 
zs 
10 
30 
17 
6-10 11-20 21-45 
33 
63 
19 
27 
11 
13 
28 
18 
6 
21 
26 
21 
54 
21 
27 
12 
16 
23 
14 
10 
18 
34 
24 
43 
20 
24 
10 
10 
22 
11 
7 
11 
48 
200. 
A 
27 
60 
23 
28 
11 
13 
27 
19 
9 
22 
30 
and t he over t wenty group prefers it considerably lass than 
t ha average. 
Table 128 shows the relationship bet een preference 
for miscellaneous clas sroom c~racteristics and experience. 
In only seven o.f t he t wenty mis cellaneous ita· s i s t here any 
preference that differ o.._ much as ten percantu o po~.nts from 
.PE teE ··T Gg oF TEACHER.:> . ._ ITh Er' :AI .~. E P . ILl c E 
PREF'ERRir G Ort f OT P \EFF.JUU G C ' 'l'A N k S l!:LLAl .. OUS 
CI.ASSR00M CHARAC'r ER I STIC ' 
Years of 'I' eac 'ling Expar::t..ence 
Charac teristic 
1 - 2 3 - 5 6•10 11· 20 21•45 
Classroom on Prefer 74 81 70 75 65 
ground floor .!.' . & N'P 26 19 30 25 35 
· ~uch outdoors Prefer 81 83 69 74 6 4 
visible NA & NP 19 17 31 26 36 
·.ktch of room Prefer 22 20 13 20 20 
visible Ni\ & 1Yl'P 78 80 87 80 80 
Outside Prefer 72 72 59 56 50 
thermometer NA & NP 00 28 41 44 50 ' 
Rugs on Prefer 10 1 7 7 B 7 
f l oor NA & NP 90 83 93 92 93 
Pupil easy Prefer 24 30 30 26 20 
chairs NA & NP 76 70 70 74 80 
Movable Pref'er 32 34 27 21 21 
stage I'iA & p 68 66 73 79 79 
Desks include Prefer 32 30 22 22 23 . 
inkwells NA & NP 68 70 78 78 77 
Desks include Prefer 76 83 57 66 60 
storage NA & NP 24 17 43 34 40 
Desks incl ude Pref'er 76 78 64 66 60 
pencil. groovea NA & NP 24 22 36 "'4 40 
Pupi l sea·ts Prefer 76 81 64 69 62 
and deslrs NA & :HP 24 19 36 31 38 
ovable 
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A 
73 
27 
74 
26 
20 
80 
61 
39 
10 
90 
25 
75 
27 
73 
26 
74 
68 
32 
69 
31 
70 
30 
Teacher ork- Prefer 11 11 7 9 11 1 0 
space attached NA & NP 
to wal l 
89 89 93 
. Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
91 89 90 
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TABLE 128 (Continued ) 
Years ot: Teac hing !;Xperionc a 
Characteristic 
1-2 3• 5 6- 10 11•20 21- 56 A 
Locks provided Prefer 6l. 58 47 56 48 54 
on most stor- NA & ] P 59 42 53 44 52 46 
age 
Bell or chime Prefer 60 58 52 55 48 54 
sounding in NA. & NP 40 42 48 45 52 46 
room 
.. 
Provision for Prefer 37 44 25 29 22 32 
simple cook• NA. & NP 63 56 75 71 78 68 
ing 
Kiln tor Prefer 26 32 13 16 13 20 
cerami cs NA & NP 74 68 87 84 87 80 
Workbonch Prefer 44 50 34 31 30 38 
and tools NA & NP 56 50 66 69 70 62 
Piano Prefer 64 62 62 58 44 58 
I'iA. & NP 36 38 38 42 56 42 
Sandbox Prefer 25 25 32 28 21 26 
NA & NP 75 75 68 72 79 74 
Working Prefer 13 1.3 10 14 13 13 
fireplace NA & NP 87 87 90 86 87 87 
the average , and t he greatest amount is only fifteen points ~ 
so it is concluded that there is not much relationship be-
mveen preference for these it~s and experience . The few 
prono~nced cases follow . 
truch of outdoors via1b1a from the classroom is 
noticeably l ower in preference by the over twenty year gr oup. 
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The outside thermometer is especially preferred by 
the two newest groups o:r teachers, and it is noticeabl y low 
in pre£erence by the oldest group. 
Pupil desks including storage are especially pre-
ferred by the three to five year group. This was the most 
pronounced preference deviation from the average in this 
section. 
Movable seats and desks were especially preferred 
by the three to f1 ve year group. 
Provision for simple cooking was also especiall y 
preferred by the three to five year group. The kiln for 
ceramics and workbench were also especially preferred by 
t he same group. 
This section as organized to determi ne wha t facili-
ties, if any, are related to the teaching experience of the 
respondents . It mi ght indicate what features beginning 
teachers would like to rind i n their rooms. It might 1nd1• 
cate what features older and more experienced teachers would 
like to find in t heir rooms. 
The tables in this section show that there are no 
facilities that a majority of inexperienced teachers do want 
and experienced teachers do not want, or vice versa. How-
ever, there are many i tems that are wanted somewhat 1nore by 
one group than tha other. 
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The most impressive thing about the tables of this 
section is the variation in the "no preference" line along 
the bottom. The most experienced group. regularly has many 
more responses than the average in this category. 'he be-
ginning group regularly has fewer responses, nnd the three 
to five year group has even fewer responses. The t ypical 
lowest line in all these tables starts slightly below the 
average , then dips considerably below the · average f or the 
second group, and then gradually increases to considerably 
above the average for! the most experienced group. Appar-
ently the second group has the most definite ideas about 
classroom facilities, and the most experienced group either 
does no·t have such definite ideas, or they are not so con-
cerned about particular i'aoil.ities. Probably the most ex• 
perienoed teachers have learned how to make the best of 
existing i'acilities. 
Preference for the following items seems t o be im• 
portantly related to teaching experience. 
Beginning teachers have greater preference for a 
rectangular room. They also have considerably greater pref-
erence for twenty-five or fewer pup1la. The middle group 
has a higher preference for activity space in the classroom, 
and the three to five year group has a higher preference for 
the alcove. The most experienced teachers prefer windows 
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more on one side and less on two sides than the other teach-
ers. Venetian blinds are pre£erred substantially more by 
the t hree t hrough five year group and less by the most ex-
perienced group, who also show less preference for drapes . 
A small room thermometer is less wanted by the over t wenty 
year group. The large thermometer is wanted considerably 
more by t he newer te.achers. There is less preference for 
window ventilation during hot weather as experience increases. 
There is leas prererence for all plumbing considerations 
and especially t he sink as experience increases. The three 
through five year group has greater preference for a separate 
seat nd desk. A kneehole desk is wanted less by the over 
tY!enty year group . The newer teachers have greater pi•eter-
enoe for additional seats for part of the class and an addi-
tional work table. The three through five year group wanted 
acoustical treatment more than the others. lost built•in 
storage with the exception of a magazine rack is preferred 
much less by the moat experienced group and considerably more 
by the three through five year group. Electrical outlets 
are wanted more by the three t~ough five year group and less 
by the over twenty year group. The same second experience 
group wants a telephone to the rest or the building more than 
the others. A phonograph is preferred considerably more by 
the second group and considerably less by the last group. 
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Much o.f outdoors visible is less wanted by the most experi• 
enced group. The outside thermometer, storage space in 
pupil desks, movable furniture, :r;:r'ovision for simple cook-
ing, a kiln for ceramics, and a workbench and t;ools were 
all especially wanted by the three through five year experi• 
ence group. 
V. RElATIONSHIP BETWEEN PREFERENCE 
A.ND CLASSROOM EXPOSURE 
This part of the study aims to determine whether 
there is an important dif.ferenoe in preference for visual 
considerations related to the exposure or the classroom. 
This should indicate how teachers .would lilte to have class-
rooms tailored according to exposure. 
Each table has the visual considerations preferred 
by tho responding teachers plotted against the predominate 
classroom exposure. Seventy•ei ht toaclwrs did not indicate 
classroom exposure, and they are not included in this section. 
For those .few that indica ted two exposures; such as north-
east or south-west, only the :first direction (north or south) 
was used. The :figures in the body of the table indicate the 
percentages or the whole group with the designated exposure 
who prererred a certain visual facility . he actual numbers 
of which the percentages are a part can be determined from 
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Table 7. 
Certain abbreviations and conventions ar e used in 
the tabl e s .of this section. •rhe column marked A gives the 
percentages of the \llhol group of 981 respondents who pre-
i'erred t he certain facility , and as in t he o·thar sections 
or this chapter., it is taken direotly f rom the bottom l ine 
oi' the corresponding tables in Section II of t hi s chapter. 
NA stands for no answer or no response. NP s tands for no 
preference. Z means a percen tage less than one-half but 
mora than zero. 
Table 129 shows the relationship between preference. 
f or surface colors and the predominate exposure of the class-
room. It shows the percentages of the 151 north, 166 south, 
342 east and 298 west exposure classroom teachers who pre• 
i'erred the indicated colors. The color selection i s very 
l~mited . It was only planned to consider major colors and 
whether a l ight or dark shade was desired. 
For ceiling color, the great majority who expres sed 
a pi•ei'ere_ ce, prefer white . ·o other co~ or is v1anted by as 
muc h as ten per cent of any exposure group. Whlte i s pre-
ferred somewhat more by the east exposure group. 
For upper walls, light orange is preferred more in 
north rooms than in the others. his agrees ~ith the usual 
recommendation for a warm color in a north room. Light 
20'3 . 
TABLE 129 
PERCE .. TAG OF TEACHERS WITH CERT~ I N R 00 ~ 
EX POSlJR PREFERR I NG CERTA I ~· 8 URFACE COLO S 
- Su.r!'ace 
Color Ceiling Upper Walls Preferred 
-N s E w li 8 E 
"' 
l e 0 l z 0 1 l 1 l 
~ e 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 z 
~ 
' 
3 0 l z l 4 2 5 3 
4 e 0 l 0 0 l 2 1 z 
5 e 0 0 z 0 0 0 z z 
6 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 e ~ l 1 l 0 0 0 0 
11 2 0 0 z 3 2 4 3 
12 
~ 
4 1 1 1 16 9 8 7 
13 ~. 5 4 4 5 10 6 9 12 
14 
.--------.., 
2 4 2 l 24 33 31 30 
. ........-...... .. 
15 0 1 l 2 4 8 6 7 
16 1 3 2 2 2 l 2 2 
17 .~. 9 5 4 5 2 2 3 3 
/ --..., 
' 18 42 41 55 48 1 2 2 2 
NA 32 37 29 53 32 32 29 30 ]rp 
··-
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ABLE 129 (Continued) 
Surface 
Col or Lower a l1s Floor '.L'rlm Preferr ed 
-N s ' :r E . u s E " ~ .1'1 
- -
1 0 1 z l 2 1 3 2 0 1 1 1 
2 0 l z 0 1 l 0 z 0 1 z l 
3 5 1 5 3 0 1 1 z 3 1 1 1 
4 '7 10 7 9 6 14 1 6 14 5 4 6 6 
5 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 l 1 z 
6 1 1 1 l 8 7 8 9 3 4 5 5 
7 0 1 1 1 ,., 8 7 7 3 1 3 2 
8 Q, 0 z 0 1 2 1 2 5 1 5 5 
11 3 2 3 1 0 0 z 0 3 0 1 1 
12 8 5 6 4 1 0 1 z 1 1 2 1 
13 7 5 4 4 1 0 z z 2 2 2 3 
14 17 20 23 21 3 2 2 3 5 2 10 5 
1 5 2 4 3 6 0 0 l 0 l 1 z 2 
16 10 8 7 7 14 13 12 9 1 5 25 1 6 16 
17 4 4 3 3 13 11 13 16 7 8 4 4 
18 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 l 2 
NA 38 37 35 36 44 39 36 36 46 46 43 45 
· p 
-- -
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~ BLE 129 (Continued) 
Surf' ace 
-Col or Furniture Tackboa.rd Cha lkboard 
Prei'erred 
N s E 3l N .S E w J s F. w 
l 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 z 0 0 z z 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 
5 1 0 0 z 1 2 l l 0 0 0 0 
4 2 1 z z 20 14 17 17 46 43 48 47 
G 0 0 z 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 z 
6 1 2 5 4 6 5 6 10 l 1 l 0 
7 1 1 z 1 1 1 l z 2 1 2 2 
8 l 0 z z 0 l 1 z 5 10 11 9 
11 2 0 0 0 0 l l l 0 0 0 0 
12 l 0 1 ~ 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 z 
15 4 2 :3 1 2 0 2 l 0 0 0 0 
14 7 0 z z 11 8 9 12 ll 5 7 6 
1 5 2 l 0 0 l 2 l l 0 1 0 0 
1 6 15 50 57 54 20 24 23 17 0 2 l 1 
r1 9 2 l 2 2 5 4 4 0 0 0 0 
18 5 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 l l l 1 
NA 46 41 32 36 35 35 ~2 32 33 37 30 33 NP 
-
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g~een, a cool color, is pre!'erred less in the north and more 
in the other rooms. However, it should be noted that even 
though light orange is preferred more in nnrth rooms than 
the other exposure rooms, there ,are still more preferences 
for light green t~n light orange in north rooms. 
F•or lower walls, there is no important relationship 
between color preference and. exposure. 
For floors, dark green is preferred less in north 
.rooms than the other room.s. 
For trim, there is lees preference for light brown 
i n the north rooms than the other rooms • 
For furniture, there 1s less pteference for light 
brown in the north rooms than the other rooms. They prefer 
a variety of colors. 
For tackboard, there seems to be no relationship 
between color preferences and exposure. 
For chalkboard, the north exposure group prefers 
black a little less and light green a little more than the 
other exposure groups. 
Table 129 seems to show that the north expoa'l.U'e rooms 
should be somewhat different rrom the other three exposure 
groups. The other three show 110 important dii'f'erences . For 
north rooms warmer and lighter colora should be given special 
considettation. 
Table 130 shows the relationship of preference tor 
-TABLE 130 
Pill C...!.liTAGTI: OF TEACH RS ~JITH C RTAI '. 1 oo-tr FJ . PO.S URE 
PREF "'RR I G CE T1 It TYPES OF' l TIFICIAL LIGHT 
Classroom ~PO St1re 
Artit'icial Light 
North South East Nest A 
Incande s cent 17 ' 22 20 16 19 
Fl uor-e scent 49 37 47 46 44 
Both 3 7 4 4 4 
;~ . & .. 31 34 29 34 33 
-
---
type of artificial light to the predominate exposure of the 
room. It is evident .from the per.cente.ges of teachors having 
t he exposure who prorerred a certain type of artificial light , 
that there is no important change in t ype of classroom light-
i ng due to exposure of the room. 
Table l~l shows the relationship of preference for 
use of artificial light (percentage of. typical school day in 
which lights are U8ad ) to tne predominate exposure of the 
room. It shows no important preference :for use of lights 
related to cl~ssroom exposure. Apparently light are pre-
f'erx•ed about the same all around a building . 
Table 132 shows tha t~ela't;ionsh1p of pref erence for 
l"'indows or fenestration to tho predominate exposure of the 
classroom. It shows a slight preference for :t.ndows on two 
sides in the nort h and south rooras over east and west rooms . 
TABLE 1:31 
PE CEUTAGE OF 'rEACHERS WI TH CERTAIN R OO,,{ EXPOSU_ E 
PR PERRING CE.RT I USE£ OF TIF'I CIAL LL.rH 
===:o.::"."-:o&: 
Cl assroom F.xposure 
Us0 or Lig hts 
crt South East '»e st A 
0 
-
25 f 44 47 40 40 41 ~ 
26 
-
74% 11 10 15 10 12 
75 
-
100"<> 8 2 7 ? 7 
w~ ) I ...,.,. 1TP 37 41 38 43 40 
---
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Otherwise, there seems to be no important relationship. 
Tnble 13'7. shows the relationship of' preference for 
control of outside light to the predominate exposure of the 
clas sroom. The table s hows that venetian blinds are s omewhat 
TABLE 133 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS WITH CERTAIN R001 EXPOSURE 
ffiEFERRL~G CERTAIN em TROL OF OUTSIDE LIGHT 
Classroom Exposure 
Li ·"ht Control 
North South East u est 
-
Venetian blinds 24 41 27 36 
Roller shades 22 25 19 20 
Drapes 15 10 16 15 
Prismatic glass 14 21 17 16 
Darkening f'or proj. 44 32 44 36 
None 2 2 z 2 
NA. & NP 24 24 22 25 
A 
35 
21 
15 
17 
40 
l 
23 
more pref'erred on the south and west rooms which get most sun-
lig ht late in the school day. They are noticeabl y less wanted 
,on north exposure rooms. Darkening for projection seems least 
wanted in south rooms, whioh would seem to need it most. On 
the whole , there seems t o be little relationship shown by the 
table. 
The a.ata in this section shows that there is little 
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relationship between visual considerations and room exposure. 
The north exposure rooms are somewhat di.fferent from the 
others , which are almost uniform. 'or north exposure rooms. 
special t hought should be given to lights and warmer colors 
and more windows. Venetian blinds are not so much preferred 
in north rooms as the other rooms. 
VI . RElATIONSHIP BETWEEN ffiEFERENCE AND TYPE OF TEACHER 
This part of the study aims to determine whe t her 
there is a si nificant difference in preference for classroom 
facilities. other than color. related to the type of teacher. 
The type of teacher, as far as this study is concerned, means 
lower group, middle group or upper group in score on a simple 
t~n item checklis t at the end of t he questionnaire. 
It seemed ir.aportant to determine whether the ood 
teachers wanted different classrooms f'rom the poor teachers. 
but tl is pr oved ve1 .. y di.f fi cult due to suck lmpa.L~.fact instru-
ments or determining good and poor teachers, or even defini-
tion of the terms. Instead of good and poor categories, it 
seemed easier to get an indication of traditional or n odern 
ca tegor•ies. ith this in mind. a list of twenty classroom 
activ~ties indicativa of modern practice was selected from 
the litera ura and personal talks ith instructors. 'l'his list 
was submitted to t he teaching starr at Boston University 
School o'£ Education and to the apartment of Education at 
the University oi' :rmssachusetts with a request to check the 
ten items that seemed most important in determining Jhather 
a teacher was using desirable modern practices in the ele-
mentary classroom. Eleven of thane ¥Jere co1npletad. .f copy 
of this request form appears in the appendix. J:he ten hi gh 
scoring items were used in the final checklist. 
1able 134 was prepared from the c hecks in the col-
umns 11 reg~arly", nsometimes n and " s e ldomn in t he section 
called 'Items on eachingn. Each check in the " regularly' 
column was given two points. Each check in the ' sometimes" 
column was given one point. A check in t he "seldom" column 
was not counted. This gave each respondent a score from 
zero to twenty. It i s obvious from the table that teachers 
generally rated themselves far toward the modern end of the 
scale. The respondents were arbi-trarily divided i nto three 
approximately equal groups with scores zero through part of 
fourteen, or thirty~three per cent, in the lower roup, 
scores part fourteen through part seventeen, or thirty-three 
per cent, i n t e middle group, and scores part se venteen 
tlu>ough twenty, or t hirty-three per cent, i n t he upper 
group. I t must be pointed ?Ut that this is an arbitrary 
grouping by an arbitrary instrwnent, ana is done only to 
determine if s ome important di.f'ferencos in pre.ference 
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TABLE 134 
SCO S ND GROUP! m OP rrEAGlf..ER 'OR I 1rEr~ O.r TF.A.CHI G 
-- - · 
-Score Number of Group ·-rumber in Percentage 
rreachers Group of Total 
0 6 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 3 
5 4 
6 3 Lower 327 33 
7 9 
8 9 
9 16 
10 34 
ll 39 
12 72 
13 92 
1 4 102 
15 101 
16 117 Middle 328 33 
17 108 
18 121 
1 9 64 Upper ~27 33 
20 80 
21 • 
attributable to type of teacher do exist. If these differ-
ences do o:;ds t, it indicates a fruitful area for· furt er 
re sear ch. 
Each tabla h s the facilities preferrc u b the re-
sponding teachers plotted at;ainst the type of teacher. The 
figures in t he body of the table indioato the percenta" es 
of t he whole t yp e group Ylho pre:forred a certain f'acili ty. 
The actual numbers of which the percentage are a part are 
326 0:1.'"" 327. 
Cer t ain abbreviations u d conven tions are sod in 
ths tables of this section, and they are the same as used 
i n the ot her sections . 'rhe column markeu "A" gi vas the per-
ce· tages of the whole group of 981 respondents who pre.farred 
t he certain f acil_ ty. 1 A .u"laans no a nswer. NP maann no 
pr·ofarence . Z means a percentage less than one-half' but 
mora t hem zero . 
In the other sections of this chapter. a dif~erence 
of ten percentage points from the average has been used as 
a test of important difference. In this section only one of 
the 212 horizontal lines of tabular material shows suc h a 
variat ion . ~his is the workbench and tools which are pre-
f'erre d considerably more by the upper gr oup o1' teachers . 
T is near unifor1 ity of preference ei t her means t hat 
modern and t:-adit i onal teachor~ prefer about t he same class-
room facilities, or it means that t he crude instrument uaed 
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in this study did not produce the desired groups . 
Although the differences in pret'erEmce rel .... ted to 
ta char type are smallel" tha those rela. t d to gl" · de and 
experience, there ar n vertheless ver ' noticeabla diEfer-
ences . A dif'f renee of tan percentago points from. the 
average 1 Seotion III of this chapter meant t ha:t about a 
fourth o.f the 1 tams were considered u ... 1usual enough for c om-
ment . I n this section a difference of seve percentage 
points between the upper a d l ower groups will produce abou t 
tho same proportio of items which will bo considered un-
usual enough for c~~ent . The pos1tiol of the middle gr oup 
is generall y intermediate between the other t o, a s 
ea~ily seen in the tables , but it is not analyzed . Items 
that have a diff renee i preferen ce between the up· er and 
l O\ver gr oups o:r less than seven percentage points ill not 
be considered as having an important relatio ship . 
T ..... e upper group consistently hac • oro defln.1t prat'-
ar noes as shown by a ganoral left to right increase a long 
tha bo·ttor. line in every table except one in the regular 
class. ~oom :ttoms and one i t l e miscellaneous items . Exclud-
ing vhe ntiscellaneous classroom characteristics and tle ab-
nol~ al one in the regular group, the a.verc:a.ge l owor group 
had 3 . 8 i G" pel. c nta point i tho no pref'arence cate-
go•y. This is approximately one-half of t ho soven points 
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which is baing used as a test of importance. 
Tabl e 135 shows the . relationship between preference 
for room shape and tJ~e or teacher . Since no difference 
TABLE 135 
PERC TAGE OF TEACHERS OF CERTAIN TYPE PREFERRI NG 
Cill TAI!J S ~" PES OF ROO~.T 
Room Shape 
Type of Teacher 
Upper Middle Lower A 
1 . Square 21 15 18 18 
2. Rectangle 47 50 45 47 
3 . Other 3 5 5 4 
NA & NP 29 31 32 31 
be t ween t he upper and lower groups is aa much as seven per-
centage points, it is assumed that there is no important re• 
lati onah1p between preference for room shape and type of 
teac her . 
Table 136 shows the relationship between preference 
f or number of pupils and type of teacher . One is apparently 
independent of the other . 
Tabl e 137 shows the relationship between preference 
for area of classroom and type of teacher . ne is apparently 
independe t of the other . 
'rABLE 136 
Pr. . EN 1A~E or.. TEACHERS OF CERTAIN TYPE P .EF 0 R NG 
CERTAIN W fffiERS OF PUPILS 
Type of' r eacher 
Number of Pupils 
Upper r iddl.e Low or A 
l. 0 - 25 76 72 71 '"/3 
2. 26 .. 35 8 13 9 10 
3. 36 and up 1 z 1 1 
UA & NP 15 14 19 16 
==-
TABLE 1:57 
PE. CE T GE 0 •' TEA0HERS OF 0 . TAI i PE PREFEI h J. NG 
CERTAI N TOTAL GrAS ROOM FLOOR AREAS 
Floor Area (sq. ft.) 
Type of Teacher 
Upper iddle Lower A. 
l. Less than 600 2 1 3 2 
2. 600 - 900 3 40 55 37 
3. ore than 900 27 23 25 25 
lA.&lP 33 36 38 36 
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Table 138 shoas the relationship bet ween preference 
f'or coiling height and type of teacher. The upper group of 
teachers have an imp rtant prefer nee for the t en to twelve 
foot room. over the l c er gr oup . The y prefer the l owest and 
highest room slightly l ess than the lower group . 
TABLE 138 
PERCE1vTA :; o • 17 crm n o· .~. L. YPE 
PREFERRING CERTAIN CEILING HEIGHTS 
Table 139 shows the relationship between preference 
ror ceiling slope and type of teacher. One is apparently 
i ndependent of the other. 
TABLE 139 
FEROENTAGE 0~ TEACHERS OF CERTAir TYPE 
PREFERRING CERTAIN CEILING SLOPES 
Typo o:f Teacher 
Ceiling Slope 
Upper Middle Lower 
1. Level 55 56 55 
2. Sloping 9 7 8 
3. Sawtooth 2 1 2 
NA. & NP 34 36 35 
A 
55 
8 
2 
35 
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Tabl e 140 shows tha r elations hip between preference 
for activity space and t~~e of teac i~r. One ls appar3ntly 
iad e pen ant of the othar . 
·ABLE 140 
PERCE TAGE OF TEAC HEHS OF CERTAI N TYPE 
Pl1 "F&rmii G CER' ~ I . .J ACTIVITY PACE 
Type o£ Teacher 
Ac t i vi t y Space 
Upper Middle Lower 
l. I :n ,lassroom 31 32 32 
2. Alcove 32 29 29 
3 . eparat e r oom 19 20 17 
.A & NP 22 21 2 5 
A 
"1..1 
3 0 
19 
23 
Table 141 shows the relationship between preference 
for type or artificial light and type or teacher. There is 
a difference in preference for fluorescent lights between the 
upper and lower groups. The upper group prefers them con• 
siderably more than the lower group, and prefers incandescent 
lights slightly less than the lower group. The lower group 
did not express a preference as often as the upper group. 
Table 142 shows the relationship between pref erence 
for use or artificial light and type of teacher. One is 
apparently independent of the other. 
'rAbLE 141 
P m CEN'l'AGE OF TEAC HER'' 0 CER'r I. 'fYPE 
PREFERRI JG CERTAI TYPES OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHT 
Type o eacher 
Artificial Light 
Upper iliddle Lo~er 
l . Incandescent 17 20 19 
2 . Fluorescent 49 43 41 
3 . Both 5 5 4 
NA & NP 29 32 :36 
rr I.BLE 1 42 
PERC !Yi'AG •' 01 TEP ... CHIHS OF CERTJ I TYPE 
PREFERRI.{G CERTAI ~ USES OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHT 
Type of Teacher 
Use of Lig hts 
Upper Middle Lm.,er 
1 . 0 • 25c 44 42 39 
224 .. 
• 
.tlo. 
19 
44 
4 
33 
A 
41 
2 . 26 
- 7410 9 13 14 12 
3 . 75 - lOOfo 7 6 6 7 
.. U; J. 40 3S 41 40 J: 
- - ---
Table 14~ shows the relationship between preference 
for fenestr tio and t:~e of teacher. One is apparently in-
dependent of the other . 
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Ti BLE 143 
l.JERCE ITA :rE 0 , T ' 1.CHERS OF CER'rl I r •r. PE 
PREFERRI m CERTAI FE iESTRAT I ON 
Type of Teach r 
Fenestration 
Upper .1iddle Lov: e r A 
1. On one side 35 33 32 33 
2. On two sides 26 25 25 26 
3. On 3 or 4 sides 6 4 4 5 
4. Skylights 3 1 3 2 
,.. Skylights & sides 5 7 6· i) .. 
6. lone z l 0 z 
~& fP 28 31 33 31 
Tabla 144 shows the relationship between preference 
for control of outside light and type of teacher. The upper 
group has a co siderably greater preference for venetian 
blinds and a considerably greater preference for darkening 
than the lower group. 
Te.ble 145 sho s the relationship between prei'erence 
for source of room heat and type of teacher. One is appar-
entl y indap dent of the other • 
. a l e 146 sho:1s the relationsn:tp bet ween preference 
for control of heat and type of teac her. It s hows that the 
pper Group of teachers have an i mportant pr afer . nce f or a 
the~nostat over t he l ower group. 
T BLE 144 
PERC ' 'l :r .Li GE OF T"':i'ACHEHS OF CERTA.I i TYPE 
PREFERHING CER'l1AIN CONTROL OF OUTSIDE: LIGHT 
--
•rype of Teac har 
Light Control 
Upper Mi ddle Lower 
l. Venetian blinds 40 34 31 
2. Roller shades 20 21 22 
3. Drapes 19 13 13 
4. Pr i smatic block .19 19 13 
5 . Darkening 45 40 33 
6. 'ione l. 2 l 
UA & p 22 21 27 
TABLE 145 
PEHCE.L ThGE OJ.i' r.r.EACHEHS OF CEHTAI1 'fy·p · 
PREFERRING CERTAI N SOURCES OF ROOM HEAT 
lype of T(Jacher 
Room Heat 
Upper Middle Lower 
l. Unit heater vent. 36 37 36 
2. Hot air ducts 5 6 8 
3. Radiators 16 . 21 15 
4. Radiant 14 ll 10 
NA & NP 35 36 39 
A 
35 
21 
15 
17 
40 
1 
23 
A 
36 
6 
17 
12 
36 
2 ':; " . 
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TABLE 146 
pr; CENT GE OF T · · c IE s c&~TAI T TYPE 
PREFERRING CERTAIN CONTROLS OF HEAT 
Type oi' .L aa cher 
Control of Heat 
Upper · ddle Lower A 
l . Manual by ous-
to dian 6 4 5 5 
2. Manual by . 
teacher 20 20 23 21 
3 . Thermostat 55 55 47 52 
NA & NP 26 28 30 28 
Table 147 shows the relationship between pref erence 
for indication of room temperature and type of' teac her. The 
upper group has far more pref erence for the large t hermometer 
than the lower group. 
Table 148 shows the relationship between preference 
for fresh air intake during cold :veather and type of teacher. 
One is apparently independent of the other. 
Table 149 shows the rel ationship between preference 
for fresh air intake during hot weather and type of teacher . 
One is apparently independent of the other . 
'raole 150 sho· s t he I'elat1onship between preference 
for plumbing c ons i derations and type of teacher . It shows 
that upper group teachers have a considerably greater pr ef-
erence for a drinking fountain in t he room t han do the l ower 
TA BLE 1 47 
PERCEIITTJ GE 0 · rEACHER OF CERTAIN TYPE 
PRE:PERRING CERTAI I NDICATIONS OF' ROOM TE ~PERA'rURE 
·-
- -
rry e oi' 
-
a char 
Temperature 
Indi cation Upper ~~Ii cUe Lower 
l. Small thermometer 
for teacher 39 44 42 
2. Large thermometer 
for pupils 41 32 30 
:; . None l l l 
NA . J. p 28 30 31 
TABLE 148 
P,ERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF CERTAIN TYPE 
PREFERHL G CERT"'4.I ~ 'RESH A.IH I.t{'rAKES 
DURING COLD WEATHER 
Type o1' Teacher 
Cold Weather Intake 
pper Mi ddle Lower 
1. Windows 21 16 16 
2. Ducts 13 14 11 
3. Unit heater vent. 49 45 46 
NA & NP ~1 35 36 
A 
42 
34 
1 
30 
A 
18 
13 
47 
34 
22 • 
2 29. 
TABLE 149 
12. CE1frf em OF T .. ;ACHE .S OF C""'nTALT T PE 
PREFERRING CERTAIN. FRESH AIR INTAKE"' DURI NG HOT WEATHER 
':Cyp e of ... c c h r 
Hot IJ. aa thar I ntake 
pper , .;.dulo L e· 
1 . Windows 39 36 36 S? 
2 . Ducts 13 ll 10 ll 
3• Uni t h eat er vent . 41 44 41 42 
NA & NP 32 32 36 33 
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group teachers. 
'11ablo 151 shows t he relationship between preference 
for style of pupil seat and desk and type of teacher. It 
TA LE 151 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF' CERTAIN TYPE 
PRF.FERRING CERTAIN STYlES OF PUPIL SEA.t.r AND DESK 
Type of Teacher 
Style of Seat and Desk 
Upper Middl.e Lower 
l. Separate seat & desk 53 53 47 
.2. Combined seat "· desk 12 15 22 
3. Seat & desk for two 5 5 4 
4. Desk with f lat top 32 31 37 
5. Desk with sloping top 14 13 12 
6 . Adjustable height 28 34 25 
NA & NP 27 25 26 
A 
51 
16 
4 
33 
13 
29 
26 
shows that the upper group teachers have an important aversion 
for combined seats and desks for their pupils when compared 
with the lower group . 
Table 152 shows the relations.hip between preference 
for teachers'movable furniture and type of teacher. One is 
apparently independent of the other. 
Table 153 shows the relat1onsh1n between preference 
for miscellaneous movable furniture and type or teacher. It 
TABLE 152 
PERC•NTAGE OF TFACHERS OF 0 TITAI1 TYPE 
PREFERRI NG CER•rAI ~ TEACHER 1 S MOVABLE . lJRNI URE 
Type of Teacher 
Teacher's Movable 
Furniture Upper ddle Lower 
l. Kneehole desk 69 68 67 
2. Table about 3x5 ft. 29 28 27 
~. Larger table 27 24 21 
4. Filing cabinet 59 55 53 
5. 1-3 adult chairs 56 54 52 
6. None 1 1 1 
NA & NP 26 27 26 
2 1. 
A 
68 
28 
24 
55 
54 
l 
26 
shows that the upper group of teachers has an important pref-
erence for additional seats for part of the class compared 
with the lower group. It al.so shows that the upper group 
prefers an additional table (item 3) considerably more than 
the lower group. A projection stand is also wanted consider-
ably more by the upper group. 
Table 154 shows the relationship between preference 
for acoustical considerations and type of teacher. It shows 
that the upper group of teachers have an important preference 
for ceiling tile i n the classroom over the lower group. 
Table 155 shows the relationship between preference 
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'rA LE 153 
CENTAGE OF TEACHERS 01" C TAIN TYPE 
PH ERR I ~G CEUTAI ~ MI SCELU\.NEOUS !lOVABLE FUR i l'l 'URE 
':i:ype of' Teacher 
1!.iscallaneous 
Movable Furniture Upper Middl e Lower A 
1 . Addi tio.na1 seats for 
part of class 56 56 48 53 
2 . Low table about 3x5 ft . 44 42 41 42 
3 . 'J. a ble other than above 34 35 22 30 
4 . Proje ction stand 19 9 12 13 
5 . Screens for dividing 
room 14 12 11 12 
6 . Bookcase 43 46 42 44 
7. .1agazine rack 20 15 15 17 
a. None l l 2 1 
NA& • p 26 27 29 27 
TABLE 154 
PI:l CEHTAGE or TE!\CH:SR,, OP CK Tf~.IH TYPE 
PREFERRING CER.'l'AIN ACOUSTICAL CONSI DERA'J.1IO·m 
- --- ·-------
Ac ous t ical Type of •.roachvr 
Consideration Upper [i ddla Lower 
l. Ceiling tile 63 62 56 
2 . ia11 tile 24 21 25 
s. None 1. 1 z 
NA & NP Sl 32 36 
TABLE 155 
A 
60 
23 
1 
33 
PERCENTAGE OF TMCHERS OF CERTAI N TYPE 
PREFERRING CERTAIN STORAGE BUILT I fl'O THE CLA.SSROO 
Storage Built In Type of Teacher 
Upper Middl e Lower A 
1. Pupil clothing 48 49 45 47 
2 . Pu.nil cupboards 44 42 35 40 
... Teacher closet 63 65 59 62 .:> . 
4 . Magazine rack 22 16 14 17 
5 . Bookcases 58 59 52 56 
6 . Exhibit cas e :31 29 18 26 
7. Filing cabinet 5J. 51 412: 48 
a . Supplies 54 50 47 50 
9 . ~one z 1 J. 1 
NA& NP 30 ~1 33 31 
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for storage built into the clas~room and type of teacher. 
It shows t hat the upper group of teachers ·ants every item 
oi"' s t orage more tha n the lower grou!J, but important d.if'fer .. 
ences exist only in the case of pupil cupboards, maeazine 
rack, exhibit case, filing cabinet and s pa ce for supplies . 
The upper group particularl y want these items built into 
the classroom more than the lower group. 
Tabl e 156 shows the relationship bet ween preference 
for storage adjoining the clas sroom and type of teacher. 
One is apparently independent o:f the other. 
TABLE 156 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF CERTAIN TYPE 
1-"'REFERRir-TG CERTAI ~ STORAGE -·JOINI NG THE CLASSROQ, 
Type of Teacher 
Storage Adjoining 
Classroom Upper Middle Lower 
1. Alcova 20 22 20 
2 . Room 27 23 22 
3 . None 16 18 16 
NA. & NP 40 39 44 
A 
21 
24 
17 
41 
Tablo 157 shows the relationship between preference 
for electrical considerations and type of teacher. I t shows 
that the upper group of teachers have an important preference 
for a television antenna connection and a motion picture 
235 . 
TABLE 157 
PE!RCENTAGE OF TEACHER OF CERTAI T TYPE P EFERRI G 
CERTAI"T ELECTRI CAL CONSIDEF.A'riONS OTHER THA .t:T LIGHTIJ.-G 
--- ·-=·= 
Electrical Type of 'r eacher 
Considera ·~.~ i on 
Upper · dd l a Lower A 
1. Outlet in fr ont of room 63 63 58 61 
2. Outlet in back of room 61 62 57 60 
3 . Outle t on side of room 34 35 ~3 34 
4. TV antenna connection 15 9 6 10 
5 . Movi e spk . cord l.Ulder 
f'loor 18 16 9 14 
6. None 0 z z z 
NA &: NP 31 31 34 32 
projector speaker cord under the f'loor over the lower group. 
Table 158 shows t he relationship between pref'erence 
for communication system and type of teacher. It s hows that 
the upper group of teachers have an important preference for 
telephone connections to the rest of the building, and also 
telephone connections to outside lines, over the lower group. 
Table 159 shows the relationship between preference 
for color of chalk and t ype of teacher. One is apparently 
independen t of t he other. 
Table 160 shows the relationship between prftferenoe 
for location of c halkb oard and type of t eacher. One is 
--.. 
TABLE 158 
PERCEr TAGE OF TEACHERS OF' CERTAIN TYPE PREF'.ER U TG 
CERTAIN corn .rrmiCATI ON SYSTE, 
-
·--- --
Communication Type of enche;r 
System. Upper Mi ddle Lower 
1. Telephone to rest of 
building 55 29 26 
2 . 'l'elaphone to outside 
lines 24 18 15 
3. Bell or othar call 
system 19 16 1 9 
4 . vne ·way central sound 13 12 10 
5 . Two way central sound 31 32 27 
6. None 3 4 4 
NA & ~ p 31 32 37 
--
TABLE 159 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF CERTAI II 1 YPE _eEI"EHRI G 
CERTAI f COLORS OF CHALK OST USED 
Type of 'reacher 
Color of Chalk 
Upper fiddle Lower 
1. White 30 34 31 
2 . Yellow 34 35 34 
3. Otl:ar 3 2 2 
NA : N 52 31 33 
--" 
- - -:::---·=-
·= ....... 
A 
30 
19 
18 
12 
30 
3 
34 
A 
32 
34 
2 
32 
TABLE 1 60 
PERCE NTAG OF T~ACHERS OF CERTA.I TYPE PREF RRD G 
CERTAI 1l LOC1 TIONS OF CHA.L' OARD 
Type of Teac her 
Chalkboard Location 
Upper Middle Lower 
1. One l'lall 20 17 16 
2 • 'l'wo walls 49 47 48 . 
3 . 3 or·4 walls 6 10 10 
IiA. & NP 25 27 27 
apparently independent of the other. 
A 
18 
48 
8 
26 
Table 161 s hows the relationship between preference 
for area or chalkboar d and type or teacher. One is apparently 
i ndependent of t he other. 
TABLE 161 
PERCENTA 'E OF TEACHERS 01• GE ~TAI - l'YPE PR F'~ lU NG 
CER'l' I N AREAS OF CHALKBOARD 
Chalkboard Area Type of 'reacher 
(sq. ft.) Upper .Middle Lower 
1. Less than 50 6 5 6 
2. 50 - 100 42 39 37 
3. •1ore than 100 16 20 15 
NA& NP 36 36 42 
A 
6 
39 
17 
:38 
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Table 162 shows the relationship between preference 
:for composition of chalkboard and type of teacher . One is 
apparently independent of the other. 
TABLE 162 
PE CE! 'rA OF TEA HE · OF CE..'1.TAI - TYP P EFE l .1. G 
CERTAIN COMPOSITIONS OF CHAL OARD 
Chalkboard Type of Teacher 
Composi t i on Upper Middle Lower A 
1. Slate 27 29 25 27 
2 . Gl ass 16 13 11 13 
3. Steel 3 3 2 3 
4 . Plasti c 5 3 5 4 
5 . •:tiber board 8 10 11 9 
6. Other 2 4 2 3 
NA. & NP 40 38 44 41 
Table 163 shows the relations hip between preference 
for location of tackboard and type o:f teacher. One is appar-
ently independent o:f the other. 
Table 164 shows the relationship betwe en prererence 
for area of tackboard a nd t ype of teacher. It shows that the 
upper group of teachers have an important preference for the 
largest area of tackboard over the lower roup. The lower 
group either wanted a smaller area or did not express a 
239 •. 
TABLE 163 
PERCEI~AGF. OF TEACHERS OF CERTAI N TYPE PR~FERRING 
CERTAI!' LOCATI 0 1{S OF TACKBOARD 
TABLE 164 
PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS OF CERTAIN TYPE P. El',ERH.ING 
CERTAIN ARE/1..S OF' TACKBOAHD 
Taekboard Area Type ot Teacher 
(sq. ft . ) Upper Middle Lower A 
1. Less th.B.n 50 5 6 7 6 
2 . 50 - 100 30 32 28 30 
3. Illore than 100 29 25 21 25 
1IA & NP 36 36 44 39 
preterence tor any definite area or tackboard. 
Table 165 shows the :relationship between pre:ferenoe 
:for composition o:f' tackboard and type of t eacher. One is 
apparently independent or the other. 
-TABLE 1 65 
PERCENTAGE 01<, TEACHERS OF CER .. III TYPE PREFERRING 
CE TA.I l'J C OMPOSI'1'IONS 0' TAClCBOA..HD 
----
of Teacher 
~ackboard 
Type 
Composition Upper 1ddle LowEn~ 
l. Cork 53 54 51 
2. F'abric 4 3 2 
3. F'1ber board 10 10 10 
4. Soft wood 0 0 0 
NA. & NP Z4 32 38 
240. 
A 
52 
3 
10 
0 
35 
Table 166 s hows t he relationship between preference 
tor audio-visual equipment permanently in t he classroom and 
type of teacher. It shows that t he upper group of teachers 
have an important preference for a radio, slide projector, 
movie projector, opaque projector, projection screen and a 
television $et over the lower group . 
Table 167 shows the relationship between preference 
for miscellaneous classroom characteristics and type of teach• 
er. It shoTis more consistent differences between the upper 
and low~r groups t han most of t he tables in t his section. 
Pre:t'erenco f or a classroom on t he grou..Yl.d f loor i s 
apparently independent of type of teacher . 
The upper group of teachers has an i mportant pre:f'erence 
2~J .• 
TABLE 166 
PEnCimTAGE OF TEACHERS OF 0ERTAI.r 'IY.P~ .PRBFEHHING 
GERTAIJ:f . ~UDIO..;VISUAL EQ I P ,ffi.N'T PEl' 1ilfl.i,IE , TI;Y I 1 •r u~ CI.J~.SSROOM 
Audio-visu 1 
Equipment 
Type of eacher 
--·- --- ---··-
Upper Mi ddle Lower 
.___.__....__. _________ __.t----- ----
l.. Ra dio 
2 . Phonograph 
3. Slide projector 
4. Strip projector 
s. !.~ov1e projector 
6. Opaque projector 
7 . Projection screen 
a. P.A. system 
9. TV set 
10. Tape recorder 
11. None & riP 
34 
61 
25 
29 
15 
17 
31 
19 
13 
25 
30 
28 
62 
25 
30 
11 
14 
28 
19 
8 
20 
29 
20 
57 
18 
25 
7 
10 
24 
18 
5 
20 
2 9 
A 
27 
60 
23 
28 
ll 
13 
2 7 
19 
9 
22 
30 
==~=====-=========~========~:---- ·=· ==~==== 
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'l'A.:....,LE 1 ' 7 
PERCE" T GE OF T~ CHER~· 0 C.u .TALI 'rYPE PF .~.FERRL' G 
OR NOT p :tEFEH:- I 'TG CER'rAr~· ?flS CELI.Jl )"E OUS CLASSROO. 
CHARACT. t:RI STICS 
Type of Teacher 
Obaracter1st1c 
Upper Middle Lower A 
Classroom on Prefer 75 74 70 73 
ground floor NA & NP 25 26 30 27 
Muoh outdoors Prefer 77 76 69 74 
visible NA & NP 23 24 31 26 
Much of room Prefer 21 17 21 20 
visible NA & NP 79 83 79 80 
Outside Prefer 64 61 60 61 
thermometer NA. & NP 36 39 40 :39 
Rugs on floor Prefer 11 10 8 10 
1~ & :r P 89 90 92 90 
Pupil easy Prefer 31 25 20 25 
chairs NA & NP 69 75 80 75 
Movable stage Prefer 30 27 23 27 
NA & NP 70 73 77 73 
Desks include Prefer 28 27 23 26 
1nkVIells NA & NP 72 73 rn 74 
Desks include Prerer 72 . 70 63 68 
storage NA & NP 28 30 37 32 
Desks include Pref'er 71 69 66 >9 
pencil grooves NA & NP 29 31 34 31 
Pupil seats and Prefer 77 70 64 70 
desk~ movable JA '<. NP 23 30 36 30 
Teacher workspace Prefer 13 9 •] 10 
attached to all :erA. & tiP 87 91 93 90 
TABLE ~67 (Continued) 
'rype of Teacher 
Characteristic 
Upper iddle Lower A 
Locks p!>OVided Prefer 57 56 50 54 
on most s t orage NA& p 43 44 50 46 
Bel l or chime Prefer 56 53 54 54 
soundin in room NA &: NP 44 47 46 46 
Provision for Prefer 40 30 25 3 2 
simple cooking- NA. & HP 60 70 75 68 
Kiln for Prefext 28 19 1.3 20 
ceramics I~ & NP 72 81 87 80 
Workbench and Prefer 49 37 27 38 
tools NA & NP 51 63 73 62 
Piano Prefer 62 58 53 58 
NA & NP 38 42 47 42 
Sandbox Prefer 27 23 28 26 
llA & liP 73 '77 7 2 74 
Working Prefer 15 13 10 l3 
fireplace NA. & NP 85 87 90 87 
-
for much of outdoors visible from the classroom. 
Preference for much of the cl assroom visible from 
t he corridor is apparentl y not rel ated to type of teacher . 
Preference for an outside thermometer is ap~arently 
not related to type of toachar . 
Preforenca for rugs on the floor is apparently not 
related to type of teacher . 
The upper group of teachers has an important preference 
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for pupil easy chairs in the al~ssroom over the lower group. 
The upper group also has an important preference 
for a movable sta in th classroom, compared with the 
lower group. 
Preference for inkwells in pupil desks i s apparently 
not related to type of teacher. 
The upper group bas an important preference for 
storage s pace in pupil desks compared with the lower group. 
Preference for pencil grooves in pupil desks is 
apparently not related to type of teacher. 
The upper group bas an important preference for mov-
able seats and desks over the lower group. 
Preference for teacher workspace attached to the wall 
is appar ently not re~ated to type of teachor. 
The upper group has an i mportant preferenc for 
locks provided on most storage space compared with the lower 
group . 
Preference for a bell or chime sounding in the class-
room is apparently not related to type of teacher. 
The upper group has an important pref renee for the 
provision for simple cooking in the classroom over the lower 
group. 
The upper group also has an important preference for 
a kiln for ceramics over the lower group. 
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The upper group has a vary important preference for 
a workbench and tools in the classroom over the lower group. 
There was t e greatest spread, twenty -two percentage points, 
between upper and lower groups for t is itom than any other 
in the whole checklist. Approximately half of t he upper 
group teachers wanted a workbench and tools in the classroom, 
and onl.y about a quarter o~ tho lower group wanted t his 
facility . 
The upper group has an important preference for a 
piano in the clas~room over the lower group. 
The sandbox is one of' the two instances in t he whole 
checklist in which the upper group of teachers prefarz•ed less 
equipment than the lower group. However. the t wo are so 
nearly alike that preference ~or a sandbox is a parently not 
re·lated to type o:r teachsr. 
Preference for a working ~!replace is apparently not 
related to type of teacher. 
This section was organized to determine what rela-
tionship, if any, there is between preference for classroom 
facilities and th& type of teacher. The thraG types of 
teachers; upper, middle and lower, were determined by a 
simple checklist on the questionnaire. The major conclusion 
is that t haro is only pronounced di.fference in preference 
in the case of the workbench and tools which are wanted 
considerably more by the upper ::>roup of teachers. 
Thera is some noticeable difference in preference 
for a considerable number of items. The upper group has 
g:reater preference for the ten to ·t 1elve foot; c·eiling height, 
fluorescent lights, venetian blinds, darkenin 1 thermostat, 
large thermometer, drinking f~untain, additional seats for 
part of the class, an additional table, projection stand, 
acous t i cal ceiling tile, pupil cupboardfJ, magazine rack, 
exhibit case, tiling cabinet, supply storage, television and 
motion picture connections, ·telephone, largest area of tack-
board, radio, slide projector, movie projector, opaque pro-
jector, projection screen and a television set. The upper 
grou also has a greater preference for a classroom on the 
ground floor, much of outdoors visible from the classroom, 
pupil easy chairs , a movable stage, storage spe.ce in pupil 
desks, movable seats and de sks , locks on most storage space, 
provision for simple cooking, a kiln for cer~aics, workbench 
and tools, and a piano . 
This does not mean that a majority of the upper 
group co sistently preferred these it ms and the lo er group 
did not . It simpl y moans a noticeabl e i ncrease in preference 
of the upp r ovar, t he lower gr oup. 
Th only it .ms preferred mora by the lower "'roup are 
tho ccmb:ned seat and desk and a sandbox. 
CHAPTER VI 
SU JAR Y AID COl CLUSI01 S 
C IAP Ef VI 
f his study was undertukan to determine th · kind of 
elem~ntary classrooms that have been constructed, and the 
teachers' reaction to them. For workability. the study was 
limite t o teachers and classrooms in buildings completed 
since the nd o£ :orld War II in mssachusetts t:md Connecti-
cut. From this it was hoped to deter ine present prac tice 
and thought, and to obtain some guideposts for t he design 
of future classrooms. 
Help toward the design of class roo s •Jith facilities 
that toacher o actually pra1ar seems vory importa!lt at t his 
time. The coUlltry is tacod with nn unprecedented shortage 
o:f classrooms which means a present and cont nuing boom in 
classroom construction. t the same time there are important 
changes in tile curriculum and methods of teaching which may 
necessitate cl~es in facilities. In addition there are 
now 1ethods of construct· on a:nd now f u ... ~nis hlncs t hnt ·nay be 
used to make a better environment i'or lear ·ng. A~though 
economy ia s not a primary aim in any part of this study, 
certainly tho pres nee of axpensive facilities not wanted by 
a majority of teachers would probably indicate needless expense. 
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'rhis study is concerned only with the elementary 
classrooms built after the second World War. New buildings 
were wanted for s tudy, and the inactivit in t he buil ding 
o:r them during the war made a convenient break. 
This study is not concerned wi ·t an part OJ. school 
construction remote from the r e6ul a r classi oom ed ca tional 
environment that teachers ~e ell able to appraise and com-
ment upon. It is not concerned with such t~i:ngs as founda• 
tions, :financing or special rooms. This s tudy is ot con-
cerned with t he location of' schools, or how many are needed, 
or the possible renovation of old buildings . It is not eon-
carne with secondary school buildings. 
The writer selected this study because of .us inter-
est in preparing teachers for t he most e!'!'ic1ent u3o of new 
classrooms, and the preparation of new classrooms for the 
most effect! ve means of' instruction . He is both L1 the 
field of teacher education and on the buildin , com.'Ui ttee for 
a new classroom building . Talks with former pupils who have 
become teachers often indicated that some .facilities were 
not used, and others not present, were much ~anted .• 
A study of the literature concerning teacher planning 
of educational .facilities indicated that most authorities 
.feel that teachers should be involved in the educational 
planning of the spaces that they will use. It also indicates 
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that they have generally dona very little of it, and this 
agrees closely with the present findings. 
The various parts of the classroom environment were 
studied and a classification was set up to include space 
considerati ons, ·visual cons-iderations, heating and ventilat-
ing considerat-ions, plumbing considerations, furniture, 
acoustical considerations; storage , electrical considerations, 
c amm nication system, chalkboard, tackboard, audio-visual 
equipment and miscellaneous classroom characteristics. 
Eac of these features "as pursued ln the cur•rent 
literature to identify present trends. Each of these fea-
tures was also pursued in the historical literature to find 
how it had evolved in t his country. 
In order to determine what teachers have f or facili• 
ties in their ne~ classrooms, and their preference for fa• 
cilities, a checklist as prepared. A compromise had to be 
made between a ve.r y comprehensl ve type which would be long , 
unwieldj ., and too time consuming t o be answered by many 
teachers, and a brief type which would be well a nswered, but 
inconclus ive . A five page checkli~t resultod wi th 130 sepa-
rate boxe r qu ir1n0 a chock or a number. 1· copy o:t it ap-
pears in t he a~pendix. 
All o:f the postwar elementary bui l di ngs in the two 
s 1; tez wore loct.t ted, and -~he pri cipa.ls ~ ere invite to 
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participate in the study by requeating checklists to dis-
tribute to their teachers. Pram the response, 2,509 check-
lists were sent out in January 1955. From the returns, 981 
reasonably complete oheokliats were found and this study ia 
baaed on them. 
Apparently the 981 teachers and classrooms which 
they uae are typical ot the two states. There is no evi-
dence that there ia biaa toward any particular group ot 
teachers or buildings. 
Thia obapter contains a anm.,a.ry ot the facilities 
that are present in the new claaarooma, and the preferences 
ot the group as a whole, and according to grade, experience, 
room exposure and type ot teacher. The type ot teacher waa 
determined from a checklist section designed to separate the 
moat modern (upper) trom the moat traditional (lower) group. 
I. S UMIIARY OF CHECKLIST FI NDI NGS 
Sl:!ape ot room. The rectangular room ia moat common 
by tar. It ia also pre.ferred more than any other ahape, but 
only about halt o.r the respondents apec1tioally prefer it, 
w1 th about a t1tth preferring a a quare room and a third not 
expressing a preference. This preference is definitely re-
lated to grade in that kindergarten teachers have tar leas 
preference tor the rectangle ~d tar more preference tor the 
"other" ahapes ot rooms, but not necessarily aquare rooma. 
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Less experienced teachers have greater preference tor reo• 
tangles t han more exp rienced teachers . There seems to be 
no relationship between room shape and type of t achor . 
Considering the data ; it would seem wise to continue 
building the majority of classrooms , other than k indergartens, 
in tho rectangular shape. Por kindergarten, a · variety of 
shapes seem to be indicated~ 
J.lumber of ;eu;eils. A majority of the teachers in 
this s tudy have twenty•six through thirty .. f'1ve pupils in 
their rooms . A larger ajority pref'er to have twenty-five 
or fewer pupils . There seemn to be no important relationship 
between this i tam and grade, experience or type of teacher 
except t hat more experienced teachers did not express so 
much prefer nee tor the small class as the others. 
It would seem wise to continue efforts in the direc• 
tion of ge tting t he class size down to twenty-five or les s . 
There aro obvious difficu.lties in this due to expense and a. 
shortage of qualified teachers. 
Total classroom floor area. The floor area of class• 
rooms is increas1n so t hat a large majority of the rooms 
studied have more ·!Jhan six hundred squaro 1~eet of floor area 
and a fifth or t ' em have more t n nine hundred square feet . 
Large siz roo s are also preferre d wit ' the largest group 
preferr:i. , t he oix undred to nine hundred .foot size . and 
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almost as many pret'erring the largest size room of over nine 
hundred square reet. The kindergarten teachers want larger 
rooms than the other teachers, and the middle size room is 
more acceptable as grade goes up. Teachers with three to 
five years of experience had a pronounced preference for the 
largest room. Size of room does not seem to be related to 
type of teacher. 
The trend toward larger rooma seems to be in keeping 
with the preferences of the teachers. Rooms should be 
larger as the grade is decreased. 
Ceiling height . The largest number of teachers have 
the ten through twelve toot ceiling height with a fifth hav-
ing more and almost none having less. The largest group also 
preferred the middle height with aome preferring the highest 
categol'y and very few preferring the lowest. There seems to 
be no important relationahip between this and grade taught 
or years of experience. However, the upper group of teachers 
showed a notable preference for the middle height ot room. 
Considering the extra cost of building and maintain-
ing high ceiling rooms and the lack of important pref'eronce 
for them, it would seem wise to build new rooms ~ear to ten 
:feet, but not less. 
Ceiling slope. The great majority of ceilings are 
level and the largest group also pref'er them that way . 
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There seems to be no important relationship be~oen prefer-
ence and grade, experience or type or teacher. 
pparentl y level ceilings are most preferred by 
teachers, but a third of them did not express a preference. 
It would not saem ise to build other t han L.v l ceilings 
u.."lless there is so lle sp cial reason for ·che • 
i ctivity space. The great ma jority of teachers have 
their activity spaco right in the classroom rather t han in 
an a.J.cove or separate room. Tho alcove and separate room 
arE~ pre.ferred by many mOl"e teachers than have them. The 
separate room is hardly wanted at all by the kindergarten 
teachers but a quarter of the sixth grade tea chel"S ~ant 1 t. 
Activity space in the cl.assroom is wanted more by the kinder-
garten teachers than t he others. The preference for an alcove 
seems to be independent o~ grade. Preference for activity 
space is also related to experience . The classroom is pre-
ferred more by the six through ten year group, and the al-
cove i particularly wanted by the newer te achers, and con-
siderably les s i1anted by the older teachers. here seems to 
be no relations ip twe n activity space and t yp of toacher. 
co~clusi n abou ac t i vity space : ~ difricult to 
1nako . 'l'eachera want more space outside of the classroon, but 
considering t e expense and lack oi uniformitj o preference, 
more research in this rea see s nee ssnry. 
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Color scheme. The moat popular ceiling color is 
white and the largest group also prefer it. For upper and 
lower walla, light green is most co~~on and most pref rred. 
For floors, light brown is most common e.nd lif"ht gray is 
most wanted for trim, furniture and tackboa r d . D3rk green 
is the most c~on and most wanted chalkboard color. 
Althou,_,h the most wanted colors are 1 .dt ca ted above, 
many other colora were wanted by some. There is reason why 
a variety of light colors should be used .for a ll surfaces 
excopt the c halkboard . 
TYEe ~~ artiricial light. Fluorescent light is the 
most common in new classrooms, but incandescent is f ound in 
more than a third of the rooms. Fluore scent l i ght is much 
preferred over incandescent light. Kind r garten teachers 
prefer incandescent lights considerably moro a d fluorescent 
lights less than the other radea, but the greatest nlmber 
of them still prefer fluorescent lights. Preference for 
artifici al light seems to be independent or experience and 
exposure of the classroom. The upper group of teachers has 
an unusual preference for fluorescent over incandescent 
lights. 
Ap arently the fluorescent light is a t wo to one 
favorite among teachers, but a substantial minority 8till 
want t he other. It would seem wise to have s ome rooms in a 
new building equipped wi th incandescent lights for teachers 
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who real ly preferred them. 
Usa of arti~icial lisht . Teachers apparently make 
c onsiderabl e use of artif'ic i al lighting even with the t r e -
mendous windows charaoteristic .of modern school d sign. 
The would rather use them les~ . Use of artificial light 
appears to be independent of gr ade , experience , exposure and 
type of t ac her • 
"ome way of decreasing the ne cessity for artificial. 
1: -hti rr or removins obj ctions to it seem ,.o be necessary . 
This is the object o continuing research among lighting 
concerns and archit cts at th s time . 
V indows or fenestration. r11ost of t he r oo.ITL.,'l have win-
dows on only one s ide and the greates t preference is for 
them, but al:most as many prefer t hem on t \ o ides . More 
teachers prefer windows on two sides than have them. Kinder-
gart n t ach rs 1a.ve a mar ed n o orence f Ol" windor~s on two , 
thrae or four sides . _,fore a ·perienced teachers have more 
pre.f renee ... or '! indo 1s on one side and less preference for 
them on ore than ono side . 
F am th1 d te. it · ould ceem ad :r:.nable to co tinue 
expAri ent1ng •:i th -rJinclo1."J S on .10re than one side of t ' e 
clasAroom. 
Control Roll r shnd.es, vonotian 
blin s, prismaVc glas ., block and dr .pes are all in use , and 
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in the order given. Venetian blinds are most wanted. but 
tho other devices are want ed by substantial minorities. 
Darkening is fo n in o l y a bout a :Jixth of t h roo s , but 
1 t s preferred in more than tv 1ca as many . IC ndergarten 
teachers want roller shades more and venetian blin s loss 
than tho other .ados. Ther o is a stron~ pref er ence n t he 
thrao thro h fiv year ex erienoe eroup for venetian 
blinds, and the oldest group prefers 'them l east . Venetian 
bl inds are most ant ed o so t h and 1 at r oom3 nnd 1 ~st 
~antod on tho north rooms . The upper group has a greater 
preference for venot1a . linda . Darlce 1ing soelitS to be inde-
P ndent of rade , experience and expos ure . Darkeni ng i 9 
wanted cons iderably mora by tho upper group of teacl -rs . 
From this data i t ould sa em tha."b v e tian bl inds 
and darkening should both ba provided s omov1 a t more than 
thoy are . •¥1th some ew t ypes on the market , it is possible 
to get the darkening w:l t h venetian blinds, and teac 1 rs 
cou l d be pl oasad t wo ... vays vti t h one do vice . 
Source of ro • heut . Tho unit heater- ventilator is 
most common and most preferred . Radianc :1ea.t i s not common 
but is wanted by many ~oro than have it . Preferonc~ for 
this f acility seems to be indopondant of grade, oxparience 
and type of teacher. 
Although th un t hea ter-ventilator is most pz·eterred• 
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the ract that substantial numbers prerer the much cheaper 
radiators should be considered. 
£ontrol of heat. The great majority or teachers 
have thermostats and t he largest group also prefer them. 
Far f ewer ant manual control by the custodian tha have 
it. Teachers refer automatic control of heat or manual 
control themselves. This seems to be independent of grade 
and experience. The upper 0 roup have a noticeable prefer-
ence for t he t hermostat over the lower roup. 
It ould seem wise to provide thermostats in new 
classrooms, except '\"Ihere economy mus t rule, an.d then manual 
control by teachers should be used rather than manual control 
by the custodian. 
I ndication or room tampera~ure. Small thermometers 
are very common and t hey are also most ante d. However , the 
large thermomete~ ~hich has ver y s ldom be .n provided, is 
•;ant ed almost a s much as the small one. Ki nder garten teach-
ers have a particular l y hi gh preference f~r the small ther-
momet er and a l ower preference for t he large one t han the 
other grades. The 1 r ge thermom t ar ir. wanted cons i derably 
more by the newer teachers and the t eachera i n t he upp er 
gro1p. 
Con~idert > t h pr efer ence :for t he large t hermo eter 
a 1d its small cost, i t ·voul d seem wi s e to have a s t ock or 
them equal to about a third the number of classrooms for 
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installation in rooms where teachers want them. 
Fresh air intake during cold weather. Unit heater 
ventilators are most common and most preferred, but ucts 
are preferred by more teachers than have them. This prefer-
ence is apparently independent of grade, experienc and 
type of teacher. 
Althou h unit heate·r ventilators are most preferred, 
substantial m1nori tie.s pre.fer the less expensive means of 
get tin f resh air. 
Fresh air intake during hot weather . Windows are 
" -
most co~~only used, ut unit h ater•vont11ators are used 
alnost as m:tch. The unit heater-ventilator s are preferred 
by mora teacher than windows . Preference for this facility 
seems to be indepe:1dent of grade and type of teacher . 'l'he 
mos t experienced gr oup had noticeabl y les s preference for 
windm s. 
If unit heater-ventilators are provided, it seems 
obvious from this study that they should be used during both 
hot and cold weather . 
Plumbing considerations. A sink is n10s t col!ll!lonl y 
present and preferred in the classroom. Drinking fountains 
are present in half the rooms and wanted in more of them. 
Uany more prefer toilets t han have t hem. It is obvious that 
more plumbin is want d i n the classroom. There are a number 
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ot plumbing preferences related to grade, but the moat 
atriking is the continued preference tor classroom toilets 
up through grade six. There is somewhat less preference 
tor plumbing as experience increases. The classroom drink-
ing fountain is preferred by many more upper group teach-
era than lower group teachers, 
Plumbing is preferred by many teachers, and it un-
fortunately cannot b~ moved like turnit~e. Since more 
than halt the teachers want a sink and fountain, it would 
seem desirable to put these in every room. Additional 
research on classroom toilets aeem. to be necessary. 
Pupil seat and desk. Separate seats and desks are 
moat common and most preferred. Flat tops are most common 
and moat preferred. Many more teachers prefer adJustable 
heights than have them. Kindergarten teachers prater some-
what d1tterent styles trom the other grades, which are quite 
uniform. There is a pronounced preference tor the separate 
seat and desk among the three through tive year experience 
group. The upper group ot teachers expressed a noticeable 
aversion to the combined seat and desk over the lower group. 
Considering the ease ot moving this furniture around, 
probably enough or different kinds could be available to 
please individual teachers~ However, moat or it should be 
separate seats and desks with flat tops tor each child. 
bore emphasis should be g iven to adjustable heights or a 
greater number of' fixod heights. 
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r.~eacher' s .movable .!'urni ture . !lost teachers lC~ve a 
k! echola desk, aa.ult c hairs , and a filing cabine·~ . ~ hese 
are also the items which they most want. 1~ore wu:ld l ke 
an extra large tabla t ha n have it . This seams to be inde-
pendent of grad and t ype OJ. teacher . Tb.e oat experienced 
teachers havo a no iceable decr~ase in preference f or a 
kneehole desk although more than hal!' of t hem still pre.fer 
it . 
Sinco this furniture is also easily 1aovabl , ore 
teachors could be pleased by havi additional fm,.,niture o.r 
this type available to those who wantod ;i.t. 
Miacello.neous movable i'urni J.;ur·e. he Llos-t; c l1ll on 
iter~ are additonal seats for part of the class, a bookcase, 
and one or more tables. These a.ro also · the most wanted 
items . Additional seats, proJection stand, screens i'or 
dividing the · room and a n1agazine rack ware pre.farred by more 
teachers than have them. Apparently teachei•s . prefer con• 
sJ.dera.blo movable furnitura~ but t ey do not a ll prefer the 
same things . Screena :for dividing the roorn a1•e pre.i' erred 
rao1~e in kindorgartens than the other grades. Additional 
seats and a taole are wanted oons:l.der•ably more by the less 
expai•ienced teachers. 'l'he upper g1•oup oi' teacb.et•a have 
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cons iderably more preference for additional seats, a table 
and a projection stand. 
ro ·th uata it vtould soem that va~iety of f urni -
ture items s' ould be pr ovided, but not on·~ llgh for every 
room. ... or insta ce,. a ddi ·ii :..onal chairs should bo provided 
.fOl" about half' the l"Ooms and a projection ntand f ol" a bout 
an ai hth of t he rooLlS. 
Acoustical consideratio.a. Ceilin6 tile i s ~. st 
common and most prefeFr~d. Practically everyone PI' fers 
t3 ther wall or ceiling ~il.a. Th'3 sixth gra de teacl'...ars have 
more desire for ceilin0 tila than tb.a other grada3 . The 
three thro h five year x. orionce group prefarr~d more tile 
on bot » · lls a.n d ceiling t ' .n th o·thers. The upper group 
of teachers ha d a -loticeable pre.fel"ence fol" ceiling tile . 
Acoustical tr·eatmant is so universa.J.ly wanted that 
it s hould be provide i r all cla~ roo1s . 
Storage built into classrooms. Much s toro.ge 9pace 
h s b en built i nto class.roo:tnS and much is IF efarra • Tho 
most cow~onlr providod 1 e sara teacher closet , bookcase, 
supplieD, pupil clothing and filing cabi t , all found in 
more than h.alf of the rooms. These are also t a moat pre-
ferred items. A magazine rack and exhibit case are wanted 
by more t an havo th • :Kindei~gartan taachors profer pupil 
clot; · ng in tha l"'OO 1 mor · than the other l"ades, but mozte 
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than half of the sixth grade teachers prefer clothin ~ stored 
in t ho classroom. Pupil cupboards are preferred more in 
kindergarte l 11d u m&gazine rae r: and E:.:Xhi bit ca :Je ure wanted 
1~1 grade s·· x . The other i tams '.70: nt e seemed to bo i ndepend ... 
e.nt ot grade . The groups ith least e.xperienco ha , 1ncl'ea:sed 
preference for many of the items and the most experienced 
group had a 11 rked lack of preference for many of tb.a items ,. 
he uppel"" group ""Vants more of every i tera t iJD.n t l1e l v er group. 
Apparentl more built in stora5 e is \ ant d a~d with 
consideruble variety . Uov1ever , only a fow items are pre1'erl'ed 
b · more than halt o:C t 10 teachurs. ' ·lere saoiLs to b need 
for stud of built in m1its that can bo moved or exchanged. 
a torage a.dj oinil?.g c l assroom. !~Ian n ore tea.c '1era pre-
i'er sto1 .. age ad oinin · thtl classroom. t~uu have However , 
less t an a quarter of the respondents prefer either alcove 
or room-. Kindergarten teachers have an i mportant prei'erence 
for an adjoining room and uch less preference fo:ca none than 
the other grades . Pre.fal"ance i'or this sto1 .. age is apparently 
l ndepen ~ent of experience and type of teacher . 
Consider!~ the limited pretere ce for storag ad• 
joining ·t; l e classroom. except in ki dar- · a.rten. a ... d t ..~.e high 
cost of it , it tVould se0m wise to omit it i'rom grade one 
through six classrooms . 
Electi•ical considerations other than lighting . oat 
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rooms have electrical outlets in both the front and back of 
the room. Many rooms also have an outlet on the side wall, 
but Yary few have wiring for television or motion pictures. 
A. majority ot t eachers prefer cutlets fr ont and rear, and 
more t eachers prefer a side outlet, television and movie 
connection than ve i t. Ki ndergarten teachers .ar ticularly 
pr efer an outlet on the side of the room. The three through 
five year experience e;roup have consider bl y gr eater prefer-
enca for outlets than t he others. The upper group of teach• 
ors have considerabl y greater preference for the television 
and motion picture connection than the others. 
Outlets on the f ront, rear and. side walls s oul.d 
probabl y be standard. in all rooms. It woul d also seam ad-
vi sable to inc l ude conduits t hat could bo used for a tale• 
vis:lon c onnection or proj ector r ire if t he buildi nrr fund 
uill porml t i t. 
Communicaticm_..,!Y_tttam . No one systom i s e1 ther had 
or pr ferred by a ma jority of t he teachers. The most wanted 
items are a telephone to t ho r e st of the buil di and a two 
way central sound. system . A telephone to outside l ines is 
wan ted b y more than have it , and a bell or call system is 
wanted by considerabl y .f~war thAn have it. Tal e hone systems 
aro anted most i n kindergarten and 0rade six. ~ e1or teach-
ers have greater preference for a t el ephone to t he rest ot 
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the building t han the more experienced ones. The upper 
group has an important pr~farence for both telephone sys -
tems ino..i cate.d . 
Ap.., arel'?:tly talephon.es , c ·.11 s ystem and central s otmd 
are so regularl preferred that they should be ired ::..nto 
new luildings. They oan be easily disconn oted 1£ not 
:vun t ed, nnd t b.ey are very difficult to add ·to an existing 
b ilding . 
Color o£ chalk most used. White and yellow chalk 
are about equally co~ on a d equally prei'erred. Yellow 
chal k i~ used less in kindergarten a nd ·they prefer other 
colors a litt le more . Color of c halk is a.p,parantly inde • 
pendent of exparianea and ·type of teacher. 
Bot~h yellow a.£1d hite chalk should be ordai'ed in 
equal "' .:noill ts for all rades , A small supply of othel') 
colors should be av ilable for those that "ant it . 
Chalkboard l ocation. The largest nwnber have chalk• 
board on only one wall and they prefer it on t wo valls • 
.Loa.cher£~ prefer more chalkboard than they have . Kinder garten 
teaahers generally prefer to have it only on one ~all rather 
t l an two \: alls. .Prei'eronoe for ch l k oard location appears 
to be indopendenl:i of experience and type of teacher . 
Prac·t:l.ce :i..s obviously at variance with preference 
in this case. l aw cl ssroo. s other than kindergartens should 
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be built with chalkboard on two walls rather than one. 
Chalkboard area. This ia somewhat the same situa-
tion as described i n the preceding item. Fewer want the 
small area than have it, and more want the largest area than 
have it. Kindergarten teachers pre~er considerably less 
chalkboard area t han the others. Chalkboard area is appar-
ently i ndependent of experience and type o~ teacher. 
Ne classrooms need to be built with lar er areas 
of chalkboard. 
Chalkboard composition. Slate and fiber board are 
t he most common materi als being used i n chalkboard construc-
tion. Slate is the most preferred material and very few 
want fiber board. Slate is prei'erl'e.d far more in kindergar-
ten and glasa i s preferred far less than in the other grades. 
-
Chalkboard composition seems to be independent of experience 
and type of teacher. 
· It is surprising with all of the new materials on 
the market to improve the chalkboard or decrease its price, 
t ha t the largest group of teachers prefer t he time honored 
slate . 
Tnckboard location. Tackboard is very common in new 
classrooms. The largest group has it on three or four walls. 
•qual roups prefer it on two, three or four walls. The 
kindergarten teachers have greater preference for it on 
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three or four wa~la than the others. This facility seems 
to be independent of experience and type of teacher. 
There is general preference .for tackboard on more 
than o e rall, and in kindergartens particularly. Cons ider-
in the large amounts of chalkboard also preferred, same 
material such as magnetic chalkboard that can be used also 
for tackboard with magnets, would seam des1rabl • 
Tackboard area. The largest group has between fifty 
and one hundred square feat of tackboard area. and the larg-
est group expressing a preference also prefers this area. 
llowever, the largest group of a~l did not express a definite 
preference. Kindergarten teachers preferred larger areas 
t han the others . Preference for ts.ckboard area seems to be 
independent of experience , but the upper group of teachers 
has a notable preference for larger areas of tackboard than 
the l ower . 
Iarg areas of tackboard are bein installed, and 
this practice should continue. 
Tackboard composition. The largest group has cork 
tackboard and this is the material most preferred. Prefer• 
once seems to be independent of grade, experience o.nd type 
of teacher . 
The tL~e honored cork, like the slate, seems to lead 
in preference over many new substitutes. 
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Audio-visual. equipment parmanentlz in thE) classroom. 
The greatest number of respondents have no audio•viaual 
equipment permanently in the classroom. · Ho ever. about a 
third of them do have a phonograph and a p·ublic address sys-
tem. They pref$r to have i'ar more than they have, ith a 
radio , phonograph,. strip projector and projection screen all 
wanted by more than a quarter of t he t~achers. The phono-
graph is most wanted. A phonograph is wanted most and a 
radio is wanted least in kindergarten. The less experienced 
teachers prefer. a phonograph considerably lllore than the oat 
experienced teachers. The upper group has considerably more 
preference for a number of audio-visual items over the lower 
group. 
Teachers obviously want more audio-visual equipment 
readily availabla !'or uee. 1 ore of these machines should 
probabl y be available for assignmsnt to the classrooms where 
they are regularly used than has been done in the past. 
These machines might well be purchased from building funds 
along with the other furnishings. 
Classroom on the groung floor. 11he great ajority 
have their classrooms on the ground floor and pref'er them 
·that way. This preference i$ apparently independent of' 
grade, experience and type o:f teacher. Sin6 le story buildings 
are apparently here to stay in locations here space permits 
them. 
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Much of outdoors visible from room. The great ma• 
jority both have and prefer this feature. This seems to be 
independent of gr ade , b t the most experioncod group had 
notabl y l ss preference for i't , and tho upper group of toach-
ars · had notably mora preference :for it . 
t~uch of room visibl e f r om corridor. Most of the 
respondents e.i ther have nor prefer this .fac1l1 ty. There 
i s some increase in preference for this facility up through 
the grades . It is apparently independent of Gxpor1ence and 
ty-pe or teacher . 
Outside thermometer visible .from room. Uost respond-
ants do not ave this facili ty. but a a jority or them prefer 
it . This preference is not related to grade or type o£ 
teacher. but it is notabl y preferred by the newost t eachers 
over t he most experienced ones. This i nexpensive item s hould 
be added to many more rooms. 
One or mora rugs on t he f loor. 
the rooms have this feature, and only a 
Practically none of 
fe~ prefer it . Ruga 
are pr eferred f'ar mor e in ldnder.garten than the other roome . 
Preference for rugs appears to be independent of experienc e 
and t~  of teacher. A r ug should probabl y be avail ble for 
t1e kinder garten teachers that want one. 
Ono or more pupil easy chairs i n the room. ~ost o£ 
the teachers nai ther have nor prefer thi.s facility, but more 
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prefer it than have it. Kindergarten teachers want these 
chairs more than the others and so do the upper group teach-
ers . It would seam wise t o have so~e of these chairs avail• 
able in the school ,for those teachers who wo"ld put t hem to 
good use . 
A small movable stage in the room. Most of the 
:respondents neither have nor prefer this . facility. However. 
many more prefer it than have it. Preference for it is in• 
dependent of grade and experiance, but the upper group has 
notable preference tor it. Apparently one or more of these 
movable units should be available in the school to be used 
as wanted . 
Pupil desks include 1rutwells. A majority of the 
respondents do not have them and a larger majority do not 
prefer them. T .. -ere is a marked incraase in preference up 
throuoh the grndes with the 6 reatest change at grade three, 
Preference for iruovells is apparently not rolated to experi-
ence or t~~e of teacher . 
Pupil desks in~luda storage space. A majority o£ 
the respondents both have and prafer this feature . inder• 
gartan teachers want it much lass than the others. The 
three throuoh five year experience group showed a special 
preference for- this feature. The upper group also had a 
notable i nc_aase in preferGnce for this feature . 
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Pupil . desks include Eencil groove!!_. The largest 
group both have and prefer this feature. Pencil grooves are 
not preferred 1n kindergarten. Preference for this feature 
is apparently not relat d to experience or type of teacher. 
Pupil seats and desks movable. A large majority 
both have and prefer this feature, but it is surprising that 
both percentages are not larger than they are. Preference 
for this feature is independent of grade, but the three 
through .five year group and the upper roup both expressed 
i ncreased preference .for it. 
Teacher workspace permanently attached to wall. Very 
f ew teachers either have or prefer this feature. Preference 
for this feature is independent of grade, experience and type 
of teacher. 
Looks provided on mos t storage space. A slight ma-
jority o.f the r espondents both have and prefer this feature. 
Kindergarten teachers have lea s preference for l ocks than 
the others. Preference is not related to experience, but 
the upper roup had 1nore preference for them than the lower 
group . 
11 or chime run by a master clock sounding in the 
room. A majority o.f the respondents both have and prefer 
this .facility. Pr ference for it seems to be independent of 
grade, experience and type or teac her. 
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P.rovlsion for simple cooking in the room. A majority 
of the teachers neither have nor pr·efer thia .facility. How• 
ever. many more pr•a.fer it than have it. · This facility is 
wanted considerably more in kindergarten than the other 
grades. The throe through five year experience group and 
the upper ·group of teachers also have increased preference 
for this facilit y . Since this equipment is portable. it 
11ould seem an easy matte.r to have one or mol"e units available 
as wanted. · 
Kiln for ceramics in t he room. A majority of the 
teache.rs neither bll.ve nor prefer this facility. However, 
many more prefer it than have it. Thera is a slight trend 
upward in preference through the grades. The three through 
.five year experience group and the upper group of teachers 
had increased pre!'erence for thi.s facility. This equipment 
is also portable and one or more units could be moved to a 
room as needed. 
Workbench and tools in the room. The majority of 
teachers neither have nor prefer this .facility. However. a 
considerably larger number prefer it than have it. This 
i'acility is preferred most in kindergarten. least in grade 
one, with gradually i ncreasing pretarenoe up through the 
grades. The three through r ive year experience group and 
the upper group of teacners have a noticeabl y increased pre1'• 
erence .for this faeil.i ty. 
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Piano in the room. A minority have this feature and 
a majority preter it. · Kindergarten teachers want it moat 
and sixth grade teaoher.swant it leaat. The upper group 
especially wanted this feature. Apparently many more pianos 
are needed in schools. 
Sandbox 1n the room. •rne maJority neither have nor 
prefer this t'eature. Hawever, many more prater it than have 
it. It is moat wanted in kindergarten and least wanted in 
grade six. Freterence tor a sandbox ia apparently not re-
lated to experience or type at teacher. 
orking fireplace in the room. Very few at the 
teachers either have or prater this taoility. More kinder• 
garten teachers want it than anr other grade. P.ret'erence 
tor a fireplace is apparently not related to experience or 
type or teacher. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
A number ot conclusions seem to be supported by the 
literature cited in this study and the research described 
in it. However, considerable work remains to be done and 
suggestiona tor further research tollow thia section. 
Teachers have not been given very much part in de-
signing the educational environment that they must uae. In 
tact, it would aeem more accurate to say that teacher• have 
been given a~ost no part in the deeign or the educational 
aspects or classrooms. Both the literature and the ~resent 
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study support this conclusion. 
Teachers are willing to devote time and effort to 
the designing of new classrooms in nhich they l.'lill teach. 
Although this atatement cannot be put as ctrongl y as the 
one above~ it so ms well supported by the lit rature and 
tho present ot dy. It is only conjactur whether teachers 
wotud be willing to give time nnd effort to general class-
room design for rooms in · h1ch t hey a.rs not going to teach, 
but the literature indicates that many are willing, and the 
fact that about a t housand teachers bothered to ans er the 
involved checklist associated with the present study seems 
also to indicate that many are willing . 
Despite the fact that teachers had very little if 
anything to o 11th the planning of facilities that they usa, 
they are on t he ., hole very \Yell satisfied with what has been 
provided for . them by otter classroom desi ners. or the 
th1rty-i'our single response tables where "have" versus "pre-
fern can be easily checked on the . diagonal~ there ~ere only 
tb~ee instances where less than halt' oft e re~ponde4ts pre-
ferred what (lad been provided . On the o·t;her hand, t here 
were f1£tean instances whero more than three quarters of the 
respondents preferred what had been provided for them. 
Tha kindergarten is much different from the other 
grade rooms in tho buildi • Apparently a. kinder garten 
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requires such space and facilities that no other room would 
serve for its use, and conversely, the kindergarten room 
auld not be ver r satisfactory fOI' any othe1• grade. 
The other gr ades, one through six., are far more 
aliko than they are different • . There was - surprising 
similarity _n nearly every r•e .. ct t lu•ough these grades . 
In so:!le ca sos 1her•e present practice has been s omewhat dif-
ferent for diff erent gr ades , the teacher prefer ences do not 
i ndicate that the difference is necessary. ~pparently it 
is possible to construct a shell that can be used for a 
variety or cles sroom gr a das during its l ifotime with only 
r~ ·nor changes. 
Teachers .:.n south, east and west exposure classrooms 
seem to prefer almost identical visual considerations. Teach-
ers in north rooms have somewhat greater preference for 
lighter and warmer colors and more windows. 
Thoro are .few marked differences in preference for 
cl saroom facilities related to the experience of the teach-
ers. Apparently they all prefer about the same things, and 
exparience does not have to be g iven particular attent i on. 
One interostinc aspect :r ·his is that teachers ~ith much 
exparie~ce do not havo such de£inite preferences as beginning 
teachers. Th31r responses in the "no pre£erance' category 
wore notic ·ably bighor than the others. 
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There are few marl-cad differences in preference ra-
1ated to the type of teacher as defined in this study. It 
as pla11..ned to compare the pr .f .arences of t l G ltlost n ode:rn 
teachers (upper group } with the ost traditional toachera 
. (lower group ). The pre.farences of the tv,o gr oups tur od out 
t o be . very mucL alike . This ma - mea t ha t t heir prefer ncea 
are v ry much .alike or that the checklist did not s ucceed 
in producing the esil:•ed groups. As :rar · as this study is 
concerned, 1 t appears that o l E. sr•oom facil:!. ties should be 
practically independent of t he t ype of: teacher. Iowever. the 
type of teachex> will have co l.Biders.ble. influence o th use 
made of the facil ;t-tios . 
No utandard classroom stems from this study. 'l'here 
are few particular fa.cilit.l s .hat are wan·ted by a large 
~~jority of the teachers, and almost any item ontioneu is 
w nted by a substantial mino~ity of tho teachers . Variety 
of i'acili tias is more the r ule than sta: dardi zation \'fi th the 
tatchers studied. 
I future design, attention should be given to the 
provi:Jion of movable i't'l.ci.li tios in qufl.n·ti tios leo;,f; than the 
tot al number of. classrooms . Fo.r ins·lia nca. if it; is decided 
that phonographs are to be provided, it vrould not aee .1 wise 
to purchase one for each classroo . . Apparent;ly sixty per 
cent oi' this llU!iibet• it3 enough to sat:t f'y the exprasDed wants 
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of the teachers in this study. The money not spent on phono-
graphs could then be spent to purchase other desirable items. 
So~ teachers have de.flni te color pr .... feroncas . Ap-
parently variety of colors should bo use i n new building 
and particular teachers given some opportunit to choos e the 
color of their rooms. Color co as i al ost i nfinit variety. 
but it is relatively easy to change it. 
III. S UGGESTI OHS F'UR ·HER 
This study is concerned 1it only a part of t e much 
l arger problem of how to provide the best possible environ-
ment for loarni at a cost that th peopl~ can ~Ld ~ill pay. 
This study sho s that t oache!'s have not gener lly 
been ivan uch opportunity to create cla sroom desi ns. and 
that they are willing to do so. Another s·(;ud is needed to 
work out ways of involving t eachers in that part o£ ·t;h plan-
n i ng for which they are qualified• and which they want to do. 
Since teachars w t to design classrooms. and appar-
ently t ey should help in this work. it is necessary that 
t his plase or educatio be· treated adequately in teacher 
education curricula. t the present time. courses in school 
design and construction are not very co~ o and they are 
g onornlly intended for school admini1trators only. It would 
s am that this topic should b i clu ed in a course or 
co·urses taken by a ajo:t:~i. ty of teac ers. 
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~ o point was made in this study of economy in build~ 
i ng and equipping t he eLementary classroom. This is obviously 
of tremendous i mp rtance with so many units to be co £a ·tructed 
o.n . the high costs · nvolved . Studios nee to be made t hat 
~ill indicate j ust who:-.t facilities a re p~ef'erred hen only 
certain amoW1ts oi' money can be sp nt . Studios need o bo 
tade of i nexpensive subs titutes for ezponsive f acilit:es that 
teachers ~ant, if th s ca b e do 1e . 
no point \'Ias lllElde of' r enovating olde·r classro01ns to 
them more dos · : ... bl e pl aces for oduce.t··on . ·11uch of what 
has been leal~ d i 1 this st a.y could be pplied to this task. 
Secondary sclool cl~ssrooms were not considered in 
tllis study . A vor f'ruitful study could be ada , along 
si zilur lines, t o detorm::.na likenesses and diftorene()s in 
construction and pt~afer noes. 
Coll ce classrooms muot also be b' i l t in large num-
bers. ch of tho foregoing technique could be applied to 
colla o clas aroor.1s . 
Fur ther ot dy of liGht and i ts CO! t r•ol in the class-
1" om s eams to be needed. The tremendous :rl . do 'l a reas do not 
seem to r emove the ne ed for artificial ll h· much of the 
t.i a . llany tea.chors are not p l eased J•th the c ontrol of 
l ight, part1cular l the . eans provided for da1~ltenlz g of their 
r ooms . Alt _ough custodi s were not incl uded 11 this study, 
they also do not appear pleased with many light control 
devices. 
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The whole study of custodian preference in the de-
sign of the classroom could also throw important light on 
good design from the maintenance and repair side. 
The question of built-in versus movable or free 
etan in classroom facilities also needs further study. 
The teaohers consulted in this st dy showed considerable 
preference for built-in facilities, but, in only two cases 
did more than halt' of them agree on a single item. Appar-
ently a way should be found of combining built-in appearance 
with the ability to move or exchange a unit when it is de• 
s!rable to do so. Possibly a number or interchan eable 
modul~r units could be developed to please a variety of 
teachers. An item about an outside exit from the individual 
classroom was not incluc.ed in this study through oversight. 
Apparently 1 t is an important i tam and deserves inve·stiga-
tion at some other time. 
An expanded study of plumbing considerations i n ele-
mentary classrooms seems necessary. It is an expensive item 
that must be installed when the bui lding 1s under construction. 
More detailed analysis of teacher preferences should rove 
fruitful. 
Type and arrangement or tackboards and chalkboards 
seem to need further study. Teachers particularly want more 
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chalkboard than has been provided. However, they are not 
willing to g ive up any tackboard area for it. 
The status and r eferences outlined i n t~s study 
are al l restricted to tl1:as sachusetts and Connecticut as of 
1955. A similar s t udy cou.ld well be made 1n another r gion 
and at anoth r time to indicate tr nds . 
Any conclusions arrived at from a study of t he class• 
room environment are only t entative. The techniques of 
teaching and the tecr~iques of buil ding are constantly chang-
i~, and i mprove · ways of determining ona to accommodate the 
othar must a l ways be sought . 
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AP •NDIX 
11 Fairfield Street 
Amherst, 1v1assachuset t s 
January 3, 1955. 
3ar Teacher: . 
You have been fortunate enough to spend one or more years 
3aching in a new classroom. Many others have not had the opportunity; 
1ey must wait for new classrooms to be built. Would you be willing to 
3act to the instructional features of the classroom that you have,·and 
1dicate how you would suggest that new rooms might be better designed 
1d equipped for what you consider is good education? You, in conjunc-
Lon with many other teachers, can help to design a set of general sug-
:;stions that can be adapted by future building committees to implement 
specific curriculum • . 
Your name need not appear on this sheet. No attempt will be 
~de to determine what an individual teacher thinks about a certain 
1ilding. Only the consensus is sought in order to design more functional 
1d comfortable classrooms in the future. Your principal will recei ve 
summary of my total findings. 
Please mail the completed sheets in the envelope provided. 
1ank you very much for your time and effort. 
<~......_..(_ U/r·.- . 
R 1ond Wyman 
GENERAL ITEMS 
. Year building completed---------------------------------
• Number of classrooms in building--------------------------------
• Grade which I teach predominately-------------------------------
' Number of grades in my room-------------------------------------
Number of years teachj.ng experience--------------------------
• Nu.rnber of years in this building------------------------
• Exposure of my class is mostly toward: North ( 1 )_, South""'("""2,...,):_-_-,--
East(3)_, West(4)_. 
, I•:y part in designing this building was: considerable ( 1 )_, small ( 2 )_, 
insignificant()) __ • 
, iVly 1vi~ling~ess to contribu~e. time an~ effort toward ~e~igning a class-
room ln whlch I would ~eacn ls: conslderable(l) __ , llmlted(2) __ , 
small(3)_. 
COLOR CHAET 
llor chart for visual considerations on next page. No effort is made 
l indicate all possible colors. Simply choose the primary color you 
LSh to predominate and whether it should be a light or deep shade. 
Lack should be indicated vlith (8) and white with (18 ). 
2 ) . 
L 12. 13 , 14 . 
5 
l r ) • 
6 7 
17 . 
FEATURES AFFECTING INSTRUCTION IN NEW PRIMARY 
AND INTERMEDIATE CLASSROOMS 
DIRECTIO S: Please look over the entire checklist with-
out mark"ng, and then: 
1. ~lace a number in column 1 to indicate the pre-
ence or kind of facilities that you now have in 
1 our classroom. 
2. ~lace a number in column 2 to indicate what you 
refer, or a zero to indicate that you have no 
renounced preference. 
I. Space Considerations 
Column 
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A. hape of room------------------------------------- I 
• (square) 2. (rectangle) 3. (other) ..__ __ __.__ 
B. umber of pupils---------------------------------- I · I 
• (0-25) 2.(26-35) 3.(36 & up) 
c. otal classroom floor area in sq. ft.------------- I 
.(less than 600) 2.(600-900) 3 .(more than 900)',___ __ __.__ 
D. Ceiling height in feet---------------------------- ~I ---~-].(less than 10) 2.(10-12) 3.(more than 12) 
E. deiling slope------------------------------------- rl ---~-
].(level) 2.(sloping) 3.(sawtooth) 
F. dctivity space------------------------------------ I 
~· (in classroom) 2. (alcove) 3. (separate ......__ _ __.__ J room) 
II. Visu~l Considerations 
A. Oolor scheme (use number from color chart) 
]. Ceiling----------------------------------------~------~-
1 . 
~· Upper walls------------------------------------
3:. Lower walls (dado)----------------------------- t-----+-
~. Floor------~-----------------------------------5!~ Trim------------------------------------------- t--------+--
. ~ . Furniture--------------------------------------
~· Tackboard or bulletin board-------------------- r-------+--
~. Chalkboard-------------------------------------
B. ~y~e of artificial light--------------------------r-------+--
].lincandescent) 2.(fluorescent) 3.(both) 
C. ~se of artificial light--percentage of typical 
S1chool qay in which lights are used---------,------ 1 
~. (0-251a) 2. (26-74%) 3. (75-1007o ) ·......_ _ __,____ 
D. Windows or fenestration---------------------------r~------~--
J
.(on one side) 2.(on two sides)3.(on three or 
- - four sides) 
.(skylights) 5.(skylights 6.(none) 
'I 1 and sides) 
E. dontrol of outside light (more t han one number ~J~1v~~e~~:~)------2:(;;ll;;-------3:(d;;~;;;------
blinds) shades) 
!
.(prismatic 5.(darkening 6.(none) 
glass block) for project-
ion) · 
I. Heating and Ventilating Considerations (more tnan 
one number may be used) 
Column 1 Column 2 
HAVE PREFER 
A. Source of room heat-------------------------------- I 
l.(unit heater- 2.(hot air 3.(radiators) '-----~-----' 
ventilator) ducts) 
4. (radiant ) 
B. Control of heat------------------------------------ ~I ___ _. ___ ~ 
l.(manual by 2.(rnanual by J.(thermostat) 
custodian) teacher) 
c. Indication of room temperature--------------------- I 
l.(small thermo- 2.(large t her- J.(none) '-----~-----' 
~eter for the rnometer for 
teacher) pupils) · 
D. Fresh air intake during cold weather--------------- I l.hrindows) 2.(ducts) 3.(unit heater- ...._ ___ ....___ __ """"' 
ventilator) 
E. Fresh air intake during hot 1\eather---------------- ~I---~---~ 
l.(windows) 2.(ducts) J.(unit heater-
ventilator) 
Plumbin~ Considerations in Classroom (more than one 
number may be used)------------------- - ---------------- I 
l . (sink) 2. (drinking 3. (single L-----....1....-------' 
4 .(tv.m separate 
toilets) 
fountain) toilet) 
5.(two toi lsts 6.(none) 
shared with 
next roon) 
Furniture Considerations (mo:-o e than one nur::ber may 
be used) 
A. Pupil seat and desk, style-------------------------1 ~ ---~---~ 
l.tseparate seat 2.(cornbined seat J.(seat and 
and desk) and desk) desk for two) 
4.(desk with 5.(desk lrith 6.(adjustable 
flat top) sloping top) height) 
B. Teacher's movable furniture------------------------~~---~---~ 
l.(kneehole desk) 2.(table about J.(larger table) 
. 3x5 feet) 
4.(filing cabinet)5.(l-3 adult 
size chairs) 
6.(none) 
C. Miscellaneous movable furniture--------------------~~---~-----' 
lc(additional 2.(low table J.(table other 
seats for part about 3x5 ft) than ff2) 
of class) 
4.(projection 
stand) 
? .( magazine rack) 
5.(screens for 6.(bookcase) 
dividing room) 
8. (none) 
Acousti cal Considerations (IT.ethod o: controll inE 
sound)-----------------------------------------~-------1. (ceiling tile) 2. ( vtall tile) 3 o (none) L--___ _._ ___ __, 
Column 1 Colum 
I HAVE PHEF 
VII. St orage' Considerations (more than one number may 
be used) 
A. Sto~age built into classroom----------------------
l.(p~pil 2.(pupil cup- 3.(teacher 
clothing) boards) closet) 
4.(magazine rack) 5.(bookcases) 6.(exhibit case) 
?·( f~ling ~a~i~et) 8 .(supplies) 9.(none) 
B. 0torage adJOlnlng classroom-----------------------
l.(a~cove) 2.(room) 3.(none) 
I 
VIII. Electr~cal Considerations Other Than Lighting 
(more than one number mav be used)------------------
1. (,:mtlet in 2. (outlet in 3. (Outlet on ~-------.._· 
fr~nt of room) back of room) side of room) 
4.(TY antenna 5.(movie speaker 6.( none) 
connection) cord under 
I floor) 
I 
IX. Conununicktion System (more than one number may be 
used)--·-r---------------------------------------------
1. (telephone to 2. (telephone to 3. (bell or other ~---....__----1 
re~t of bldg .) outside lines) call s vstem) 
4.(o:he way cen- 5.(two way cen- 6 .(none)" 
tral sound) tral s ound) 
I 
I X. Chalkboard 
XI. 
XII. 
A. Colo~ of chalk most used--------------------------
1.(\~hite) 2.( yellow) J.(other) .__ _____ ,___ __ 
B. Locai ion------------------------------------------1 l. ( o~e \vall) 2. {two walls) 3. (three or .___ __ _,__ _ 
four wa l ls) 
C. Area 1 in square feet (approximately )---------------( 
1. ( l~ss than 50) 2. ( 50-100) 3. (more t han 100 '~-J ___ __,_ _ 
D rl • • ,_, -----.~-• ~omposltlon---------------------------------------
1. ( ::; late) 2. (glass) 3 . (stee l ) ~-------'---
4.(plastic) 5.(fiber board) 6 .(other) 
I 
I 
Tackboard or Bulletin Board 
A. Loca~ion------------------------------------------1 l.(olfe wall) 2.(two walls) J . (t hree or ._ ___ _,__ __ 
1 f our walls ) 
B. Total area in square feet, approximat ely----------! 
l.(less than 50) 2.(50-100) 3 . (more than lOO'r;-----1....--
c C I • • ;----~---• ompqs1 t1on--------------------------- ------------ ~...1 ___ __,~. __ _
l.(cork) 2.(fabric) J.( f iber board) 
4. ( sdft wood) 
I 
A.udio-V~ sual Equipment Permanentlv in Classroom 
(more than one number may be used)-------------------r-
l.(radio) 2.(phonograph ) J . (slide proj.) ~L_----~---
4.(s~r~p proj.) ~.(mo~ie proj .) 6 .(opaque proj.) 
7.(pi10J. screen) s. ( P . A. system) 9.(TV s et) 
lO.(t~pe recorder)ll.(none) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. P·liscellaneous Classroom Characteristics for My 
Grade. (Put a check or zero in column 1 to indi-
cate whether your classroom has the characteristic 
or not, and a check or zero in column 2 to i~di­
cate your preference or no preference for the 
characteristic.) 
Column 1 Column 2 
HAVE PREFER 
1. 
2. 
Classroom on the ground floor--------------------
Much of outdoors visible from room--------------- t-----+-----1 
J. 
4. 
5· 6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
~bch of room visible from corridor---------------
Outside thermometer visible from room------------r----~---~ 
One or more rugs on the floor--------------------
One or more pupil easy chairs in the room--------r----~---~ 
A small movable stage in the room----------------
Pupil desks include inkwells---------------------r-----+-----1 
Pupil desks include storage space---------------- r-------r------~ 
Pupil desks include pencil grooves---------------t------+-------1 
Pupil seats and desks movable--------------------
Teacher workspace (desk etc.) permanently ~------~------~ 
attached to wall--------------------------------- I 
Locks provided on most storage space-------------~-------~~-----~ 
Bell or chime run by master clock sounding ~------~------~ 
in the room--------------------------------------
Provision for simple cooking in the room--------- r--------r------_, 
Kiln for ceramics in the room--------------------
Workbench and tools (hammer etc.) in the room---- 1--------r------~ 
Piano in the room-------------------------------- 1--------r------~ ~andbox in the room------------------------------
Working fireplace in the room-------------------- 1---------+--------1 
ITEMS ON TEACHING 
h the statements below, place a check in the 
ce that most nearly describes your class. 
Regu-
larly 
Some- Sel-
times dom 
I have living plants and animals in the room-----
I divide my class into small groups--------------
I use unit or long term assignments--------------
I give special assignments to individual pupils--
Every child is encouraged to excel at something--
I use audio-visual aids--------------------------
Groups report their findings to the class--------
I spend time with individual pupils--------------
I use a wide variety of books--~----------------­
Children help to plan their assignments----------
Dear Principal: 
11 Fairfield Street 
Amherst, l~ssachusetts 
November 26, 1954 
It is easy to determine classroom features that architects, 
superintendents, and lay -building committees like, but very little 
has been done to ascertain what teachers find useful, necessary 
or superfluous in their rooms. 
I am ready to make a study of teacher reaction to the instruct-
ional features of post-war elementary classrooms by means of a 
checklist. My summary should prove very helpful in giving future 
building committees, not a blueprint, but suggestions for class-
room design. This study is part of a doctoral dissertation and it 
has no commercial connection. 
Would you be willing to distribute a checklist and return 
envelope to each of your teachers, kindergarten through grade six, 
so that I may obtain this information? I will be happy to send 
you a summary of my findings. Please return the attached reply 
form in the stamped envelope provided. Thank you. 
Dear Mr. Wyman: 
I will help with your classroom study by distributing 
checklists to my teachers. I have teachers in the kinder-
garten through grade six category. 
..,., 
/ 
/ 
/ Name and address: 
• 
Dear Principal: 
11 Fairfield Stroet 
Amherst, Massachusetts 
Ja.nunry 3, 1955 
Thank you for your offer to help with my clnssrooill study by 
distributing checklists to your teachers. I cot t:<, tremendous res-
ponse so that my survey will cover about 2500 new elementary elass-
rooms in Connecticut and Massachusetts, It should be p~ssible for 
· me to develop a reliable picture of what has been provided and. to 
compare it with what teachers themselves would prefer. 
You will automatically be sent a ;ummary of my study when it 
is ready, and you may want to pass it around t~ your teachers. 
Please pass out the enclosed checklists to teachers in postwar 
olnssrooms grades kindergarten through six. If you have more check-
lists than teachers in this eategpry, please return them in the 
envelopes provided with a penciled note. I am naturally anxious to 
get as complete a return as p~ssible. 
Very truly yours, 
November 26, 1954 
Dear Professor of Education: 
In my dissertation titled nTeacher Reaction to the Fea• 
tures A!'fecting Instruction in New Elementary Classrooms", 
I would like to make a comparison between features desired 
and the philosophy of the teacher. I have about 75 items on 
a. checkliat for teachers that seem to cover the physical 
features. I need a few items that will give me an indication 
of teacher philosophy. I have no desire to separate teacher• 
into good and poor categories, but I can perhaps separate 
them into two or throe broad groups on the basis of whether 
they are following certain practices that seem to be charac-
teristic of desirable modern elamantar.y education. 
Please check the ten items in the following list that 
seem to you most important in determ~ning whether a teacher 
ia using desirable modern practices in the elementary class-
room. Comment in any way that you wish. 
Please put this in Dr. Syer's mailbox aa soon as con-
venient. Thank you. 
ITE!~ ON TEACHING 
With the statements below, place a 
check in the apace th&t most nearly 
describes your class.l 
Regu• 
larly 
Some• Sel• 
t1mea dom 
1. I take my olass on field trips------ t------t----t-----1 
2. I divido my class into groups for 
instruotion-·-·--·-------·•-·------ ~-----+------T----~ 3 •. I use unit or long . term assignmenta-
4. I use an activity program·---·-·--·- t----t----t----t 
s. I usa drama or role playing------~--
6. I use audio-visual aida-----··-·-··- ~---+----+--~ 
7. Groups report their rindings to the 
claas------~-~~---~------~~-~-~---8. I spend time with individual pupila • 1----t----t-----t 
9. I uae a variety o~ supplementary 
books-~~·~---~-~------~~~-------~~-~ ~----~----~----~ 10. Children help plan their as signmenta ~----ot-----t----t 
11. I rearrange elasaroom rurn1ture--~·- ~----~----~----~ 
12. Children construct things in the 
1~. ~0~;~;-d~;ii;;~:;-r;;-;i;;;·------· ~·----~----~-------~ 
materials·----~----···~--·-------~--
14. My class uses reference booka------· l------~-----+------1 
15. I have living plants and animals 1n the room---·---------~~-~-----~-·--~ ~----~-----~------+ 16. It~ n9W ways of doing a lesson·-·-~----~-----r------1 
17. I uae current magazines and other 
mater1a1s~---·~----~--~--~-·----~-- . ______ ._ __________ ~ 
18. I correlate art and music with 
other subjects--------------------~----~----~----~ 
19. I give special assignments to 
individual pupils----------------- ~--~~----~----~ 
20. Every child is encouraged to 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
~xeell at something------------·•- ~~--~----~----~ 
illed out by ----------------------
